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, It is my wish that there may be spread 
over the land a network of schools and 
colleges, from which will go forth loyal 
and manly and nsefnl citizens, able to 
hold their own in industries and agricul
ture and all the vocations in life. And it is 
my wish, too, that the homes of my 
Indian subjects may be brightened and 
their labour sweetened by the spread of 
knowledge with all that follows in its 
train, a higher level of thought, of com
fort and of health. It is through edu
cation that my wish will be fulfilled, and 
the cause of education in India will ever 
be very close to my heart.'-From the 
King·Emperor's Speech at the Convo
cation 01 Calcutta University, 6th 
Jalluary 1912. 



FOREWORD TO SECOND EDITION 

A ROYAL Commission on Indian Agriculture has come 
and gone. It has left behind a memorable review of the 
conditions of agriculture in India, of the measures taken in 
the past to improve it, and of its proposals to this end for 
the future. Amid the rich store of suggestions touching on 
many aspects of rural economy, which is contained in the 
750 pages of the Commission's Report, no item, perhaps, is 
more precious than the advice contained in the following 
passage in the concluding chapter of the Report: 

'The aim of the suggestions and recommendations we 
have made in the preceding chapters has been to bring out 
greater efficiency throughout the whole field of agricultural 
production and to render the business of farming more 
profitable to the cultivator. Throughout our report, we 
have endeavoured to make plain our conviction that no 
substantial improvement in agriculture can be effected unless 
the cultivator has the will to achieve a better standard of 
living, and the capacity, in terms of mental equipment and 
of physical health, to take advantage of the opportunities 
which science, wise laws and good administration may place 
at his disposal. Of all the factors making for prosperous 
agriculture, by far the most important is the outlook of the 
peasant himself. 

'This, in the main, is detennined by his environment, 
and it follows, therefore, that the success of all measures 
designed for the advancement of agriculture must depend 
upon the creation of conditions favourable to progress. If 
this conclusion is accepted, the improvement of village life 
in all directions assumes at once a new importance as the 
first and essential step in a comprehensive policy designed 
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to promote the prosperity of the whole population and to 
enhance the national income at the source. The demand for 
a better life can, in our opinion, be stimulated only by a 
deliberate and concerted effort to improve the general 
conditions of the country"side, and we have no hesitation 
in affirming that the responsibility for initiating the steps 
required to effect this improvement rests with Government.· 

It is in the fitness of things that one who long before 
realized the importance of this truth, has resolved at this 
time to bring out a second edition of V,LLAGE UPLIFT IN 

INDIA. Those who welcomed the first edition will be 
eager to cull the fruit of the further experience contained in 
the second; and fortunate indeed are those to whose notice 
the first edition has not yet come, and who will now have 
the interest in store for them of reading for the first time 
in the second edition the moving tale of the difficulties 
which clouded the lives of the rural population in the 
Gurgson District, and of the methods by which Mr. and Mrs. 
Brayne and their devoted fellow-workers strove to over
come the ineltia of centuries and to bring a little light to 
thousands of humble homes. 

St"mla, 
31s1 Aug"st 1928 

G. F. DE MONTMORENCY, 

G"overllor, Punjab 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

THE first edition of 5,000 has gone in a few months and a 
fuller and better edition seems to be called for, hoth as a 
perman~nt record of the results achieved and as a guide and 
all encouragement to the many who are already working on 
the same or similar lines. 

The hook has been published, and is selling fast, in Urdu, 
Hindi and Roman-Urdu. Gujarathi, Marathi, Gurmukhi, and 
another variety of Hindi, translations are in preparation and 
will be ready shortly. 

The interest shown in the work has been most stimulat· 
ing and, besides many letters of enquiry and congratulation, 
Gurgaon has received visits from ladies and gentle",en
()fficial and Ilon-official, Indian and European-from all over 
Eritish India and from many native states, as well as from 
Europe, and even occasionally America. 

The lady superintendent, Miss E. M. Wilson, joined her 
appointment on 1st January 1928, and the female and 
infant welfare and uplift work has, in consequence, been 
properly organized, necessitating the rewriting of that 
part of the hook (Chapter IV). The chapter dealing with 
()rganization has naturally had to be rewritten to deal with 
the changes and developments in the work as it proceeded 
(Chapter V), and two new chapters have been added, one 
called' By the Way' (Chapter XI), discussing various matters 
which have come into prominence sin<..'e the issue of the 
first edition, and the other describing the parts which the 
Boy Scout and the village schoolmaster can play in the 
great work of uplift (Chapter IX). 
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The rest of the book has been carefolly revised, and the 
appendixes brought up to date and much enlarged. The 
curricula both of the School of Rural Economy and of 
the School of Domestic Economy have been added (Appen
dix II), besides copies of suggested by·laws desigued to 
help the Gurgaon cattle improvement scheme, to assist 
horse and pony breeding, and to enable the District Board 
to tidy, keep tidy, and improve the villages (Appendix IV). 
Mr. Darling has kindly allowed me to publish the model 
by-laws for Co-operative Better Living or Uplift Societies 
(Appendix III). 

There has been a demand for plans of properly protected 
wells, combined latrine and refose pits, as well as of good 
houses and well-planned villages. These have been accord
ingly included in the Appendixes. The plans of the wells 
and pits are those finally decided npon, after many experi
ments, to be the best for our purposes, but the house 
and village are only suggestions-albeit carefolly thought 
out and much discussed suggestions-as we have had no 
opportunity of testing them in actual and continued use 
(Appendix V). I am indebted to Mr. Bhatacharia, the 
District Board Engineer, for the excellent plans he has 
prepared. 

Hindustani words are briefly explained, the first time they 
occur, in footnotes, and more fully in a Glossary at the end. 

PalwalSliow was an immense success this year, and, fortu· 
nately, it was watched and studied by visitors from more 
than a score of districts in the Punjab and the United 
Provinces, and several native states. The value of 
loud-speakers has been proved by demonstration for the 
handling of large crowds, for lectures, songs and dramas, 
and for announcements of all kinds, from programmes and 
prize-winners to lost children and sanitary arrangements. 
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It is probably the first time that these instruments have 
been used in a rural show in India, and in future 110 show 
will be worth the name without them. 

Want of money has not only necessitated closing down 
all but the most essential portions of the campaign, but has 
also prevented our touching an immense amount of work in 
which a very little effort would have ensured very big suc
cesses, and the impossibility of coping with the extra work 
that devolved on myself and my assistants bas terribly 
crampeo our programme. There are any number of 
improvements in agriculture we could have established, 
such as regular rat-killing and the tackling of the yellow
tail moth, and the general introduction of the iron plough 
(we have nearly 2·,000 as it is, but had to give up thi .. 
branch of our work for want of staff to deal with it), 
harrows, chaff-cutters, proper threshing arrangements, and 
other labour-saving devices. We had to abandon our 
efforts to perfect the Persian wheel, to organize the training 
of village blacksmiths to carry out running repairs, and to 
get good bullock-driven fiour-mills-although we could sell 
a thousand mills in six months if we could lay hands on a 
satisfactory mill and had the staff to handle the work. 
Inside and outside the villages we wanted to straighten and 
widen the lanes, flatten out and remove the many ruins that 
disfigure our villages, tidy up generally, and introduce 
spades and wheelbarrows, instead of hoes and baskets, for 
earthwork and sanitation. The thorn hedges in and around 
the villages are most dirty, untidy, and wasteful of space, 
and very liable to catch and spread fire, and, with a little 
effort, we could have replaced them. with walls. One 
village has already done it, to the great pride and comfort 
of the people. We could have popularized mosquito nets 
and quinine, and done even more vaccinations than we have 
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done, but without staff and money one can only do what 
one can! It was disappointing to have to Jet all' these 
oPlX'rtunities go which years of propaganda had made, but 
there was nothing else for it. 

With shortages of staff and money, the temptation has 
always been present to abandon parts of the district and 
'Concentrate on the more promising parts. I regard this as 
utterly unsotmd, and will never be a party to it. It is far 
better to advance a short wayan a broad. front than make 
model villages here and there and leave the rest in their 
pristine squalor. The unattacked area reinforces the 
resistance of the attacked area for fear that its turn 
will come next, and the selected area resists the more 
vigorously because it does not see why it should be 
bothered when other people are left alone.- I have seen 
this happen again and again.· The work progresses more 
:slowly and costs more money and it never spreads to other 
places, as, by the time there are any results to show, the 
original enthusiasts have gone and the whole business is 
forgotten. Barrage the whole district, on the other hand, 
and results are immediately visible and the sll(.'Cess spreads 
.like an epidemic. No one can say he is being unfairly 
treated; the weak spots in the enemy's defences are SOon 
found and overrun, and his whole line rolled up. This is 
the key to our success in Gurgaon, and we are convinced it 
is the only way to tackle village remaking. Ferozepur 
Jhirka tahsiP was to all appearance ~he most hopeless case 
in the district, and yet they have more and better pits than 
any other tahsil in the district, except possibly Ballabgarh, 
and out of very sbame the others have had to follow suit. 
An out-of-the-way village like Dharuhera started the co-

1 SuWivision of a district i there are six tahslls in Gurgaon Di .. trict. 
with frOm.. 200 to 250 villages each. 
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education movement, and still leads it, with a vernacular 
middle school of seventy girls and seventy boys. Guraora, 
a boundary zail,l ,.Suddenly came into notice with a hundred 
and fifty iron ploughs in regular use. Instances could be 
multiplied of the value of a hroadcast campaign. Until a 
village is actually tackled, no one can say how it will react, 
and one obstinate man may hold up the whole movement 
as long as work is only done on an experimental scale. 
Once you work on a broad front no one can stop you; your 
friends rally to you, enthusiasm and rivalry are created, and 
one success leads to another. 

A large part of our time was taken up last cold weather 
in showing visitors round, in lecturing in other districts and 
provinces, and in publication work. We do not grudge a 
minute of this time, as it is bearing fruit all over northern 
India, but, as there were no extra staff or funds for this 
extra work, it has unfortunately interfered with the 
efficiency of our efforts ill our own district, aud nothing like 
the progress was made there that should have been. 
Indeed, in places there were signs of slipping back, but this, 
regrettable though it was, could not be helped. 

Even so, some of our visitors are apt to think that the 
struggle is over in Gurgaon. Far from it. Gurgaon is still 
terribly backward. It took infinite labour and infinite drive 
and enthusiasm to get the work going at all, and not for 
one moment can we afford to relax our efforts if we want 
to keep it going. Gurgaon still requires, and will probably 
continue for many years to require, far more effort for its 
regeneration than probably any other district in the pro
vince. For this reason we hope that Gurgaon, which has 
given the lead in this treme",dous movement, will, at any 

1 Sub-division of a tahsil, containing usually from fifteen to twenty
five villages. 
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rate for some years to come, receive special favours and be 
treated as the demonstration area and training ground for 
uplift work. 

As for wireless, we could broadcast our programme 
from Delhi Fort for a paltry Rs. 10,000, plus the cost of 
loud-speaking receivers, but we are unable as yet to include 
this priceless weapon in our armoury. Our propaganda has 
gone so far that we are certain that the people of Gurgaon 
District would attend in hundreds in every village to listen, 
and would pay for their own receivers; and a two-hour 
programme of songs, lectures, dialogues and news, given 
three nights a week from Delhi Fort, would be eagerly 
listened to in scores of villages in every district for a 
hundred miles round Delhi. 

In the preface to the first edition the names of two of 
our keenest helpers, Rai Sahib Dr. Thakur and M. Mohamed 
Zaffar, were by an oversight omitted, and I hasten to make 
amends here. Dr. Thakur has been the District Medical 
Officer of Health throughout, and has been invaluable in 
working ont and putting into practice the health side of the 
campaign; while M. Mohamed Zaffar has sacrificed much of 
his time and legal practice to edit-honorarily, of conrse
the District Gazette from its start until now. 

The word 'uplift' gave offence to the fastidious; it has 
in fact definitely misleading associations. I have accord
ingly altered the title of this edition to ' The Remaking of 
Village India', though the old word' Uplift' remains per
haps the most conveniently short, and at the same time 
comprehensively descriptive, word for the work now being 
done. 

Much of <;>ur work has been described in simple dialogue 
form (in English and other langnages) in a book, just pub
lished for me by the Oxford University Press, called Socrales 
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in an India" Village. This book includes the dialogue 
which appears in Appendix VIII of the present book. 

The Anny has paid us the compliment of experimenting 
with the Rural School as a vocational training centre for 
short~service soldiers, and the Co-operative Department is to 
use both the Rural and the Domestic Schools for training its 
staff; and is also sending its employees to our Boy Scout 
training camps. Other provinces and native states are also 
making use of our institution, while Sir Robert Baden· 
Powell, the Chief Scout of the world, has written out to 
India to see what can be done by the Boy Scouts on the 
lines of 'Gurgaon Uplift'. 

The latest encouragements are the Gold Kaiser·i·Hind 
medal, granted to Mrs. Brayne in the recent Birthday 
Honours, and the references to Gurgaon in the Report of the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture. There is no doubt that 
'Gurgaon Uplift I has come to stay, not only in Gurgaon, 
but in India at large. 

Westwood, Gt. Rrburgll, Norfolk, 
Jill), 1928 

F.L.B. 





FOREWORD TO FIRST EDITION 

IT has sometimes been said that the Indian Government 
has, at different times, and in different ways, and with vary
ing degrees of success, attacked almost every problem except 
the one which is the mm;t important of all, namely, the 
improvement of the conditions of rural life. That is not 
entirely true; for we have indirectly done much to improve 
those conditions, by the general spread of education, by the 
stimulus given to the co-operative movement, and by the 
work of our Health and Agricultural departments, which, if 
now only at the beginning of their career, have already done 
much for the welfare of the villager. But the charge is to 
this extent true. that we have never made a direct and a 
concerted attack on this problem; we have never deliberately 
attempted to effect that change in the psychology of the 
peasant, and in his social and personal habits, without which 
it is impossible materially to improve his conditions of life. 
The reason did not lie entirely in the immensity of the task. 
It was obvious that we should have to encounter an enormous 
dead-weight of conservatism and apathy; there were many 
who, not unreasonably, feared the result of preaching to the 
villager that discontent with his own conditions of life which 
was necessary to his improvement; and not many of us, 
to tell the final truth, have had the missionary spirit 
necessary for the enterprise. For the villager has the keen 
instincts of a man who lives very close to nature; he will 
not be persuaded by those whom he has not 1eamt to trust. 
charm they never so wisely, and he will not trust those who 
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do not seem prepared to put aside all other claims and 
considerations, in order to live with him, to learn his troubles, 
and to support him through them. 

Gurgaon has been the pioneer in a movement which can 
at least claim the merit of making a direct attack on this 
problem .. Its authors would be the first to admit that at the 
moment it is in the stage of experiment, and has been able 
to touch only certain aspects of village life; but this may be 
taken for certain, that it has already achieved valuable and 
encouraging results. Other districts of the Punjab have 
begun to show an interest in the movement, and I welcome 
this record of the objects at which it has aimed, and the 
methods it has adopted. On one point there will be no 
difference of opinion. Those who follow in the same field 
may improve on the methods chosen; but they will not 
easily match the fine spirit of enthusiasm which has been 
manifest in those who have initiated the movement in 
Gnrgaon. 

Government HOllse, 
Lahore, 

18th November 1927 

w. M. HAILEY, 

Governor, Puniab 



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION 

THIS book does not pretend to be either a description of, 
or a panacea for, all the ills of rural India. It tries to 
describe the conditions of one district, the remedies devised 
for them, and the machinery evolved to put these remedies 
into operation. 

These notes-for the book is nothing but a collection of 
notes-were written for Gurgaon District, a very poor and 
backward area adjoining the Province of Delhi, and are the 
result of six years' intensive study of rural conditions; and 
the remedies suggested are all being tried on a larger or 
smaller scale-smaller, as a rule, for want of sufficient funds 
to do more-in that district. 

The various chapters of the book were all written at 
different times, and no part of the book was specially written 
for publication in book form, and as a result it is feared 
that it will not read very smoothly, and there are bound to 
be repetitions and inconsistencies. Some of these defects 
have been removed and many of the facts and statistics have 
been brought up to date, but it is certain that many correc· 
tions and alterations that should have been made have been 
overlooked. For these I crave indulgence, as there was no 
time to rewrite the whole book, and it was a choice of either 
publishing it as it was or not publishing it at all. 

The first four chapters are reprints of propaganda leaflets 
which have run into several editions. Besides being of great 
use in the district, they are in constant demand in many 
other districts, and have been asked for from several other 
provinces. 
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The Gurgaon scheme of uplift is more or less complete, 
and embraces the work of every department of Government 
which is engaged in rural work. The details have been 
worked out in the closest consultation with many helpers, 
official and non-official, and after visiting many hundreds of 
villages and discussing every aspect of every proposal 
with many thousands of villagers. Every item of the 
programme can be seen in actual practice in some village 
or other, many items in dozens of villages, and some in 
practically every village, in the district. 

The general soundness of the scheme can, I think, be 
inferred from the success it has met with. If the people 
did not really believe in cleanliness, how could 40,000 
pits and more, all six feet deep, be dug I If the people 
were not anxious to uplift their womenfolk, no force 
on earth could bring more than 1,500 girls to the boys' 
schools in less than two years from the first day the 
idea was mooted. A glance at the appendix containing some 
of the results will convince the reader that the people, at any 
rate-and they are no mean judges of their own interests
consider that we are on the right lines; and why should the 
districts around begin to copy us if the people thought we 
were wrong? 

It must not be supposed that this Gurgaon scheme, either 
in its conception or its execution, is a one~rnan effort. 
Nothing of the sort. I have been helped throughout by the 
most devoted labOurs of the local officers of every depart
ment, by my own staff, from the highest to the lowest, and 
by the people themselves, not only in thinking out remedies 
for the various evils that exist, but in popularizing and carry
ing out the remedies we have agreed upon. The district, no 
less than I myself, owes them a very heavy debt of gratitude 
for their unsparing efforts. I should like to express my 
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own gratitude to all my loyal helpers, but it is impossible to 
mention here more than a very few. 

Rai Sahib Dhanpat Rai, Tahsildar, Gurgaon, and Ch. 
Ghnlam Qadir, my Office Superintendent, have laboured 
unceasingly and with devoted loyalty for the last six and a 
half years, and their patent sincerity and their local know
ledge have been of infinite value in all our work. Ch. Pohop 
Singh, Vice-Chairman, District Board, and lately Member of 
the Punjab Legislative Council, has been our strongest ally 
and has entered heart and soul into the work of uplift 
and development. S. Gopal Singh, Assistant Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies, has always provided sound advice 
and criticism, and helped in every scheme. M. Abdul Haq, 
P.C.S., 'made' the Palwal Show, and M. Lal Singb, P.C.S., 
has maintained and still further developed it. S. Mahmud 
Hussain, p.e.s., organized the Rural Community Council, 
and L. Kanwar Bhan, P.C.S., has helped keenly with the 
welfare work. M. Abdul Rahman, Inspector of Post Offices, 
and Ch. Lajja Ram, Tahsildar, have composed songs, which 
are popular all over the district. 

Mr. J. S. Ingram, manager of the Ingram"",,)kinner Estate, 
not only aids our counsels, but is rapidly transforming his 
large estate into a series of model villages and farms, there
by affording invaluable demonstrations of the practicability 
of our whole scheme of uplift. 

Upon the tahsildars, of course, falls the brunt of the work, 
in this as in everything else j and spedal thanks are due to 
M. AMul Rahman and M. Karrar Hussain for showing how 
our programme can be translated into action in the villages; 
and to L. Tulsi Ram and Ch. Lajja Ram for the progress 
they have made in the difficult tahsils of Nuh and Palwal. 
But all of us would be helpless without the loyal zaildars, 
the backbone of the agricultural classes, such as Ch. {now 
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Rao Sahih) Badam Singh, Ch. Bhagwat Singh, Ch. Farzand 
Ali, R. S. Chhaju Ram and P. Jiwan Lal. To all these and 
many more the district owes a very deep debt of gratitude, 
for showing the way, stemming the opposition of custom 
and conservatism, and setting the example in moving forward 
towards a better state of things. 

These notes are published in the hope that they will 
prove of use to other workers in this vast and neglected, 
but fascinatingly interesting, field of enterprise. When all is 
said and done, however, the only way to do any real good 
is for keen workers to get down into the actual villages 
and show the people, by precept and practice, the simple 
remedies for the evils they suffer from. 

Gurgaon, 
July ]927 

F.L.B. 
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PART I 

THE DISEASE AND CURE 





NOTICE 

A Trust has been formed. called the' Brayne-Cur

gaon Uplift Trust: to which the people of Curgaon 

subscribed over twenty-five thousand rupees during May 
of this year. and money is stiN coming in. Into this 

fund will be deposited the proceeds of the sale of this 

book. both in English and in the seven or eight vernacu
lar languages into which it has been and is being trans

lated, and any further sums which may be collected. 

The object of this fund is not to relieve either Cov
ernment or local bodies of any expenditure which they 
could. or should. undertake, but to supplement their 

allotments and to finance work outside the scope of 

their official activities, and such experimental and 

pioneer work as cannot justifiably be debited to the 
recognized heads of account. 

In this way it is hoped that the Fund will enable the 

Curgaon District to continue to expand and develop its 
programme of village uplift in whatever direction the 

local workers find advantageous. and to make the most 

01 every opportunity which occurs, whether that oppor
tunity i. strictly within the usual limitations of official 

budgets or not. 

December. 1928 F.L.B. 





CHAPTER I 

THE GURGAON PRO()RAMME 

[For the use of lecturers, schoolmasters, sodal workt:rs, and all those. 
uffidals or non-officials. who are endeavouring to better the con
ditions of the people of Gurgaon District and to improve their 
conditionR of life.J 

IT must be clearly borne in mind that the following notes 
are written solely for use among i1literate and uncultured 
village auuiences. Faired out in print, many of the social 
and public health notes appear crude and violent, but it has 
been fonnd by many years of experience that this type of 

a]'guni~nt. the crude joke or the bold insult, makes far the 
best and quickest appeal to an average villager, in a back
ward and primitive district like Gurgaon. We have learnt 
that to call a spade a spade. and to make no attempt to beat 
about the,bush or employ refinements of speech, is far the 
easiest way to provoke that discussion in a vi11age audience 
which is the only way to ensure a complete understanding 
of the matter in hand, and is the certain prelude to a rapid 
conviction that what we are telling them is correct. If the 
vi11age audience maintains a stony silence the lecturer can 
cut no ice, but once the villager can be drawn into an argu~ 
ment or be made to laugh at himself the battle is won. 

Every villager prays for: 
1. Good crops. 
2. Healthy children. 

Why doesn't he get them? Because: 
1. His methods of farming are bad. 
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2. His village is filthy; he lives in dirt, squalor, disease 
and suffering. 

3. He is the prey of epidemic diseases. 
4. He wastes all his wealth. 
S. He keeps his womenfolk in degradation and slavery. 
6. He pays no attention to his home or his village, and 

spends no time or thought over bettering himself 
and his surroundings. 

7. He resists all change; he is illiterate and ignorant 
of what progress village folk in other civilized 
countries and in other parts of his own country 
are making, and what he can himself make if he 
sets his mind to it. 

THE REMEDY-~'IRST PART 

INCREASE PRODUCE BY GOOD METHODS OF FARMING 

Our object is not to make rich, but to make happy. We only 
try to remove poverty, as poverty brings disease, misery, 
suffering and unhappiness. 

1. Keep I(ood cattfe. Use only Hissar hulls and selected 
CO'lVS for breedinf{. kup milk registers and steadily increase 
the milk supply, generation by generation, so that in time 
you will be able to get milk and draught cattle from one 
breed only (the Hariana breed, strengthened by Hissar Stud 
bulls), instead of having to keep both buffaloes and Han
anas, as now. at double expense. You have swarms of use~ 
less cattle; a few good ones will give.you far more profit. 

2. Use Gurgaon plougl's and other modent implements. 
You say your poor cattle won't pull iron ploughs. They 
will, but you won't try. It takes ten days to get used to the 
new plough. You mustn't say after ten minutes that they 
can't pull it. Besides, why keep bad cattle at all? They 
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cost just as much to breed and to feed as good ones, and do 
only a quarter of the work. Bad farming means bad cattle, 
and bad cattle mean bad farming. Keep good cattle. 

3. Use good seed. 8A wheat, Rosy Balla COtiOfl, Aust,.a
llan Ba;ra, Coimbatore cane, etc. These are all well tested 
for this district and bound to give first-class crops, if 
properly cultivated. 

4. Put up Persian wheels. Two bullocks and one and 
a quarter men instead of four bullocks and four men. Every 
man is his own master on a Persian wheel, which need 
wait for no one and can work by day or by night, in summer 
or in winter. There is no gohnl to get fi1led with water 
after every shower of rain, and no rope to break and kill or 
injure someone. 

5. Pit the manu,.e, 'l'he pitting of manure will not only 
give you double the quantity, but double the Quality, so that 

. you will increase your manure fourfold. When you take it to 
the field, plough it in the same day, so as to get all the value 
from it. Only cart as much as you can plough in that day. 
Every day it lies unploughed it is losing strength. Pits 
must be narrow, six feet deep, and as long as you need for 
one harvest's supply. When one pit is full, cover it with 
earth and leave it to mature, and meanwhile dig and fill 
another pit. Every farmer must have two pjts-one filling, 
one matm1ng. Otherwise, when his pit is full and he is 
waiting for it to_mature, he will revert to his bad old ways 
and make a heap. 

6. Slop making dung-cakes. The land is as much en
titled to the dung of the cattle as the cattle to their fodder. 

1 The steep run down which the bullocks pull the rope that brings 
up the leather hag (cbal'Sa). This cannot be drained. and rain water 
stagnates in it for weeks at a time; the wen caDnot be used for irrlga~ 
tion till it dries up or is baled out by hand. 
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You cannot plough without feeding your cattle, nor can you 
get crops out of the land without feeding the land, and the 
food of the land is cattle-dnng and village sweepings. You 
waste both. There is plenty of stuff to burn instead of 
dung-cakes, and it is a fallacy to suppose that ghit cannot be 
made without them. 

7. Bank<i. f[here are nearly 1,000 banks in this district. 
There are hanks for everything: to finance yonr farming, 
to market your crops, to pay your revenue, amI to improve 
yourself and your village. Everyone should be a member 
of at least one bmk. It is stupid not to be. 

8. Dauleballdi and kiiirebandi. Three-fourths of the 
little r'din you get you waste; as, for want of deep plough
ing with the Gurgaon plough, it can't soak into the ground, 
and for want of daulel! and kHire3 it can't stay where it 
falls, but runs away, damaging the fields and ruining" the 
villag'e roads. 

Every. barani' field Hhol1ld be properly banked and 
divided into kHire:; according to the levels, so as not to 
waste the rain water. 

9. Consolidate your holdings. Don't have your fields 
scattered allover the village area, and thereby waste time, 
money and lahour. Half your litigation starts with cattle 
straying into other people's scattered fields. Persuade your 
neighbours to join in, and ask the Collector or the co
operative officer to redistribute the land. 

You can then fence your field with' quick' hedges, to keep 
out wild animals and keep in your cattle. It is useless try~ 
ing to have compulsory education till you have fenced your 
fields, as your children are wanted to mind the cattle; but 

1 Clarified butter. ~ Big banks round the fields. 
a Little banks sUb-dividing the fields for wen irrigation. 
1 Relying solely on rain water. 
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you cannot fence your fields properly till you consolidate 
your holdings. 

10. Twcl11f months' harvest 011 the well. Don't sow 
much wheat and barley on your Persian wheel just because 
it is the respectahle thing to do. Everyone is harvesting them 
at the same time, wages arc high then, and half your profits 
go in wages. Besides, hail is very liable to spoil your wheat 
and barley. Arrange your sowing so that you never need 
hire labour or bullocks, and you yourself and your bullocks 
and weB need never be idle. Sow expensive crops and 
divide the land"so that every month you are sowing some
thing and every month reaping something, and always water
ing and weeding. If yOll or your cattle or well are idle, 
YOl1 are losing money. Sow cummin, garlic, cane, cotton, 
brinjaV melons, tobacco, pepper, vegetables, fruit trees, 
etc., etc., which will bring you in thousands of rupees 
every year and keep you and your family busy, wen-fed and 
well-to-do. 

You will soon exhaust the local market for vegetables, so 
you mmit make co-operative sodeties to sell your produce 
in Delhi and other big cities. In this way you will make 
vast profits. Gurgaon is good for fruit-growing, and Delhi 
will always eat as much fruit as yOll can produce. 

Gurgaon zamindars2 regard all profitable farming as 
beneath their dignity, and fit only for ma,1is.3 The fact is 
that the only sensible farmer in Gurgaon if-; the despised 
mali. He is the only man who knows how to make a profit 
out of land. 

]1. Tree-gro1tJinR. S01CJ b'ees on every vacant space, so· 
as to have plenty of wood to take the place of upla.· Sow 

1 A kind of vegetable. 2 Peasant farmers. 
a Mali: a Hindu Cfl.<;te which (;oncentrates on market gardening. 
.. Dung-cakes. 
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your I'ihami1at/ gatwar,:! gora deh,a roads, daule, every 
spare space, with trees. 

12. Inoculation of cattle agaillst disease. It is no use 
keeping good cattle if you don't protect them from disease 
by· inoculation. As soon as disease starts, send word to 
the nearest veterinary hospital and ask for the veterinary 
surgeon to come and inoculate the whole village. If he 
does not come, complain to the Deputy Commissioner. 

13. !(ill the field-rats, porcupines, kutra4 and otller 
pests that silare )'our cro/>s udlh you. Why grow crops 
only to share with rats, kutra, etc., when a little effort wiJl 
enable you to keep them for yourself and your chilUren ? 
Klltra are killed at the beginning of the monsoon by 
lanterns standing in vessels of water. Org-anize this in 
every village. Rats are killed in the cold weather. Porcu
pines you can kill whenever you find the holes they live in. 

A lanclowner is the man entitled to the first share of the 
produce. The ratli get first. and often every I share of 
your produce. They are the real owners and you are their 
tenants i muson ke maurusi! ~ 

'rhe only thing a zamindar kills is hili own brother zamill
dar. Monkeys, rats, ~l1akes, kutra and everything may come 
il}to his fields with impunity and eat them up, hut if his 
brother zamindar lets his cattle come in, woe betide him! 

14. Dadop pasture-land, instead of allowing the shami
lat to he either bare of grass or hlocked with trees of no 
value as fodder or fuel. Your ancestorli left you land for 
the feeding of cattle (hir and ban and banni). fl You have 

I Common land. originally pasture, now, ala'). largely divided up 
and cultivated to make up for the small out·tum of their own fields. 

~ Farmyard. 3 Open space rOtmd village. 
~ Yellow-tail moth-n very serious pest in this district. 
~ Hereditary tenants of rats. 
Q Land reserved for timber or grass. 
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allowed it to become so blocked with trees and bushes, which 
are useless for cattle, that the cattle are starving for want of 
fodder. 

Sell the useless trees and bushes now blocking your 
common land, and use the money for daulebandi and the 
sowing of grass, and you will soon turn your shamilat into 
what your ancestors intended-a' grass farm'. 

1.1. The ideal of every zamindar in Gurgaon is to sow 
every bigha 1 every harvest, and to do that he will just 
scatter seed without manure, without ploughing, without 
weeding. Cultivate leal! yo~u' land and pay double attention 
to it, and you will get double the crops you get now from 
a vast area of badly farmed crops. 

Instead of sowing every acre with crops-without plough
ing or weeding-and losing half by kharabii,' why not sow 
a lot of your land with grass, manure and harrow it regularly, 
and get a good crop of grass, instead of wasting your labour 
on crops which come to nothing? Dedde how many highas 
you and your cattle and labour can properly plough, sow, 
weed, manure, harrow and (..'Ut, and then turn the rest into 
permanent pasture; you will get double your present crops 
and a big crop of grass as well. Grass requires far less rain 
than crops, so, whether you get a good monsoon or a bad, 
you will always get at least one good crop of grass. 

16. Where you have to carry well water along high 
hanks, put pipes in under the ground; once in they will 
need no repairs, and will save land and labour and much 
water. See the pipes at the Gurgaon Rural School Farm. 

17. You must fix the blowing sand-dulles, by discover
ing and planting or sowing whatever vegetation will grow 
and hold the sand. 

lOne-fifth of an acre. 
'j Land on whi<;b crops ha.ve failed. 
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18. Straighten and clean your caual channels. At 
present you waste quite half the little canal water you get. 
It is no use asking the Agra Canal officers to give more 
water to Gurgaon, as they say that the amount of water 
required to irrigate 50 bighas in Gurgaon will do for 100 
bighas in the United Provinces. Learn not to waste canal 
water. 

Zamindar ki beaqli parmeshwar ka qasur. 1 Providence 
is blamed for what is really due to the stupidity of the 
cultivator. This new proverb has been invented for Gur
gaon. Whatever happens, whether his cattle are bad, or 
his crops are bad, or insects eat them, it is always taqdir,2 
or the will of Providence, and not the ignorance, idleness 
and folly of the cultivator. When things go wrong find out 
why, and remedy them, and don't blame tbe Almighty till 
you have tried everything. 

Zamin . 1:xJdi ' haL a Every zamindar says this when his 
crops are poor, instead of telling the truth, which is that 
he has taken harvest after harvest out of the land without 
either proper manuring or proper ploughing. 

Waste. Gurgaon zamindars waste everything: rain-water, 
khat kura," gobar," everything; they waste their own 
and their women's labour by using the charsa" and the 
chakki'T instead of the Persian wheel and the kharas.8 Men 
are not supposed to do the work of cattle, lifting water with 
a charsa. Women should be washing and minding the 
children, making and mending clothes, tidying the home 
and cooking, instead of making upla or grinding corn like 
cattle or prisoners. You waste your money by turning it 

1 The folly of the peasant is the fault of Providence. 
t Fate. a The land is 'weak. • Village refuse. 
5 Cow.dung. e Leather bag for lifting water. 
1 Hand·worked flour-mill. • CatUe-worked flour-mill. 
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into jewellery I by kaj,l and other such unnecessary customs, 
by extravagant expenditure on marriages and by 1itiga~ 

tion. 
Conclusion. By improving agriculture in all these ways 

you will make the zamindar no longer the slave of his sur
roundings; he will be less ohsessed with the struggle for 
existence and will lose his present fear of: (1) famine, 
(2) hunger, (3) hail, (4) pests, and (5) cattle disease. 

THE REMEDY-SECOND PART 

I. CLEAN THE VILLAGES 

1. Clean llie zii/lages and leach lite villaKer sanitary 
habils, and thereby remove fear of: (1) disease; (2) blind
ness, disfigurement and crippling of children; and (3) 
weakening of men and women. 

When you lose your way in Gurgaon District you find 
your way by your nose. The greater the stink, the nearer 
tbe village. 

Allow no sweepings, rubbish, dung, ashes, etc., to be 
thrown anywhere but into properly dug pits. (See Appen
dix V for plan of pit.) 

Even the animals clean their young and do not foul 
their nests by insanitary habits. Why are Gurgaon villagers 
worse than animals ? 

Allow no one to foul the village by insanitary habits_ 
V se the manure pits as latrines; some for men, some for 
women. Put a wall round2 for privacy, planks across for 
convenience, and you have ready-made latrines of an excel· 

1 Expensive death ceremony; I wake'. 
~ We used to say,' Put a hedge round'; but hedges become full of 

flies, and walls are far better and more permanent. 
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"lent type, and the manure for your crops will be 
doubled. 

This rubbish, lying in heaps all round and inside the 
village, and this night-soil, scattered thick everywhere 
outside the villag-e, and sometimes inside too, dries up and 
is blown all over the vi1lage by the wind and is stirred up 
by the feet of men and cattle. It falls into your food and 
drink, gets into everyone's eyes and nose, and goes into 
their lungs with every breath they hreathe. It thus forms 
part of your air and food and drink, and yon and your 
children are daily poisoned by the filth of your village. 
Besides this, it breeds innumerable fiies, which sit first on 
the filth and then on your food, your dishes, and on your 
children's eyes and mouths. And remember that the flies 
do not wash their feet or take off their shoes when they 
visit you. Can you imagine any quicker way of secnring 
permanent ill-health and bad eyes, and an early grave for 
yourself and your family? 

Clt'all ViI/ages lII(au Heavy Crops. Cleaning the village 
is very simple. Everyone with separate cultivation must 
have his pit, six feet deep, six or seven feet wide, and as 
long as he requires. Into that pit everything goes. It must 
be far enough away for the smen not to reach the village, 
and near enough for the people to carry everything to it 
and not be tempted to throw it down on the way. 

You must use your pits as latrines, and you must cut all 
the rank weeds and rubbish that grow round the village in 
the rains and throw them in too. 

They are not pits (garhas); they are the farmer's treasure
house (khazana) ; and once you have seen the crops the new 
manure produces you wHl never allow rubbish to go 
anywhere else but into your pit. 

A Rohtak farmer once told me that two cartIoads of the 
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new pit manure were as good as five of the old heapeu stuff, 
so in quality alone-to say nothing of quantity-you will 
more than double your supply of manure by pitting it. 

II. OPEN WINDOWS IN YOUR HOUSES 

The Gurgaon village houses are the direct successors of 
the caves of prehistoric mall. Outside are the heaps of 
rubbish, and inside complete darkness. 

Until you have light and air in your house your homes 
will never be free from sickness. 

Six things love darkness: 
1. Mosquitoes} which bring fever. 
2. Fleas I . . 

R r
' which bnng plague. 

3. ats 
4. Thieves. 
S. Disease. 
6. Gurgaon zaminJars. 

Open windows in your houses and clean your villages, 
and more than three-quarters of your disease will disappear. 
No house has sufficient windows until there is enough light 
all over and in every corner to see any fleas and mosquitoes 
that may be there. (See Appendix V for plan of house.) 

Four things are required to keep human beings in health 
and strength: (1) air, (2) light, (3) food, (4) water. 

Gurgaon people think the first two are unnecessary, and 
that is why they live snch wretched lives. 

Why do Gurgaon zamindars collapse every year with 
fever, and take weeks to recover, and often die in the end? 
Why is sickness never far from a zamindar's home? 

Because their strength has been reduced by living in 
houses without. light or air, and by breathing air tainted 
with village refuse, eating food tainted with village refuse, 
and drinking water tainted with village refuse. 
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III. TEACH THE VILLAGER 1'0 TAKE PRECAUTIONS AND 

REMOVE FEAR OF EPIDEMICS 

By: 
1. 
2. 

Vaccination 
Inoculation and rat-killing 

3. Well-cleaning and proper arrange-

for Smallpox 
for Plague 

ments for drawing water " for Cholera 
4. Quinine and mosquito nets for Malaria 

~':,·1IJalll)ox. You must vaet.'inate your babies as soon 
after they are born as posf~.dble, again in their seventh year, 
and again in their fourteenth year. After three 8ul.'Cessful 
vaccinations your children are safe for life. Till then you 
run a quite unnecessary risk of losing the life, the sight, or 
the beauty of your children, besides incurring a lot of 
unnecessary trouble and suffering. 

Plague. Kill your village rah; at all times of the year. 
Keep your houses clean, tidy and airy, so that rats won't live 
there. Rats love rubbish and darkness. Have regular house
cleanings every month or two, when all furniture and stuff 
will be taken outside anu the whole place properly cleaned. 

When rats begin to die or people get plague, telegraph to 
us ; and if nothing happens, telegraph again, or come in and. 
complain. \Vhen the doctor comes, proclaim a holiday and 
inoculate every man, woman and child as quickly as' you 
possibly can. Don't wait for officials to come and urge you 
to do it. IUocll/lIte at once. 

Don't allow people from plague-infected villages to come 
into your village. Insist on their staying outside and living 
under the trees. You have every right to keep them out, 
and don't he so foolish as to risk your own life and the lives 
of all in the village by letting these plague-carriers come in. 

Cholt1·a. Keep your village clean. 
Don't allow flies to sit on your food, and don't buy food 

2 
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from shops where flies are allowed to sit 011 everything. 
Do you suppose the flies take their shoes off or wash their 
feet when they leave the muck-heap to come and sit on your 
food and on your children's eyes and lips? 

No one should he allowed to dip his bucket into the well. 
Each drinking well should have its own pump or hand 
Persian wheel for drinking water, or else a spedal bucket 
kept there, and used for nothing else; then you will alto
gether escape cholera, enteric, etc. Wells Hhould be caged 
in, so that no one can get water out except by a pump 01' 

Persian wheel, or by the bucket kept there for the 
purpose. 

Don't let your wells be surrounded by filthy pools of 
black mud and water, which percolate back into the well 
and poison the whole of the d.rinking :mpply. Don't let 
your cattle's drinking troughs be haH full of black mud. 
Clean and drain them all; then your water and the milk of 
your cattle will be clean, and yourselvcli amI your children 
healthier. (For plan of well. see Appendix V.) 

Ala/aria. Put a proper platform round your well, and 
a drain for the water. Fill up all depressions near the well, 
and round the outside of the village. 

You must use quinine; and, instead of buying trinkets for 
your wives and children, buy them mosquito nets and 
quinine. and see that they use them. 

Sell your ear-rings and buy a mosquito net for yourself. 
Quinine should be bought just as you buy ",It and 

masaIa.1 It is far more important. You can do without 
masala, but not without quinine. 

Don't wait for the zaildar2 or the patwari!l to give you 
two pills. Those are merely sample pills to show you what 

1 Cooking spices. 2 Leading man of a group of villages. 
3 Village revenue accountant. 
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it is like. You don't beg your Halt and masala from Govern
ment j why beg your quinine? 

Every village shop should sell quinine j every bank should 
buy it for its members; every house should keep quinine. 
Every Iambanlar1 should buy antI distribute quinine from 
the malba.:l 

Fever comes at the autumn harvest and rabi:! sowing time, 
and every day's fever costs you Re. 1 or Rs. 2. For Rs. 8 
yon can buy many hundreds of pills, enough to keep you 
and your family free of fever, and your neighbours as well. 
Don't be so stupid as to prefer fever to buying quinine. 

You must use mosquito nets; instead of putting orna
ments on your children, give them mosquito nets. All of 
yon who were in the army learnt the use and value of 
mosquito nets. Do not be so stupid as not tu use them at 
home for yourself and your family. 

THE REMEDY-THIRD PART 

Rradicate the preseut ideals of absurd c",pl'lu/iture 01/ : 

1. Kaj, and other ::;uch ceremonies. 
"!. Jewellery. 
3. Weddings. 
4. Quarrelling. 

And remove fear of : 
1. Debt and money-lenders. 
2. Litigation and law-courtH. 

Kaj. 1 f you want to revere the memory of a dead 
relative, install a hand Persian wheel on a drinking well, 
roof in and close the well, pave the ground round about, 
build a nice washing-platform and a proper drain, and make 
it altogether a pleasant, easy and healthy place for drawing 
water and washing. 

, Village headman; a hereditary officer, appointed l't' Government. 
~ Village common fuod. 3 Spting harvest. 
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Or else put up a public kharas in a nice, dean, airy pakka' 
shed, so that all people can get their flour easily and 
cheaply ground by bringing their cattle and their grain to 
your mill. 

Or else add a room to the school or the dispensary. 
Jewellery. Jewellery is a wicked waste, and the main 

reason why women insist on having as much jewellery as they 
can get is that they have no rights and no izzat.2 Give them 
these-and they cost nothing-and they will soon forget to 
ask for jewellery, and be as keen as you are 011 spending 
your money for the sole benefit of the children and the home 
and the farm. 

Women want jewellery for three reasons : 
1. Because they are ignorant and do not realize the loss 

caused by putting money into jewellery instead of into the 
banks. 

2. They want plenty of jewellery by them as a reserve, 
in case at any time they become widows. 

3. They think that if they have lots of expensive 
jewellery they will be treated better, for fear they should 
run away and take their jewellery with them. 

If you spend Rs.lOO on jewellery you get Rs. 75 worth; 
after ten years it is worn away to nothing. If a thief comes, 
it is gone in one night. 

Six thousand lakhs of rupees' worth of gold were imported 
into India in 1925. The interest on that would be six crores 
of rupees. Think of the waste! 

The more you give your womenfolk, the more other 
womenfolk will want from their menfolk; and the more 
they get, the more your wife will want. and so on and so 
on. 

Why allow jewellery to be worn in the fields and when 

1 ftrong, well-hui1t. ~ Respect. 
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doing domestic work? "You don"'t wear your best clothes to 
go farming, but you allow your women to wear their 
jewellery to the fields, and everywhere else. Insist on 
jewellery only being worn with hest clothes. This will 
reduce the wear of the ornaments and reduce the rivalry 
among the women, as they will only occasionally see each 
other's jewellery. 

Everyone craves for the beautiful, and that is one reason " 
for jewellery. Can you assist Providence? Did He not 
make children and men and women l:>eautiful enough for 
you? Yes, He ,lid; but you have spoilt them by dirt and 
disease, and therefore require jewellery to restore their 
beauty. Keep your children clean and healthy and give 
them clean clothes to wear, and they will require no 
jewellery to beautify them. 

If your women want beautiful things, let them learn to 
make lace and embroidery, and to grow flowers round their 
homes. 

THE REMEDY-FOURTH PART 

THE NEW IDEAL 

. Home, Sweet Home' 

J 
Clean, happy, healthy and enlightened women. 
Clean, happy and healthy children. 

That is I Clean houses. " 
Clean villages. 
Peace with all men. 

To do this we must humanize the women and make them 
honourable and equal partners in the home, by : 

1. Sending the girls to the school with the boys, and, 
when they get too big, to girls' schools. 

2. Refusing to marry them while they are still children. 
3. Releasing women from their present slavery llull 

deV<ldation; that is; 



GHAR. GANDA GHAR (HOME. DIRTY HOME)-A CORNER OF THE VILLAGE 
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(1) Don't let them make uplas-use wood instead and 
stalks of sarson,l til,1 gowar,2 arhar,2 cotton, etc. 

(2) Don't let them grind corn-install a khariis instead. 
The time saved from corn-grinding and upla-making will 

he spent on: 
(a) Cooking. 
(b) Washing, feeding, teaching and playing with the 

children. 
(c) Making and mending clothes for the whole family. 
(d) Tidying and heautifying the home (flowers in window

boxes and outside in the yard). 
Marriages must be registered, to stop litigation and help 

to elevate the women. 
C01lclusi()n. In a word, our remedies are : 

1. Improve the farming. 
2. Clean the village. 
3. Make the houses light and airy. 
4. Take precautions against epidemics. 
5. Stop waste. 
6. Humanize the women. 
7. Sweeten and beautify the home. 

The Schools of Rural Economy and of Domestic Economy 
at Gurgaon are training men and women so that they may 
go out as missionaries into the villages and teach the people 
all these things. 

, HOME, SWEBT HOME' 

The present state is-

GHAR, GANDA GHAR.a 

Why? Because y()ur w()men are degraded. From their 
birth they are taught that they are an inferior creation; they 
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are treated as such, and therefore they art' inferior. Release 
them from their degradation and slavery, bring them up as 
the equals of the boys, and they will be equal. 

Why do Middle-pass and Entrance-pass boys migrate to 
the towns? 

Because their villages are filthy; because their mothers 
and sisters are dirty and degraded, and not fit to live with or 
talk to. 

How can a B.A. live with a woman whose chjef occupation 
is making dung-cakes and grinding corn? 

All our work centres round the home j the centre of the 
horne is the mother. Train her in her childhood to be fit to 
be a mother and run a home. Save the girls. 

It is more important to Hend the girls to school than the 
boys. as the girls will one day have to run the homes and 
bring up the children. 

Dung-cake makillf( is tke 'Work of ueitlzer mall 1101' beast. 
Flom··gri1ldi1lg is Iile work of callie. 
Release lite 'Women from these lasks and let Ihem do 

'Women's work. 
Making dung-cakes ruins the crops, dc/:rades tile ZlJOmCIl, 

makes litem fillhy fllld 'wastes their time. 
A stack of upla takes months of female labour to make 

and is worth Rs_ 10; as manure it is worth Rs. SO, No 
wonder you are poor! 

People say very proudly that they refuse to live on the 
earnings oi their womenfolk, and yet they allow them to 
grind corn and make uplas, the two most degrading forms 
of female labour in the world. 

Uplas are used for boiling milk, so that the woman need 
not stay by and watch the pot, as she must do if wood is 
used. Vicious circle I The time saved from upla·rnaking is 
more than enough to watch the milk b\ling boiled Oil a fir~ 
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of wood or cotton stalks, and AT THE SAME TIME mend the 
clothes, tidy the home or play with the children. 

Cattle <lung, human excreta and village .sweepings are 
provided by Providence to give you bumper crops. You 
burn the first, and use the second and third to poison the 
air and the water, and ruin the health, sight and physique 
of yourselves and your children. In the village this stuff is 
poison; in the fields it is gold and silver. ~'hy keep it in 
the village I 

Women do not learn housewifery amI the care of children 
by instinct. They must be taught when young, and then 
they can teach their children. SEND THE GIRLS TO SCHOOL. 

Their mothers never learnt, as they spent their livet; 
doing slave drudgery, making dung-cakes and grinding 
flour, etc. 

Don', allow dll"ldrell to mar"y. \Vait till they grow up 

and are properly developed, physically and mentally. Child 
marriage means sickly children, unhappy homes, and infinite 
mi:-;ery. 

Insist on all marriage and karewas' being properly entered 
up in the register. This will save litigation and trouble. 
Unregistered marriages are just like the mating of birds. 
'l'he only reason for not registering marriages was that 
wumen had no position or ~tatus and were hardly regarded 
as human beings, being chattels owned by their parents and 
bartered away to become the property of their husbands. 
SO REGISTER ALI~ MARRIAGES AND ACKNOWLEDGE THE 

RrGHTS OF WOMEN. 

Scores of women lose their lives every year in this <lis~ 
trict by falling into wells. The edges of the wen are slippery 
and there is often no platfonn. Stop this cruelty and 
stupidity, and build up the drinking wells properly. Best of 

1 Widow's remarriage. 
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all, put on a hand-turned Persian wheel, and make things 
safe and easy for your ,,,omen. 

Most of the Gurgaon tribes do not observe purdah,t and 
therefore their progress and regeneration is easy. Don't 
start the wicked and foolish habit of locking up your women 
as soon as you acquire any education. It is far better that 
both partners of the home should live in the open like 
human beings without any education, than that one should 
become partially educated and lock the other partner up. 
Educate yourself and educate yonr wife, but do 1Iot lock her 
up in purdah. 

Childbirth is not a disemie, it is a process of nature; hut 
it is liable to be painful and dangerolls. Insist on your 
dais2 being properly trained and scrnpulously clean, and 
send for the doctor if everythiug is not all right. 

When your wife is to have a baby, you choose a dark and 
dirty room and send for a sweeper's wife. Why do YOll not 
send for the sweeper when you break your arm? Why not 
train some of your own women as midwives? Sweepers' 
wives have no more business to be midwives than they 
have to be doctors. Would it not be far nicer for your wife 
to be attended by one of her own people at such a risky 
time than by the lowest caste in the village? There is no 
more noble work for a high-caste woman than the work of 
a nurse or dai. 

Don't reserve the darkest arid least airy part of the house 
for your wife and family. They are just as important as you. 
and their iII·health is just as bad for you as your own. You 
can keep fit by going to the fields. Your women and cbildren 
must spend a lot of their time at home. Therefore give them 
the best and airiest part of the house. 

t The cllstom of keeping women in seclusion. 
~ Midwives. 
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Why ate no windows allowed? The excuse is, thieves. 
Thieves don't mind whether yon have windows or not; if 
they want to get in, they will. Besides, thieves don't rob 
poor people, and yet you say you are poor. You keep 
jewellery, the stnpidest form of property in the world. Put 
your money in the bank and laugh at thieves. 

Educate both boys and girls, and let those who have grown 
up without education go to the night schools and learn to 
read and write. Start libraries in your villages and games 
clubs. Learn to satisfy your craving for competition with 
your fellows on the sports field instead of in the law court. 

A lot of stress is now being laid on the starting of rural 
games, but we must first produce the atmosphere and the 
conditions in which games are possible. The Indian parent 
and the Indian boy regard games, like the tidying up of the 
village or the growing of flowers, as a useless and wicked 
waste of time. There is no place to play in, no money or 
material for games, and no desire to play; in fact, absolute 
opposition from parents and boys alike. The whole outlook 
on life of the boys and parents must be changed first, by 
reducing the severity of the struggle for existence, and then, 
I think, games will come quick enough. All young thingK 
want to play; the instinct is there, and will assert itself if we 
produce the conditions requisite for it to come into force. 

Tile Hookall.' What is the Gurgaon implement upon the 
construction, improvement and development of which the 
greatest time and effort have been expended and to which 
the people are most devoted? The plough? No. The 
hookah? Yes, 

The great enemy of the villagers is the hookah. The 
man ~mokes while his women and his kamins2-the same 

1 The water pipe, or hubble·bllbble. ~ Menial castes. 
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thing in this district, as the women are no more than slaves 
-do his work for him. 

If the men would spend one-quarter of their hookah time 
in tidying their homes and villages and gr~wing flowers, 
Gurgaon would be a paradise. 

Bad Eyes. Why are there so many village boys and 
girls with one eye only, blind, or with damaged eyes? 
Because of; 

1. Bad and dirty dais at the time of their birth. 
2. The khiit kilra heaps, which make the air full of 

poison whenever the wind blows or people or cattle 
move. 

3. The habit of using every open spru...-e as a latrine, 
which poisons the air and makes the flies so danger
ous when they sit on children's eyes, 

4. Smallpox. 
Cottage Gardells. A stranger was once invited to visit 

a village in Gurgaon District. He said, • Yes, I should love 
to see the pretty children and the lovely cottage flowers.' 
He looked sad on his return, and, on being questioned, said, 
4 The first thing that struck me on approaching the village 
was an overpowering stink. Then, from the objects on the 
ground I thought I bad strayed into a latrine, but I was 
assured I was on the main village road. We pressed on 
past these obstacles; a breeze was blowing, and my eyes, 
nose and mouth were assailed with bits of flying rubbish 
and filth and poisonous dust. I found heaps of foul rubbish 
everywhere, that had obviously never been properly cleaned 
up since the village was founded. The roads were littered 
with this filth, too. Finally, the dear children came into view 
and I was shocked at their filthy and unhealthy condition. 
At least one in four had permanently damaged eyes, and 
most of them looked as if their parents did not know what 



AN lMPORTANT LOCAL DIVINITY 
On uJ/,ose worshiP Ihe me" sPend much Ume. while Ik~i.- wives do Ike d..-udge"-JI of lhe home 
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water was or what washing meant. Eyes sore, noses 
running. There was no sign of flowers anywhere.' 

The Four TldllRS. If yon wish to be regardc(l as civilized 
human beings, you must: 

1. Dig pits, clean the villages, and use the pits as 
latrines. 

2. Stop making upla and stop using the chakki. 
3. Open windows in your hOllses. 
4. Treat girls e(}ually with lx)ys nnd Hend them to Hchuol 

together. 
The hyena is the animal whose home Htinks. 
The animal that makes upla is the dl1ng·~heetlf'. 
Cattle are used fur g-rillding corn. 
The rat lives in a hole without windows. 
Man is the only creature that discriminates bet"'leen his 

male amI female children, and treatH the females as inferior. 
Your mother was once a girl. Your wife was once a girl. 
Your daughters will one day be mothers. If girls are 
an inferior creation, then you are yourselves inferior. 

SIIOPPi1If,!. Don't buy, or let your women buy, daily 
household needs with grain or cotton. Sell your surplus 
crops for the best price possible, and buy what you want 
with cash. By bartering grain you lose enormously; you 
may get bad weight, too. This petty bartering is :;tupkl and 
prehistoric, and is just wasting the crops you have been at 
snch pains to grow. 

Cleanliness. There iH very little manure in the fields, 
but plenty of filth in the village amI on the children. Do 
you think that by manuring your ehildren they will grow 
better? 

Better a clean and healthy woman or a child without 
jewellery, than a dirty) diseased one loaded with silver and 
gold. 
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Don't rely on the kamins to keep your village clean or 
do your work, or you make them your masters. Clean your 
village yourself. Every villager handles manure for his 
fields, so there can be no harm in his collecting the stuff 
which will make manure and throwing it into a pit. 

Why do YOll wait for sweepers, chlirahs1 and chumars1 

to clean your home and village? The person who cleans 
the village is the master of the village, as he alone can 
dictate whether your village is to be habitable by human 
beings or not. 

No religion forbids cleanliness. If your religion allows 
you to eat filth with your food and drink it in your water 
amI breathe it in with the ail', surely it will allow you to 
keep your village clean. 

If you can carry manure to your fields, surely you can 
collect it and put it into the pit as we11. 

Jewelle1"p and Womeu's Rights. Why do women insist 
on having jewellery? Because you deny them all rights, 
even the right to be considered hutl'k'1.n beings, and their 
jewellery is the only security they have. So if you want 
to reduce jewellery, deposit money in the bank in your 
wife's name, educate her, give her rights and privileges, 
and treat her with izzat. She will then give up excessive 
and unnecessary jewellery very quickly. 

Idleness. All u'ork is dignified; it is only idleness Ihal 
is a disgrace. 

Idleness produces dirt, ill-health and quarrelling. There
fore allow no idleness. Keep your Persian wheel busy all 
the year round; sow something and reap something every 
month. You will never have to hire labour and never be 
idle, and you will get the maximum profit out of the capital 
spent on Persian wheel and well. 

1 Menial tribes. 
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Fear. Why do villagers of 40 look 60? Because they 
live in fear-fear of hunger and famine. fear of disease, 
of crippling and blindness, fear of law courts, of money
lenders, and of their neighbours j because their womenfolk 
don't know how to feed them properly; because their 
homes are uncomfortable and their surroundings filthy. 

Our 1//ork is to replace illCSC fears willl confidencc that if 
tilt:)' follow (lUI' adlJice, llie}' and thdr families will ht: 
healthy, happy, well-fed and well-dotlled and 1i,ell-lloused, 
and at jJeace wilh (''l'en,'Olle. 

A Weekly flo/ida)'. Learn to have a holiday once a 
week for yourself and your cattJe, and use it to clean up 
yourself and yonr home and village, and then to play or 
read. 

Both yon and your cattle will live longer, and he healthier 
and happier, if YOll do so. 

The weekly holiday is the beginning of rural reCOll

stnlction. It introduces cleanliness and games, and refreshes 
huth mind and body. 

111enials. Slavery, it is said, ruined the Roman Empire. 
The zamindar iH ruined by having kamins. He learns to he 
idle and to think that work is beneath his dignity. To-day 
cleaning the village is beneath his dignity. to-morrow 
ploughing will be, and soon he will sit on a charpoyl and 
smoke a hookah while his kamins and womenfolk do all the 
work. This is already a common thing in many villages. 

Zamindars say the growing freedom of the ka mins is 
cutting off the zamindars' hands. Not a bit; it is making 
the zamindar an independent, self-reliant man, as when the 
kamins go he must do all hi::; work himself. 

No village will be clean and tidy until the zamindars clean 
it themselves. 

l String bed. the usual village seat. 
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/JOlts. The dog is called the friend of man. In Gurgaon 
he is treated not much better than a woman, and is the 
enemy of man. 

Keep a dog by all means, but feed it regularly, give it a 
name and a collar, train it and look after it properly. Don't 
allow ttncared-for dogs to roam the village, spoil your food, 
keep you awake at night barking, and finally. go mad 
and bite you. 

Village Gardens. There is no clean place in any village 
fur children to play on, or where women can take their little 
ones, when-if ever-their work is over for the day, and sit 
with them and read and sew while they play round them. 

Every village must have a small garden, fenced in to keep 
out C<.1.ttle, pigs, dogs, etc., sown with grass, flowers, shrubs 
and trees, where no filth, no dung-cakes, no night soil can be 
found. There the women and little children will be able to 
corne of an evening-or whenever they can get away from 
their houses~and get a sight of fresh flowers and a breath 
of fresh air. (For model village, see Appendix V.) 

ShiimillU. The shamiHit is wasted in Gurgaon District. 
It is parcelled out to peasant owners who have often already 
more land than they can properly cultivate, and nothing is 
left for the proper and legitimate use of the shamilat. 

The shamilat should be used for three purposes-one 
part playground for the games of the village, one part 
garden or ' Company Bagh'l for the ·women and children, 
and one part pasture-properly cultivated pasture-for the 
cattle. 

CONCLUSION 

Sweetness and Ligllt. Why are there no flower:; in your 
villages and your homes? Flowers bloom all the year round 

1 Public gardens. 
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in India, but there are none in Gurgaon vil1ages. God gave 
flowers to mankind to make them bright and happy. You 
wi1l never have flowers till you humanize the women. 

What are the two prettiest things in the world? Clea.", 
healthy, happy children, and flowers. Both these grow in 
the home. Woman is the partner responsible for the home l 

so train the woman that she may learn how to produce 
flowers and keep your children clean, healthy and happy. 

There are four things to teach the villager, and to teach 
the worker who is to go to the villages; 

1. The dignity of labour. 
2. The dignity of woman. 
3. The <lignity of cleanliness. 
4. The dignity of servk'e. 

If the schoolmaster will put that into his village cur· 
riculum, it matters little what else is or is not taught in the 
vil1age school. 

N.B.~Ml1ch of the Gurgaon Scheme bas been most sucl.:essfully 
filmed by the RaHway Board PubJtcity Department, in a two-reel 
film, entitled' A Tale of Gl1rgaon', This film daals with the state 
of the average Gl1rgaon villager in his unregenerate days, and shows 
some of the misforttmes that were bound sooner or later to overtake 
him as a result of his unhealthy ways of living and wasteful methods of 
fanning. It then SllOWS the improvement that came with the introduc
tion of the reconstruction movemeut, and how an intelligent villager 
can secure both his own and his family's health and happiness, and 
at the same time put money in his pocket. 

The fillll (.-an be bought or bired from the Secretary, Rural 
Community Council, Gurgaon. 

A very large variety of lantern slides illustrating most of the 
campnign can also be had from the same address. 

The Programme for the Remaking of ViJlage India has been 
published, in simple dialogue fonn, in English, by the Oxford 
University Press, as Socrates in an l"dian Village. Translations in 
many verna<..war languages are now in course of preparation. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTRICT 

SINCR the heginning of British rule the classification of 
the Gurgaon District for revenue purposes has been 
I insecure', that is to say, the people are liable to periodical 
times of scardty. This has remained unaltered, except for 
the small portion irrigated by the Agra Cana1. The average 
area yearly matured with the help of canal water is 45,000 
acres, so that the presence of the canal has not much effect 
on the district as a whole. 

The object of developjn~ the district is to remove this 
stigma of I insecure' and to improve the conditions of 
village life. 

The object of increasing' the wealth of the district is to 
remove the fear of famine and scarcity, and to provide the 
people with sufficient food and clothes, and give them 
sufficient leisure to enahle them to educate themselves and 
their children and learn to lead happy, healthy human lives. 

The increasing of the wealth, however, without the 
radical changing of the ideals and hahits of the people, is 
utterly useless. The Gurgaon people have no idea how to 
spend the money they have now, so what is the use of 
giving them any more, until we have taught them not to 
waste their money on useless ornaments, useless display 
on marriages, funerals and other ceremonies, useless litiga
tion, and so on ? 

Development, therefore, means, first and foremost, 
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THE REMAKING OF VILLAGE INDIA, teaching the people 
how to spend their money, how to clean their homes and 
villages, how to make their homes healthy and comfortable, 
how to avoid ill·health and epidemics, how to bring up their 
girls and boys in health and cleanliness, how to educate 
them, and how to lead happy, healthy and rational lives. 
Along with this come the few simple improvements in 
agriculture, which will more than double their crops. 

All this is dealt with in the other chapters of this book. 
Hand in hand with this programme comes the material 
development of the district. 

The total area of the district is 1,419,132 acres, and the 
following are some of the principal agrkultur.l statistics: 

Average crops irrigated 
by well 4,000 75,000 79,000 

Average canal crups 
Average bundQrtigated 

26,000 19,000 45,000 

area 1,000 4,000 5,000 
Average barani aren 3,48,000 2,11,000 5,59,000 

Total harvested area 3,79,000 3,09,000 6,88,000 ! IO,O<J,ooO Kharaba 2,54,000 67,000 3,21,000 

Number of wells ill the district: 
Pakka3 12,400 
Kacha4 1,600 

I Autumn harvest. 
3 With m~tsunry cylinder. 

Total .. 14,000 

~ Embankment to hold up water. 
4 Without masonry cylinder. 
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DISTRfBUTION OF HARVESTED AREA IN CROPS 
--=-==-~---==-==--~---- --- --------- --------

I Area in -I~~i~~--;I~~i~~~ed 

Rabi 
{

Wheat 
Barlev 

.• Oilseed!> 
Gram 
Other 

Acres Acre Total Value 
----- --------------

RR, Rs. 
56,000 45 26,10,000 

1,04,000 44 45,76,000 
10,000 3M 6,08,000 

. . 1,19,000 33 39,27,000 
"I 12,000 51 i 6,12,000 

Total "[.-2,00,0001 __ ,_, _11'23~ 
(Sl1g"ar~l'al1t:' •. 9,000 15R 14,22,000 

Kl f Cotton , , ., 25,000 50 12,50,000 
Jan .. 'I' Cheap foo<l amI fodder 

crops .. .. 3,45,000 21 72,45,000 

Total "I 3,79.0001 99.17.000 

AVERAGE VALUE OP CROPS 

I._~._.~~~. _ KHARIF 

! Q) b Q) ~ I 

I 
p ro Value Acres ;:l co:I 1 Value 

"@ I-< "@ I-< 

~ 8. :> &: 
A('RES TOTAL 

- I R"I Rs I i Rs II R" IRs, 
Wt;Il-~lT_ igated 75,000 59 j~4.25,OOO 4,000136 1,44,0001 45,69,000 
Ummgated 211,0001 32 i"7,52,000

1
3.46,000 21 ,73,08,00011,40.60'000 

Note.~The value per acre is that allowed by the revenl1e authOli· 
ties for the kind of soil and standam of farming, etc., in the Gurgaon 
district-and extremely poor it is, too! 

The following are some of the methods so far suggested, 
and in some cases actually being tried, for the development 
of the district : 

1. Bunds, 
2, Afforestation, 
3. Increase of canal irrigation, if feasible. 
4. Increase of well-irrigated area. 
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5. A better system of • dry , farming. 
6. Improvement in methods of cultivation. 
7. Development of cattle and horses. 
8. Development of pasture. 
9. Development of communications. 

10. Co-operative credit and other such societies. 
11. Public health and medical work. 
12. Propaganda. 
13. Comhined effort. 
14. Self·help. 
15. Government aid. 

1. Bttnds. The water-table can be raised, besides a large 
area of country being immensely benefited and erosion and 
sand deposits prevented, by the building of bunds. 

Tbe bunds built in tbe old days have all now been put ill 
order, and sllrveys are being made and projects prepared 
and in some cases carried out, both for improving the 
existing bunds and for the erection of new ones. There are 
hundreds of sites for bunds, great and small. A lot of the 
small bunds might well be built co-operatively by tbe 
villages, under Government supervision and encouraged by 
grants-in-aid, cheap taccavi,l etc. The bigger bunds and the 
systems of bunds down the course of the bigger drainage 
lines must always be in Government hands. 

All this wants pushilIg on vigorously, and a regular 
programme of development should be drawn up, sO that 
every year so much work shall be done. The bund staff is 
only temporary at present and requires to be made perma
nent as soon as possible, to remove any fear that this work 
will ever be closed down. Every small nulla' should have 
its bund, and every big c1rainage line should have a ladder 

1 Money 
agriculture. 

advanced by Government to peasants to finance 
Drainage line. 
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of bunds all down its course, as is already the case with the 
Badshahpur nulla. In this way only can the rain water 
from the hills be turned to profit, instead of, as at present, 
eroding the country, spreading sand on the fields and 
flooding large areas of land. 

Flow irrigation must be developed from the reservoirs 
formed by the bunds on the big nullas. 

2. Affores/alioll. Side by side with the bund, mllst 
come afforestation. The hiIls of the district have lost their 
original forest and are being rapidly denuded of soil, 
and the Forest Department has reported that unless 
the problem of afforestation is tackled now it will soon 
be too late and nothing but naked rock will be left. 
At present the hills cause nothing but harm; the rain 
water rushes off in a few hours, breaching the hunds, (,'utting 
deep ravines, spreading sand on the fields, washing away 
crops and soil, and flooding large areas in the low-lying 
parts of the dishict. Once covered with forest, these hills 
wUI provide much income, in the shape of fodder, fuel and 
timber. The rainfall, too, it is hoped, will increase, and the 
water wiJI flow slowly away, instead of rushing off like a 
tidal wave, and the flow-off will be used for the crops in 
the plains below. 

The experiments made by Maconochie in the eighties and 
nineties of last century. and the reserves created in various 
places by 'faqirs1 and sadhus,l have proved, beyond the 
possibility of any doubt or question, that afforestation of 
our hills is both possible and easy. It only requires 
absolute closure to grazing and a little work on the usual 
afforestation lines, such as scattering and dibbling in of 
seed, a little banking, ridging, damming, etc., to make a 
certain success. 

I Devotees or holy men, hennlbl, etc. 
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Remission for afforestation has been sanctioned and a 
promising Htart haR heen made. The forest staff has been 
made permanent fo]' five years, but it is already quite 
inadequate for the work in hand and work is at a stand~ 
still. The steady extension of the staff and the provision of 
adequate funds is required to exploit the beginning already 
made. 

Experience has shown that the remission system requires 
modification. At present the owners, who close to grazing 
and re~afforest their hills, earn remission at one and a half 
times the average rate of land revenue per acre so dealt with. 
It is very difficult for villaj:!cs, tUlol'j:!anized as they are, to 
undertake l'e~afforcstation work, and far the best way is for 
Government to reduce the remission to once the average 
incidence of land revenue per acre in return for the good~ 
will of the village in c!o,ing the area effectively to grazing, 
and then let Government do the afforestation work itself. 

3. /llcrease 01 Canal irrigation. 'rhe qnestion of the 
possibility of providing flow irrigation for a part of 
Ballabgarh tahsil was considered by Government, but was 
found impossible. It is most likely, however, that water 
for lift irrigation could be provided and profitable 
farming could be done with co-operative and 
lift installations, but the people require a lead. 

other 
Until 

Government puts up a pumping plant and proves that it is 
both possible and profitable, it is unreasonable to expect 
our poor and ignorant peasants to ri'k their slender 
resources in such enterprises, or to borrow large sums of 
taccavi from Government for the purpose. Meanwhile it is 
beyond us to do more than make and keep our present 
channels straight and clean, make the kiaras for irrigation 
as sma11 as possible, and avoid all waste of water. This, 
however, will nearly double the area we can irrigate with 
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the water now provided. Where the canal·water is below 
the level of our fields we must install lifts and protect our 
crops in this way. The best lift is the jhalar, or modified 
Persian wheel, manufactured by the same firms as make the 
Persian wheels. 

4. increase of Well.irrigated Area. (1) Well-irrigation 
must be at least trebled. Lots of wells, owing to the 
shortage and dearness of labour and cattle for working the 
charsa, are called famine wells and are only used in years 
of short rainfall. Very little use is made of wells 
except in the rabi season. By the use of the Persian 
wheel well-irrigation becomes immediately profitable 
in both harvests; hence Persian wheel manufacture must 
be, and is being, vigorously pushed. There can be no 
doubt that without sinking another well we can more 
than double the harvested well area by the introdul'1:io11 
of the Persian wheel. The Persian wheel mnst, when 
possible, be improved in efficiency, and a sufficient number 
of factories be started to make the many thousands we 
want. A lot of work is being done in this direction now; 
several factories are hard at work making wheels, and the 
people are putting them up by hundreds. To keep these 
wheels in repair th~ hereditary village blacksmiths must 
somehow be trained to carry out ordinary running 
repairs. 

(2) If it is found (which I doubt) that there are wells too 
deep for the Persian wheel, some other method of lifting 
water must be invented. Where conditions are favourable, 
we must experiment with oil and electricity, and must find 
and popularize water lifts for jheels1 and uncommanded 
canal land. 

(3) Borings must be put down to increase the supply of 

I Swamps or lakes. 
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f:;weet water in our wells, and efiOlts be made by deep 
borings to find sweet strata in the many bitter areas of this 
district. We have a certain number of borers now, but, for 
various reasons, they are not as popular as they should be. 
As this is development work and not a commercial specula
tion, we should be content to sink a little capital in it without 
an immeuiate return. The return will come later with 
increased prosperity and more certain harvests. 

(4) A less uncertain and cheaper method must, if possible, 
be devised of sinking wells. 

(5) Great suc-cess has apparently attended the exploiting 
of tube-wells in the United Provinces. This should be taken 
up in this district. A demonstration installation is required, 
and then cheap taccavi, combined with technical assistance, 
and, possibly. grants-in-aid. Both in the matter of oil engines 
and tube-wells it is unreasonable to expect our poor peasants 
to risk their capital, until Government has demonstrated 
that it is a safe and profitable investment. 

(6) At present the land revenue is generally distributed 
over the village at the request of the villagers, at.'Cording to 
the kind of land, so that well-irrigated crops pay a far 
higher rate of land revenue than unirrigated. To my mind, 
this must act, consciously or unconsciously, as a deterrent 
to people and stop them from sinking new wells. If the 
land revenue was divided equally over all land, people 
would tend to think that they would lose nothing and g..un a 
lot by sinking wells, and I am certain that we ought to 
persuade villagers to ask for their revenue to be distributed 
evenly over all land. 

(7) Taccavi for wells at concession rates would add 
further encouragement to well·sinking. It should be the 
object of landowners to protect all their land by wells, so 
that no crop need be lost by failure of the rainfall. Another 
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urgent reason for more wells is that every exchange of 
Persian wheel for charsa releases at least two able-bodied 
men, and each of these will now want his own well to work. 
One great reason for the sll1all number of wens in use in this 
<listrict at present is the shortage of men to work the charsa. 

(8) Much well-sinking cannot be done until the consolida
tion of holdings becomes general, as everyone's land is now 
so fragmented that no one has enough land in one place to 
make it worth while putting down a well to irrigate it. 
Consolidation mnst, therefore, be in the front of our 
programme. 

(9) The proper fencing of well land must also be taught. 
The Ahirs' build a bank and cover it with thorns, but the 
rest of the people merely wring their hands when their 
crops are eaten by wild animals. In a district like this, where 
trees and shrubs grow so freely, it must be possible to 
devise a quick fence that will be absolutely impregnable, and 
we must experiment to discover the best way of making 
quick fences. 

(10) A better way of conveying the water from the well 
to the field should be sought for to replace the expensive, 
clumsy and leaky earthen banks, at present in use. From 
our experiments it looks as if hard-baked pipes, made by 
a village brick-kiln, of aoout five·inch bore, would do 
excellently. They must be protected by strainers, to avoid 
blocking, and sunk sufficiently deep, to avoid being broken 
or displaced by cattle or carts. 

(Il) Windmills, machines driven by combined or alterna
tive wind and bullocks, and machinery that can be yoked 
in turn to separate plant for water-lifting, flour-grinding, 
chaff-cutting and threshing, must be invented and popularized. 

~ Our best agricultural tribe, inhabiting the sandy part of the district 
towards Rajpu~ana. 
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(12) Another need is to teach people to grow more valu
able crops on the wens. It is sheer waste of weU water 
to grow cheap stuff like wheat nnd barley, that can he 
grown just as well on canal or flooded land. 'W'heat and 
barley have two other great (Usadvantages. They ripen 
when lahour is mo:-)t dear and half the crop goes in 
wages j they are also terribly Hable to damage by hail. 
Well water must be used to grow as much of the really 
valuable crops, like cotton, cane, pepper, garlic, onions, pota
toes, vegetahles, fruit, etc., as a proper system or rotation 
will aHow, so that full value can be got from this form of 
irrigation. Gurgaon is a good fruit-growing district, with an 
unlimited market a few miles away in Delhi. 

The ambition of every 7.amindar should he to sow some
thing and reap something every month, so that he and his 
cattle amI his well may never be idle, and may never be 
overworked so that he has to hire labour or cattle. 

S. A Belter .';J/stem of Bariini-[armilll:. (1) The aver
age barani harvested area in the kharif is about 380,000 
acres, and. the average kharaba over 250,000. The rahi is 
not so bad. The harvested area is about 210,000 acres and 
the kharah..'l 70,000, or about one-quarter of the total sown, 
and probably largely represents the dofasli' area where 
people are foolish enough to sow gram without ploughing 
in the old crop, so that the old crop absorbs all the moisture 
before the new crop can develop roots. The waste in the 
kharif, however, is appaUing; nearly half the area sown is 
kharaba and we all know that the kharaba recorded is 
entirely insuffident and we may be certain that in reality 
qt1ite half the kharif is kharaba_ 

Besides, owing to the bad system of farming in this 
district, the average yield per acre is very low indeed, 

1 Cropped twke iu one year. 
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so that even on the harvested area the out-turn is very 
small. 

The first thing wanted, therefore, i~ better badini farm
ing. Nearly all the kharH is sown without ploughing and 
without manure, and is entirely speculative. 

(2) 'I'he ambition of every zamindar is to sow every acre 
every harvest, and he has neither the cattle to plough, nor 
the manure to strengthen the soil, nor the labour to weed it. 
'\Vhat we want is to persuade people that a small area properly 
ploughed, manured when required, sown with good seed 
and regularly watered, is far better than scattering indifferent 
seed over a far larger area than can be properly managed. 

(3) We must also impress on those who want to sow 
dofasli gram that they 11l1lst tum in the old crop with 
an iron plough before :-;owing the :-;econd crop. People 
must be taught that well-ploughed land, turned in with 
iron ploughs that leave no antra l and no roots and 
weed:-;, will retain the moisture far longer than land 
scratched with a native wooden plough and left full of the 
weeds and roots of last crop to suck up the little moisture 
left in the soil. Finally, people mllst be induced to harrow 
their land after rain, so that they may conserve the moisture, 
and plough and sow at their leisure. 

The kharjf of 1925 was a patent demonstration to all 
who had eyes to see that good farming requires far less 
rain than bad farming. \Vherever crops were sown in the 
well tilled chahi' land they yielded excellent crops, with the 
same moisture as the kharaba sown next door to it on 
badly tilled soil. 

(4) Another great fault of the barani cultivator is that 
he does not bank his fields to keep the water in, nor make 
compartments to keep the water from running down to the 

1 Unpl\lughed ridge. a Land irrigated from a well. 
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lowest part of the field. A vast difference in the barani 
crops would result from making hanks and compartments 
to his fields. Where the sub-soil water is bitter this is even 
more necessary; but it is necessary everywherc, both to 
conserve moisture and prevent erm·;ion. 

The remission of a small proportion of the land revenue 
for a few years, for fields so banked and divided, would 
certainly provide the necess..'lry stimulu:-; for a general l'mn
paign to be entirely successful. This is a big improvement 
which a Httle propag-anda, backed by a (;ovemment grant of 
remission, could effect in a very few years. 

6. Impro''l'ed 1l1e1llOds 01 CIl/ti'l!alioll. (1) Pests, whcthe~ 
of rats or insects, must be dealt with, and the District Board 
is tackling them in the only way possible. The vi11agers' 
are being persuaded to sign a printed application asking for 
their rats to be killed and promising to pay the COHt. Local 
men are being tanght the work, and are beine- supervised by 
expert staff. The best method of killinf! rats is by the cyano
gas pump, and this is very popular in Gurgaon. The rat~ 
killing staff will teach the people about other pests while 
they are dealing with the rats, so that when the time 
comes they will he ready to adopt the proper methods. 
Local rat-killers are beillf! trained for every zail. We must 
continue on these lines for all pests, The yellow·tail 
moth is getting worse every year, but can easily be got rid. 
of by 'light-traps', and much is already being done to cope 
with this pest, which in some years does nutold damage 
to the monsoon crop. 

(2) There is an increasing shortage of labour, and for this 
reason machinery must be introduc'ed. A splendid start has 
been made with the iron plough and Persian wheel, and 
drills, chaff-cutters, harrows, fiour-mills and other labollr. 
IlIIving devic<:~ must be poplll!lri~ed, 
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(3) Proper rotations must be worked out for all kinds of 
soils, and green manuring must be taught. 

(4) The popularization and distribution of good seell is a 
very big business and requires to be tackled continuous1y 
and vigorously. No sowing season should be allowed to 
p..1.8S without~ the most strenuous attempts being made to 
popularize the best seed in every village where it can be 
useful. The District Board worked out a project for 
building an up-to-date seed depot on a very big estate in 
the district, where seed could be grown accordjng to the 
needs of the district, but, for want of money, it has had to 
be abandoned. 

(5) Another necessity is to persuade people that the 
growing of wheat is not necessarily the hall-mark of a good 
farmer. Grow wheat where wheat pays, but remember the 
canal colonies can produce it far cheaper than we can. 
Remember also that Delhi and other towns are very near 
and have very great and very expensive wants, and we must 
grow what sells best in Delhi or elsewhere. It may pay us 
better to grow charcoal or grass than wheat for the Delhi 
market, and dairy produce and fowls may be far more 
paying than any crops. We have two roads and two 
railways running into Delhi, and we must organize co
operative marketing, SO that we can send vegetables, grass, 
charcoal, poultry, eggs and fruit by rail, cart or lorry to 
Delhi. We must suit our farming to the market, and not go 
on blindly growing particular crops because our fathers 
before us grew them when labour was cheap and there 
were no roads or railways. 

(6) Consolidation of holdings is another urgent netoessity 
in this district, to enable people to make the best use of 
their wells and land, to encourage fencing I red\lce litigation I 
and ~tmble mQN wells to be sunk. 
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. (7) The farmer complains of a shortage of manure, but 
burns his cow-dung and lets the white-ants eat his firewood 
supplies. Timber must be grown for fuel on all spare 
land, b.:'lnjar, I shamiHit, gatwarK, roadsides, fieklsides; 
suitahle grates must be devi:-;cd, and people taught how 
to boil milk over wood and other fuel, so that cow
dung is burnt for no purpose whatever; and all the cow
dung must be religiously reserved for manure and the land 
mnst be considered entitled to ahsolutely the whole of the 
cow-dung, without any exception whatever. One very good 
way wOllld be to erect temporary sheds in empty fields and 
keep the cattle in them all the year round, moving the sheds 
round from field to field. Propaganda has gone so far in 
Gurgaon that villages and individuals are already beginning 
to stop making dung-cakes. The coal companies could do 
a lot if they combined with the agriculturist to 1mbstitute 
coal or coke for the dung-cake; and the cream separator, 
if introduced for ghi-making, would probably reduce enor
mously the neces.'.;ity for fuel. If Government offered a little 
land revenue remission for tree-growing and started a 
vigorous campaign against dung-cakes, it could kill this 
pernicious custom in five years. 

The village sweepings are thrown in a heap, to be blown 
away by the wind, washed away by the rain and desiccated 
by the sun. Double value would be got by pitting, and the 
health of the village would improve enormously. This is 
being done in practically every village now. 

(8) An- important work in many parts of the district is 
the fixing of sand-dunes by discovering and propagating 
suitable vegetation. 

Profits. If we could treble the well crops, from 80,000 
\0 240,000 aGre", we should (without allowing for the ill-

~ l,Jncultivated land. 
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creased value of the more expensive crops we hope to grow) 
increase our out-tum from Rs_ 45,88,000 to Rs_ 1,37,64,000 
and only use up 160,000 extra acres. 

At the same time, instead of scratching 880,000 acres of 
unirrigated land, of which 560,000 are harvested and the 
balance of 320,000 wasted as kharaba, we must only farm 
480,000, and the money and time and labour we save from 
the other 400,000 must go to the proper farming of the 
reduced area_ Allowing about 100,000 acres as kharaba 
we shall get at least a 50 per cent increa6e of out-tum in the 
remaining 380,000, so that our crops from the reduced but 
better-farmed area will be as much as from the previous 
larger area, and we leave 400,000 to spare. 160,000 of this 
is to be used for trebling the well crops, and the balance 
of 240,000 is free to tum into pasture, as explained later. 
The gain is enormous-nearly a crare of rupees worth of 
well crops and a quarter of a million acres to spare for 
pasture, timber, fuel, etc_ 

This should be 'our policy, and every effort should be 
directed to changing the system of farming from extensive 
to intensive on the lines noted above. 

7 _ Developm",1 of Callie aI.d Horses_ The improve
ment of cattle is one of the best ways of developing the 
district_ To do this we must undertake the provision 
of Hissar bulls, elimination of bad bulls, steady grad
ing up of cows and development of the dual purpose 
breed of Hissar cattle, where the cows shall be first-class 
milkers and the males shall be first-class bullocks_ Govern
ment fanns in the district, to breed bulls and heifers and 
supervise our own breeding and pasture work, are 
essential_ 

We must obtain sanction to our Bull Cess, which has been 
before Government for several years, so that, instead of 100 
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ar 150 bulls a year, we may buy 235 every year, which has 
been worked out as the minimum number necessary to 
provide us with tbe full equipment of stud buHs. 

We must encourage people to lay down pasture and keep 
herds of stud-bred cattle and maintain fodder reserveH. 
Encouragement is required in the shape of remh;sion of 
land revenue for this work, combined with a system of 
premia for properly kept cattle and fodder reserves, such as 
ricks and silos. 

In this connexion it must be remembered that if we keep 
first-class cattle we shall get far more milk and ghi and 
far better cattle to plough with, ar sell, than from the present 
bad cattle, so that we shall not need so many animals as we 
have now, and this will mean more grass and fodder for the 
cattle we do keep. Bad cattle eat as much as goad cattle, 
but give a far smaller return to their owners. 

The District Board, the Agricultural Department and the 
Co-operative Department must encourage the purchase of 
heifers from Hissar. Cattle fairs must be, and are being, 
developed to improve the conditions of marketing our spare 
cattle and to obtain income for our cattle work. Much more 
veterinary staff and many more hospitals are required for 
dealing with disease, epidemics, castration and inspection of 
stock. 

Work has progressed so far now that the castration of bad 
bulls is proceeding regularly, with the free consent and 
asslstance of the people. Bad bulls are rarely loosed now, 
and 700 Hissar bulls are located in the district. All tbat is 
wanted is the funds for the proper expansion of the work. 

We must ask Government for liberal grants for the pur
poses of cattle improve~ent. 

As a side-show, the improvetnent of horses, sheep and 
poultry I'hQllld bf; lallell in hand. We have already several 
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pony stallions, Welsh and others, in addition to Arabs 
and thoronghbreds, as well as many half-bred merino 
rams. 

8, Develolmu1l/ of Pasture, Of first importance to a 
cattle~breeding district is the encouragement of pasture and 
the accumulation of fodder reserves, by whatever means 
may be found practicable, to safeguard our stock in years 
of drought. This must be taken up very earnestly in this 
district, and people must be encouraged, by remission of 
land revenne or by whatever other way is found best, to 
accumulate reserves. 

When the afforestation of hills is proposed, the people 
say, Where shan our cattle graze? '1'he answer is, On the 
inferior unirrigated land, which, under the proposoo system 
of intensive cultivation, will no longer be used for crops. 
Besides this, we only want to take a portion of the hills at 
a time, When that has been fairly successfully treated we 
will utilize it for grazing and afforest the rest, unless mean
while suffident pasture has been procured in other ways. In 
that case we should reserve the hills permanently for timber 
and grass-(.'Utting, and allow no more grazing. 

All this spare land must be steadily turned into pasture 
and forest, It will cost no great sum and will yield an 
enormous harvest of grass, timber and charcoal, and tree 
loppings for fodder in years of scarcity, There will be no 
need to burn cQw-dung. Ample firewood will be avaHaWe, 
and there will be plenty for all needs, and also a surplus to 
sell as timber or charcoal in Delhi. 

It must be remembered that our rainfall is sufficient for 
trees and good grass to grow freely all over the '. district, 
and a rainfall insufficient for crops will give an excellent 
crop of hay, so that we can always rely on having a good 
harvest on our pasture land. 
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A great deal could be done if, at the same time that the 
consolidation of village holding-s is done, all the inferior 
barani land were reconstituted as vil1age Sha.111iUit find 
reserved for ever for pasture hy a signed agTccmcnt, to be 
included in the Rivaj~i-Am.] In many places there is 1ittle 
or no grazing ground left, as the shamihit has heen divided 
or cultivated. Where consolidation is carried out and the 
modern methods advocated in this chapter aTC brought into 
use, there will he plenty of land 10 spare to re-dedicate as 
village pasture. 

The habit of Riloing the spare fodder crops and grass in 
the mom:ioon must also be lnt roduced and developed. 

If we could, with the help of a system of land revenue 
remission and premia, introduce co-operative stock-rearing 
(horses and cattle), with fenced-in co-operative paddocks of 
properly cultivated pasture, alon2 with fodder crops and 
fodder reserves sufficient for the societIes' stock, a great 
advance would have been made in "olving the prohlem of 
c..1.ttle-breeding and a great contrihution made to the develop
ment of the district. 

9. Conl11111uiralioJls. The improvement of communica
tions is a great necessity. Two railways, of different gauges, 
run down the two sides of the district, and the centre is 
without railways at all. It will, probably for many years, 
be impossible to get a line across the district to connect 
these two railways, but this makes it all the more necessary 
to develop the roads. 

'rhe Sohna-Rewari road has been taken over by Oovern
ment, we hope, for immediate completion. In addition 
to this, the Hassanpur-Punahana-Ferozepur, the Ferozepur
Jhirka-Tijara, the Rewari-Jhajjar, and the Nuh-Jatauli 
roads require metaUing to complete the most urgent needs 

I Book of r':11es, rights and cllstoms, drawn up for each vjllage. 
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of this district in this respect. A complete programme has 
been drawn up, but nothing can be done without funds. 

10. Co--operalive Credit alld other slick Societies. I need 
not say anything about the various kinds of co-operative 
societies, which are of infinite value in every undertaking 
connected with village life. Work is spreading all. over 
the district, and the only possible bitch is the shortage of 
staff to supervise the work. There is nothing that cannot 
be done co-operatively, from village hygiene and public 
health, through finance and marketing, to cattle-breeding 
and improved agriculture. Co-operation is the cement in 
the building of Vevelopment which holds everything to
gether and makes it doubly effective. 

The banks must increasingly be used for the issue of 
taccavi, and every Central Bank and Union at tahsil or 
district headquarters must be allowed to open ",--counts at 
the treasury or sub· treasury for the payment of all money 
due to Government, and finally, military pensions must be 
payable through co-operative banks. 

It is probable that the indebtedness of the worst and 
most neglected parts of the district can never be reHeved in 
the end by ordinary means, and some sort of assistance 
will have to be rendered by Government in the shape of a 
]ump.sum grant of money or a loan without interest or 
both of them together, or else by some sort of scheme 
combining the principles of insolvency and courts of wards. 
At the last settlement but one proposals were put up to 
Government, but nothing came of them. 

n. Public Health alld Mdical. The district lost 20 per 
oent of its population in the twenty years between 1901 
and 1921. It is probable that it is recovering somewhat 
now, thanks to the most strenuous efforts in fighting the 
continually recurring epidemics; but, even so, Gurgaon 
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District can be extremely unhealthy, and many of its 
immediate neighbourB do very little for medical relief and 
public health, so that we are very much exposed to epi
demics and get little information and no help from over a 
great deal of the length of our border. 

We have opened eighteen diBpensaries in the last six 
years, but many more are wanted, and several already opened 
are still in borrowed buildings. 

For public health the sanitation of the village must 
be improved and female and infant welfare work deve
loped, not only in the town:; hut in the villages. These 
are partly a question of public effort and SUbscription, 
and a very good beginning- has heen made in the disttict j 

but for hospitals, general and female, we hope for the help 
of Government. 

Public health work, however, will always be difficult 
in the vil1ages until the rural dispensaries are transferred 
to the Public Health Department. Then the doctors will be 
local Public Health Offic'ers and be responsible for the 
epidemic work and the sanitation of the areas served by 
their dispensaries. In this way epidemics will be easily 
dealt with and the villages kept dean and healthy. 

The dispensary will remain, as it is now, a glorified first· 
aid station, and the tahsil hospitals will be developed as 
hospitals and operating centres for all the more serious 
cases. 

12. Propaganda. The secret of all success in the villages 
is propaganda, and the campaign that has been going on for 
the last seven year~ has been wonderfully succesHful. 

Things undreamt of before, things supposed to be utterly 
opposed to every custom and sentiment, have come to pass 
easily and naturally, all owing to continuous and intensive 
propaganda. 
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We now have two special schools to train workers for 
rural remaking: (1) The School of Rural Economy for 
Teachers and Village Guides; (2) The School of Domestic 
Economy for Women. These are both e"plained in their 
own chapters. 

The village guides have been appointed by the Dishict 
Boan] as an experimental measure and are rapidly making 
good, but this is a work far beyond the resources of a 
bankrupt District Board, and will require special assistance 
to finance it. Besides this, we had, until recently, when for 
want of money we had to stop it, a vigorous campaign 
of posters, pamphlets, poems, songs and all manner of 
literature. Thousands of printed papers were issued weekly 
and distributed at the courts and offices and all over 
the district, through every possible agency, official and 
unoffieial. The daily distribution in the district court com~ 
ponnd was between two and three hundred. Everyone was 
encouraged to write, amI all kinds of stuff was issued, from 
Socratic dialogues to village songs (see Appendix VIII). 

The Distriel Gazette, owned by the District Board, 
is published fortnightly (the former practice of weekly 
publication had to given up for want of money), and 
gives the fullest support to all the work going on and 
provides both information and propaganda. One copy 
at least goes to every village in the district. Then the glee 
parties and wandering minstrels, who go from village to 
village, have been pressed into our service to sing our songs 
and recite our stuff. Several amateur dramatic clubs provide 
a most popular form of entertainment, in which propaganda 
scenes and uplift dramas are shown. 

The Palwal Show is our big annual propaganda effort, 
and it has a district ploughing championship which 
has been going for seven years now and is unique in 
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the whole of India, a newly established open ploughing 
championship, a cattle show and horse show (thi:-; is run by 
the Army Remount Department), besides a big agricultural, 
cattle-breeding, poultry and industrial exhibition. Last year 
a large health section was added, and this year a women's 
section, to illustrate the whole of our uplift campaign. 
Advantage is taken of the show for all manner of lectures, 
demonstrations, cinemas, Hhows, dramatic performant.'es 
and entertainments, aimed at popularizing our methods of 
improving village life (see Appendixes VI and VII). 

Competitions and demonstrations go on all the year round 
in the villages, and magic lantern lectures are given every 
night. About three thousand slides have been designed 
locally and made for us. Carts move round the villages 
loaded with implements, seeds, etc., for demonstration, and 
everything that can 'be devised with the microscopic funds 
at ollr disposal is carried out to stir up the villages to reform 
their methods of living. 

This campaign requires adequate financial support, so that 
it may be Cc.1.rried on without hindrance. At present, for 
want of money and staff, everything is very cramped and 
handicapped, and vast opportunities of doing good are being 
continually lost. 

The Di~trict Board has two l demonstration farms, but 
naturally cannot put as much money into this work as is 
required. His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor promised 
us a farm in January 1919, and it has been started this year. 

Rural education has not yet become the uplifting force in 
village life that it should he, and immediate steps must be 
taken to bring it into line, so that attendance at school will 
not only drive the lad on to the land, instead of, as at 

lOne has just been handed over to the Ahir High School 
as the District Hoard cannot afford to carry it ou. 



HARRY UPLIFT TOWER, PALWAL SHOW. SHOWING 
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present, off it, but will stimulate him to put things right in 
his home and village. 

Literature must also be provided for the village boys and 
girls, on which to exercise their newly-won gift of reading, 
so that they shall not lapse into illiteracy again, 

Tahsil shows were to have been organized, but for want 
of money had to be abandoned, We shall have to go down 
to zail shows if we really mean business, but it all means 
money, and the District Board cannot produce it. 

13. Combined Efforts. Every department of Govern
ment engaged in village work must work hand in hand 
with each other, with the District Board and the district 
authorities, if we are ever going to achieve any really big 
results. Government has the money and the tecbnical 
knowledge, the District Board and the local authorities have 
the local knowledge and experience and are in daily touch 
with the villagers and can command their goodwill. It is 
no nse for anyone department or authority to set out by 
itself to remake the villages. All must work together. It is 
with this in mind that the great experiment of the village 
guides has been inaugurated. 

14. Srlf.lleip. We can help ourselves on all these points, 
i.e. 

(1) Building village bunds by co-operation and by taccavi, 
etc. 

(2) Proper use of canal water, proper t.'Ollstruction ana 
maintenance of canal channels. and lifts for' nl1comrnanded ' 
fields. 

(3) Increase of well crops by: 
(a) Persian wheels. 
(b) Other economical water lifts. 
(c) Continuous use of existing wells in both 

harvests. 
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(d) Sinking new weIls. 
(e) Better methods of sinking wells. 
(I) Borings in sweet wells. 
t,,) Experimenting in tube·wells. 
(It) Redistribution of land revenue to encourage 

well-sinking. 
(i) Proper fencing of well land. 
(i) Better method of conveying water from the 

well to the field. 
(k) Growing more valuable kinds of well crops. 

(4) Decrease of speculative and badly cultivated rain
irrigated crops, and better farming of a smaller area. 

(5) Banking of fields and making compartments to hold 
water. 

(6) Killing rats and harmful insects. 
(7) Iron ploughs. harrows, and other labour-saving 

devices. 
(8) Proper rotation of crops. 
(9) Green manuring. 

_ (10) Use of good seed. 
(11) Farming to suit the market. 
(12) Consolidation of holdings. 
(13) Stopping the burning of cattJe-<iung and encouraging 

the planting of fuel-trees on spare land. 
(14) Pitting and -covering of village refuse and manure. 
(15) Fixing of sand-dunes. 
(16) Improving cattle: 

(a) Elimination of bad bulls. 
(b) Development of' dual purpose' breed of Bissar 

cattle. 
(c) Buying Bissar bulls and heifers. 
(d) Cattle fairs, competitions and sbows of all kinds. 
(e) Co-operative cattle-breeding societies. 
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(17) Improvement of horses, sheep and poultry. 
(18) Formation of fodder reserves. 
(19) Laying down and fencing pastures. 
(20) Growing timber and forest on the hills. 
(21) Putting more capital in the central banks and unions. 
(22) Mortgage and land improvement banks and co-opera-

tive societie:-:; of all kinds. 
(23) Establishment of urban and rural health centres. 
(24) Social uplift and proper attention to public health 

and sanitation. 
15. G01.!c1'llmcnt Aid. Government can help with money, 

pmpaganda staff, seed and advice, and can give enormous 
encouragement by : 

(1) Bllilding bunds itself and assisting villages to build 
them also, by co-operation, cheap taccavi, etc. 

(2) Schemes of land revenue remission for: 
(a) Afforestation of hills (already partially in 

progress). 
(b) Laying down of pastnre. 
(c) Fodder reserves. 
(d) Good cattle. 
(e) Banking of fields. 

(3) Demonstration plant f01" lift irrigation from canal. 
(4) Ample provision of wel1-borers and cheap rates for 

their use. 
(5) Deep borings to discover sweet water strata in bitter 

areas. 
(6) Discovery of better methods of well-sinking. 
(7) Denwnstration tube-wells. 
(8) Cheaper taccavi for well~sinking and other forms of 

development. 
(9) Government cattle farms in the district. 

(10) Cattle-breeding grants and concession rates for bull~ 
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and heifers, and allowing us to tax ourselves to raise money 
to buy bulls. 

(11) Adequate veterinary staff to deal with disease, 
epidemics, castration and inspection of stock. 

(12) Horse-breeding subsidy. 
(13) Development of qmullunications. 
(14) Increase of co-operative staff to keep pace with the 

increasing demand for new societies. 
(15) Establh;hment of mortgage and land improvement 

banks. 
(16) Extension of public health work; and reorg'anization 

of rural medical relief to suit rural conditions . 
. (17) Development of modern agricu1ture, by opening 

demonstration farms and taking in hand intensive propaganda 
work on a big scale in the district, in conjunction with the 
District Board, and assisting with staff and money grants. 

(18) Adapting education to suit rural conditions and 
develop vi1lage life on the best lincs. 





PART II 

THE MACHINERY 





CHAPTER III 

THE SCHOOL OF RURAL ECONOMY' AND 
VILLAGE GUIDES 

THE object of the School of Rural Economy is to bring 
rural teaching into line with village life. OUf vi11ages are 
filthy, and our villagers lead uncomfortable, unhealthy and 
squalid lives. The village with a school is no better than 
the village without a school. The literate boy is no better 
than the illiterate boy. All alike live in dark and often 
dirty houses, in a filthy and insanitary village, and follow 
uneconomic, unhealthy and degrading customs. If the 
school gives them any education, it makes them flee from 
their villages to look for work in the towns. 

If the education of our schools is to be of any value, it 
must not only show the villager how he can improve him
self and his surroundings, but give him the definite desire to 
do so. The first object of the Gurgaon School of Rural 
Economy is to teach the dignity of labour, as until the 
villager will put his hand to it he will never clean or 
improve his village. The next object is to instil the idea of 
service, the desire to help one's self and other people; and 
the third object is to convince them, by the actual instruction 
given, that we have a complete remedy for all the ills of 
village life. 

The two people who can do most to improve the 
conditions of rural life are the village teacher and the 

~ ~ Al>pendix II for prospectus, 
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patwari, and it was these whom we hoped to recruit in the 
new school. The first batch of students consisted of 42 
teachers, four patwari candidates and one private student, 
but, as far as patwaris are concerned, Government has broken 
off the experiment. 

After the school had been running for several months, 
the idea of village guides was evolved, and they are 
explained in the second part of the pamphlet. The first 
course lasted a year (from October 1925), and much of the 
time was spent in experiments, both in the staff and in the 
methods of teaching and in the subjects taught. The 
experimental stage is not yet over, and probably never will 
be over, as with increasing knowledge and experience our 
needs, and our methods of meeting these needs, naturally 
assume different shapes. But it is unlikely that there will be 
many big changes, and the teaching is now conducted on 
very sound lines and the students themselves are selected 
with considerably more knowledge of the type of person we 
want to train. The third batch of students started its train· 
ing in May 1927, when three normal sections of forty pupil
teachers each, some for Gurgaon Distrid and some for the 
rest of the Ambala Division, were added to the original 
class. A farm of 51 acres has been taken on a long lease, two 
wells have been sunk, and we are taking steps to acquire the 
whole of the land as soon as money can be found. Four first
elass Persian wheels and a windmill have been fitted into the 
wells. Scouting and co·operation are the two basic subjects 
taught, as from these two we hope to instil into the students 
the spirit of self-help, co-operation and social service. If we 
cannot do this, it does not much matter wha~ else we teach, 
as our scheme must fail. If we can do this, it does not 
much matter what else we teach, as our scheme Illust 
~ue<:eed, 
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The other subjects taught are: practical agriculture; 
public health; village hygiene and sanitation, along with 
the practical work of keeping a village tidy; domestic 
hygiene and sanitation; first-aid; infant welfare; epidemi
ology; stock breeding, and some simple veterinary work; 
play-for-all, games and singing j the use of the magic 
lantern, lecturing and village work. The l.'Omplete curri
culum of the school is given in Appendix II. 

The students ,visit villages and give lectures and do work 
themselves by way of learning and practising their job. 
They do a11 their own chores, in order to learn the dignity 
of labour and the necessity of personal effort in this work. 
They also compose and stage uplift dramas, as this is one 
of the most convincing forms of propaganda we have yet 
discovered. 

The students are expected to pass the ordinary examina
tions in first-aid and co-operation and special tests in all 
the other subjects. Those who pass out well will either 
be taken as village guides, or go back to their schools as 
teachers with improved prospects. It is not expected that 
there will be many failures. as the students are displaying a 
satisfactory spirit of keenness and there is a great desire to 
learn. Batches of students keep coming now from other 
districts, particularly Rohtak, asking to be enlisted in tbe 
village guides' class. There is no doubt that this school 
has caught tbe imagination of the people, and they look to it 
to inaugurate a new era in village life. 

Village Guides. We are very much concerned about the 
multiplication of departmental staff, and we want to have a 
common staff for village work-one man to each zail, 
living in the zail, to do all the work of all the departments, 
except such technical things as healing the sick and inoculat
ing (either man or beast). 
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We have consulted the village people, and they are simply 
delighted at the chance of getting rid of their miscellaneous 
visitors and receiving instead a resident worker, who can 
help them in all their troubles· and be a real guide, philo
sopher and friend. They agree with l1S that this will start a 
new era in village life and in rural development. 

The title of these zail development workers has given us 
some anxiety. At present we are cursed with a dreadful 
jargon. We may be only piling Pelion upon Ossa by the 
suggestion, but we propose to call them • Village Guides'. 
The very fact that they are not given a bureaucratic title
such as Sub-Inspector, etc., may help to impress upon this 
staff the fact that they are helpers, mis,'lionaries, servants, 
and not hakims,t jacks-in-office, or petty tyrants. 

The following are some of the things they will do: 
1. All bank work (except audit). 
2. Pest work-field ratH, kutra moth, porcupines, etc. 
:l. Public health work-collecting lists for vaccination, 

and preparing the people for the vaccinator's visit j cle'dn
iog up villages, by digging manure pitH, putting in windows, 
etc; inspection of birth and death registers; ratting, and 
preparing the people for inoculation; cholera prevention 
work. 

4. Preaching with, and without, the magic lantern and 
demonstration cart, teaching agriculture, co-operation, 
hygiene and uplift of all kinds, social and material, etc., etc. 

5. Agriculture-demonstration and sale of improved 
ploughs and other implements, improved seed, Persian 
wheels, Hissar bulls, etc., etc. 

6. They will urge the people to send girls and boys to 
school, popularize marriage registers and inspect them, 
induce people to grow flowers, etc., etc. 

1 Rulers. 
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In a word, the viJIage guide wiJI carry out the whole 
gospel of regeneration already published in this district. 

These viJIage guides wiJI have to live among the people and 
will be judged solely by their results, and their appointment 
will begin a new stage in practical village work. We often 
think the people object to progress. It is not progress they 
object to, but the multiplication of petty officials, who are in 
many cases unsympathetic and out of touch with village life. 

This proposed amalgamation of rural staff is the in
evitable result of two things. We now have a Rural Com
munity Council, co-onlinating the propaganda work of 
every department (and a very big work it is), and we have 
a School of Rural Economics, teaching all the subjects for 
which we want to amalgalnate staff. 

We anticipate one difficulty only, amI that merely in the 
early stages. The bank staff is very popular, so are those 
who distribute good seed or Persian wheels; but those who 
insist on vaccinating all the babies and urge unwilling 
people to such irksome tasks are liable to be unpopular, 
and that may reflect on the popularity of banks and Hissar 
bulls, etc. We maintain, however, that these men, if they 
do tbeir work properly, will be the tntsted friends and 
advisers of the village folk, amI the very popularity of the 
obvious benefits they confer will break down all opposition 
to less-understood benefits, such as inoculation, in a surpris
ingly short time; and if a worker fails in the less spectacular 
parts of his work, it wi1l be solely hi::; own fault, and he will 
merely have to be replaced and either given further training 
or got rid of. 

Our success will depend on the spirit with which we can 
imbue the students, anu I am optimist enough to believe 
we can achieve our object, and am determined at once to 
put it to the test. 
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Excluding Rewari and Farrukhnagar, we have sixty-five 
zails, and when we have sixty-five village guides, eachin charge 
of all work going on, we shal1 really be, for the first time, in 
touch with the people. Our guides will know everyone ill 
the villages, and be known by them. They will preach, they 
will demonstrate, they will advise, they will find out the 
villagers' point of view, where the shoe of progress pinches 
the corns of conservatism, deal with their doubts and 
difficulties, solve their problems and prescribe remedies for 
their troubles. At present our work is largely nomina1......:
Kaghzi kam, paperasserie. We shall for the first time get 
knowledge of what the villager really thinks of our 
schemes of development and improvement, and his objec
tions to our innovations, and we shall be able to adapt our 
line of attack to suit his defence, and modify OUf cruue 
proposals to suit the real circnmstances of each village. 

It has been suggested they should be under the 
Rural Community Council, and if this council can be 
developed in such a way that it can appoint amI control 
staff and be assured of permanency, this would probably 
be the easiest solution, as the council in Gurgaon is 
very active and includes all the members of the District 
Board, ali the officials engaged in village work, and all the 
leaders of rural opinion, so that, in its present shape, it has 
great possibilities. At present, however, it is unfortunately 
without funds, but if those departments whose work is 
being done by the guides will contribute to the fund::; of 
the council, and if in this and other ways the council can 
be put on its own legs, it could well control thh; new 
departure. 

We hope that these village guides will start with an ideal 
of service and wi11 be the true successors of the co-operative 
suirinspectors, whom they will partially replace j and, 
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having watched the training of the men whom we propose 
to use, I personally see no reason whatever why the 
scheme should not be a hundred per cent success. Every 
batch which we turn out from our Rural School will 
doubtless be an improvement on the last. We shall learn 
how to teach, and the students' standards will rise as the 
work in the village progresses. Out of the first batch, which 
came out at the end of September 1926, twelve were put in 
charge of selected zails in various parts of the district. One 
threw in his hand and reverted to his school, but the other 
eleven are putting their backs into the work. Meanwhile, a 
second batch has been trained, and we have thirty-four village 
guides at work. If money can be found, we propose at once 
to complete the manning of our sixty-five zails with village 
guides, by appointing the best of the third batch just 
leaving the Rural School. 

A good guide will have a book for every village, 'Yith a 
page for every family. He will fill in details from time to 
time, so that he will know which children are due for 
inoculation, how many are still kept away from school, 
what improved implements the man has, whether he sows 
good seed or bad, whether he keeps good cattle or bad, 
whether he is a member of a bank or not, and every 
single detail that is required for the purpose of rural remak
ing. The book, of course, will be confidential, and we shall 
have to arrange that the guide cannot be dragged into law
courts and compelled to divulge the secrets of the people 
of his villages for the amusement of the litigating public. 

The guides are being organized as two troops of Rover 
Scouts, with a patrol or two in each tahsil. By joining the 
guides to the magnificent Scout brotherhood we get many 
advantages. We hope to infuse some of the spirit of esprit 
de corps, the desire for social service, the unselfishness and 

6 
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the public-spiritedness which should illspire every true 
Scout. 

We can draw courage and inspiration from the Scout 
movement; we have a first-class organization at our back, 
and we can at all times get assistance and encouragement 
from other Scout leaders. 

Moreover, the district is full of Boy Scout troops, many 
of them very keen, and they and the guides can hunt 
together and help each other. Many a village has been 
well and truly cleaned up by our schoolboy Scouts, and they 
are afraid of nothing. 1£ we can fill the district with true 
Scouts, we need have no fear for the future of our work 
when they grow up and begin to make their weight felt in 
their village councils. 

I have no experience of work in other districts or in 
other countries, but I am firmly convinced that this scheme, 
if t.--arried out in spirit as well as in letter, will be the means 
of the complete regeneration of the villages of this backward 
and neglected district. What is more, I say confidently that 
the scheme will succeed. 

A new development has recently taken place in the 
village guide scheme. Fears have been expressed for the 
future of the organization, and to make doubly sure of 
efficiency and permanence it is proposed that they should 
be attached to the Co-operative Department and organize 
Co-operative Better-living Societies, village hy village, 
allover their zails. These societies will establish the 
work on the firm foundation of the villagers' own joint 
responsibility. Only those will join who are prepared to 
swear to abide by the rules of the sodety, and as soon as 
the sodety is formed it will proceed to ' improve' itself by 
making rules for the future social life of the members. No 
rule will be adopted until all, or an overwhelmingly large 
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majority, agree to it, so that we shall have no fal~e starts, 
but steady, ordered progress, The viIlage guide will 
organize the society and then preach the adoption of good 
rules of conduct, such as the digging" of pits, making of pit 
latrines, inoculation, vaccination, windows, reuuction of 
jewellery, raising the marriage age, and so aD. If a member 
defaults the rest of the members deal with him by fine or 
expulsion. The model by-laws will be found in Appendix 
Ill. The village guide will have in each society a nucleus 
of sensible people determined to live saner and healthier 
lives; he will be able to point to definite progress year by 
year as the society spreads and improves its rules of 
conduct j and we shall have a h11ge body of organized helpers, 
whom we can address at a few uays' notice hy means of 
the District Gazette or a pamphlet or poster. I foresee 
immense benefits in this new departure and the cure for 
one great difficulty ahout the guides hitherto, that they 
could point to nothing definitely accomplished by them. If 
the village was cleaned or the school full of girls, there 
were half a dozen to claim the credit, but now the village 
guide will have this definite work all to himself. All will 
help him generally and specially in village work, but the 
better-living society will be the special 'pigeon' of the 
village guide; and as these spread in size and number and 
improve in quality, so shall we know how OUf guides are 
doing their work. 



CHAPTER IV 

WOMEN'S WELFARE WORK 

THE terrible lot of the women is the worst feature of 
Gurgaon village life. The female sex, from earliest child
hood, is brought up as an inferior class and, from being 
treated for ages as inferior, it has beeome inferior. This is 
the biggest problem we have to tackle. Women are often 
treated as of less account than animals, and the idea of 
educating them would appear absurd to a villager. 

Taught from birth to consider themselves unwanted and 
inferior, deprived of the benefits of education and culture, 
they are married-without any written record of the ceremony 
-and begin to bear children when they should still be at 
sebool. The houses they have to spend so much of their 
time in are dark and airless. For the average woman there 
are no latrine arrangements; she must wait, in discomfort 
and possibly pain, till nightfall, and then wander like a 
pariah on the outskirts of the village in the dark. The 
arrangements for her child-bearing are too revolting to 
describe, and there is nowhere for her to bathe. Her menfolk 
can wash in the open on the wells, but she cannot do 
that, and bathing on the mud floor of her courtyard is 
troublesome. She has nowhere to take the children for 
fresh air and recreation, when-if ever-her drudgery is over 
for the day. The mother is responsible for the children, and 
yet she is given no sort of instruction as to how to avoid 
or to cure simple ailments, how to apply simple remedies, 
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how to wash, feed and clothe her children. The te"ult is 
that, with the ailing and dying children whom she is power~ 
less to help, her life is often a burden and a sorrow. 

The women, besides doing all the household chores, 
do, except for a few small purdah-observing tribes, many of 
the farm chores as well. There can be no objection to this 
-and, indeed, the only redeeming feature of village life is the 
field work done by the women, which takes them and their 
little children away from the filth of the village for a large 
part of the day. 

In addition to this, however, they grind the corn, which 
should be done by cattle, and make dung-cakes, which shuuld 
be done by no one, as, besides making the women and their 
children filthy and wasting valuable time, it has utterly 
ruined the Indian farmer and is the main cause of the 
poverty of most villagers. 

As a result of this drudgery-much of it unnecessary and 
.ome of it positively harmful-being forced on the women, 
the children are utterly neglecteu and the women cannot 
make or mend clothes. Indeed, most of them have no 
knowledge of needlework. and, of course, they are all quite 
illiterate. The children grow up unwashed and filthy, their 
eyes are ruined, and they are as degraded as their parents. 
The filthy habits of the villagers make what should be the 
children's playgrounu a combination of du~tbin and latrine .0 that the condition of the children is unbelievably bad. 

At childbirth the women are put into the worst and 
dirtiest room in the house; their dressings are the filthiest 
rags; and their attendant a member of the lowest caste in the 
village, generally old, often blind, and always filthy. The 
result is much unnecessary disease, suffering and mortality, 
both among the women and their babies. The birth of a 
fQm* ~hilq is \I Illis!Q\tllne, 'Illq an QlllinOIlS Ilidelii:ht 011 
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the welcome given to the girl baby in her home is the fact 
that, although medical opinion is nnanimous that boys are 
harder to rear than girls, the infant mortality among girls is 
higher in GurgaoJ1 than nmong hoys. 

An educated gentleman once gave me what he thought 
should he his wife's (laily programme of work. It allowed 
her seven hours out of the twenty-four for recreation, 
reading amI :;;leep, and he was quite upset when I told him 
what T thought of him! 

Such is a brief anel rcstraiued description of things as 
they are. 

What is the remedy? 
There js a great deal of house work which mnst be done 

by the women, and hy them alone. The corn-mi1l and the 
dung-cake, however, must go, and go for ever. 'rhe field 
work must remain, as it spells fresh air and healthy exercise 
for hoth mother and children. Harvest time, tiring though 
it is, mnst he the joy of every village woman's heart, with 
its long hours in the fields and the children round about, 
now helping or pretending- to help, and now romping among 
the corn stooks, and the dirty stuffy village far away and 
forgotten, at least for a time. 

It will not suffice, however, merely to lighten the load of 
drudgery, as with her present mental equipment the average 
vi1lage woman would have no idea of how to spend her 
spare time, and this remedy alone might he worse than the 
disease. As the main cause of the disease is ignorance, so 
the principal part of the remedy is knowledge. 

The pith and centre of the problem of village remaking is 
the education and training of the girls, and that is what we 
are concentrating 011 now in Gurgaon. Half our troubles will 
disappear when the women receive a little education and 
some good training for their future position as wives and 
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mothers. Would a mother hide her children from the 
vaL'Cinator if she really knew that this ten days' trouble 
meant a lifetime of immunity from the demon of smallpox? 
Would mothers prefer jewellery to mosquito nets and 
quinine if they really knew the value of these simple things? 
Would the mother let her children shiver in the winter if 
she had the time and skill to make clothes for them? 

The first thing to do, then, is to get the girls to school. 
Girls' schools are few and unsatisfactory, but there are boys' 
schools within the reach of all. The girls and boys play 
tog-ether on the village muck-heaps, without any sort of 
supervision; what harm if they go to school together for 
the primary classes? Most of the villages are inhabited by 
descendants of a common am .. '€stor and the L'Ode of honour 
is very high. Even among purdah-observing tribes the girls 
born in the village need not keep purdah from their fellow
villagers, as they are theoretically all descendants of the 
same grandfather. 

Once a girl has learned to read and write with her brothers 
several things will happen. The inferiority complex will be 
broken; she will never spoil her hands, waste her time and 
dirty herself by making upla; she will teach her children all 
she learnt herself; and she will cease to be a slave. These 
girls will be our strongest allies and agents. 

After a little argument our vj]]agers took to the idea of 
the mixed school, and there are now some 2,000 girls read~ 
ing at the boys' schools. Where the master is trusted 
quite big girls come to school, but in almost all our schools 
there· are some girls. The better the master, the more girls. 
The best school is Dharuhera, a vernacular middle school 
with optional English and a big farm, where there are seventy
five boys and seventy-five girls. The village belongs to one 
Plan and he started the movement in tPis district by sending 
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his grand-daughters to school; and he still gives us every 
help and encouraj!ement, moral and financial. 

At the school the girls learn their three R's from the 
salUe teacher as the boys. Where possible, we find a tailor 
to teach sewing, but that is no solution of the problem of 
how to teach the girls the really important subiects of 
household management and economy and the bringing up of 
children, The cynic might say that as we make little effort 
to teach the boys the things that really matter for them, 
why bother about the girls? And eertainly, if our teaching 
of the girls is merely going to unsettle them and make them 
unfit for domestic life, just as much as our schooling does 
this now for the boys, why waste time and effort hring-ing 
them to school at all? No; it is our plain duty to profit hy 
the mistakes made in the past and try to give the girls a 
schooling which will enable them, when they marry, to run 
their homes properly and bring up their children strong 
and healthy, This, obviously, cannot be done by men, and 
there are no women teachers in existence. 

This is where the School of Domestic Economy comes 
in. It was founded in 1926 to train women to go to the 
boys', or rather mixed, schools, and teach the girls aU that 
they should know to enable them to run a home when 
their turn comes. In the end these women wil1 undoubt
edly teach the infants' class, ooth boys and girlH, hut that 
is looking a long way ahead. For the first course, so 
new and strange was the idea and so small the number 
of literate women in the district that we eould only 
get fifteen pupils, even though we paid an ample stipend, 
and of them only five consented to go to mixed schools at 
the end of their training. For the second course we had to 
accept illiterate women, as the supply of literates is at 
present sO smaU tbat tbe scbool could not be carried on 
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with them alone. The length of the course has to vary 
with the standard of education and intelligence of the pupils, ' 
and it i8 no use trying to lay down hard and fast rules at 
the present stage. The staff has had to he found with 
infinite difficulty, and is heing steadily trained and improved. 
The greatest use is made of outside lectures to help with the 
training, and the students regularly visit and work at the local 
health centre and are regularly lectured by the local health 
visitor. We know pretty well now what we should teach 
and how to teach it. We now have sixteen specially trained 
women and fonr others teaching in mixed schools; they are 
accepted by the people amI are getting on splendidly. We 
naturally encourage the male teachers to send their wives 
or other female relations to the Domestic School, so that we 
may have no difficulties about their subsequent appointment 
in the schools; and for the same reason we also try to get 
villages with schools to send their own girls to the Domestic 
School. In addition to these, we have a trained nurse, paid 
for by public subscription, visiting schools in one area 
and teaching simple hygiene to the girls in the mixed 
schools. For further details of the School of Domestic 
Economy, see Appendix III (b). 

In some of our towns we have health visitors, and we 
also have a group of villagers subscribing to a joint health 
visitor, who visits each village once or more each week 
according to the amount it pays. It is the health visitor's 
duty to enquire for, and visit in their homes, newly-born 
babies and their mothers, and to advise the mothers on the 
feeding, clothing and washing of their babies and them· 
selves. She also visits pregnant women and advises 
them on necessary precautions and preparations and the 
selection of a good dai, etc. This home visiting may 
be expected to take roughly about two hours daily. Each 
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place subscrihing- to a health visitor i!oi expected to 
provide a hOlU;e or room as a health centre, and after the 
home visiting the health visitor will go there and stay 
until S p.m. in winter or about midday in summer. She 
will advise snch women as visit her. tell mothers ahout the 
care of babies, and attend to minor ailmentl-l of women and 
children, etc. She will also give lectures to women on 
health topics, sanitation, etc., and lecture the village dais 
and train them at some hour of the day. She must be pre
pared, too, to attend lahonr cases if any rlai needs her advice. 

The cost of this work is very high indeed, and it will be 
many years before vi11ages are sufficiently awake to their 
needs for them to join in at all generaUy. The work is 
organized by the local Health Association, but it has little 
income and cannot afforc1111uch help to the villageH in this 
matter. The supply of these health visitors is also 
extremely small, and this keeps the cost of them undu1y 
high. To popularize this work the supply must be enor
mously increased and the cost very lUuch reduced. Besides 
visiting the homes of mothers and expectant mothers and 
attending to those who come to the health centre, these 
health visitors train hereditary dais, and in time we hope 
that high-caste women will come forward to leam this most 
important work. A beginning has been made, and two 
women of the highest castes-a Brahman and a 8ayed-are 
now under training at A;;ra. Meanwhile a trained nurse 
and midwife is starting to train both hereditary dais and 
high-caste women in three centres in the Ballabgarh tahsil. 

At headquarters there is a large and beautifully laid out 
garden, part of which is completely purdah,' reserved for 
the use of ladies. ]n one part is a children's lawn with a 

1 That is, so screened and Wddep ~ to $i1tisiy the scrupte§ of 
p\lfd~b·Observln!\ famijil'$, 
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see-saw and swings, and in other places are tennis and bad
minton courts for the ladies. The Women's Institute makes 
this garden its headqnarters, and has a library and arranges 
for lectures and classes for those who want to learn. 
Finally, there is the mixed tennis club for those ladies who 
will come with their husbands to play or watch tennis or 
badminton. Starting from a very small beginning, both 
the ladies' garden and the mixed tennis club are now very 
prosperous institutions. 

To help the village women we have designed washing 
places for women, which we hope will be copied on the 
village wells, to enable women to keep themselves and 
their chiluren and clothes far cleaner than is now pos
sible in the absence of any sort of special arrangement. 
Another terrible complaint of the village women is the 
complete absence, except in the houses of the well-to-do, 
of any sort of latrine arrangements for women. That 
is being remedied by persuading the people to put walls 
round their pits and fit the pits with planks or other 
conveniences that will make them into quite private, 
quite sanitary, and altogether satisfactory latrines. Con
siderable success is being achieved in this, as the people are 
quick to admit the disgrace of their present system. 

We preach, in season and out of season, that every village 
must have its garden, with flowers and shade, where the 
women can take their little children of an evening for rest 
and recreation; but it will probably be some time before 
there is much response. At the same time, by discouraging 
the grinding of corn and the making of dung-cakes, we are 
steadily reducing the waste of precious time that should be 
devoted to the home and the children. 

Marriage registers are by now, I am glad to say, almost 
universal in the villages. Another of our activities is village 
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baby shows, held at important villages all over the district, 
Last winter we had them at over thirty villages, some run 
by Mrs. Brayne and some by the Lady Superintendent. 
The women, both of the selected village and the villages 
round about, crowd in with their habies; the babies are 
carefully inspected and sorted and weighed until the prize~ 
winller~ can be announced. Their ages are checked with the 
village birth register to avoid deception, toys and prizes are 
distributed, and through the whole proceeding is a running 
comment of advice on a11 the ailments and troubles detectetl, 
praise for carefully kept children, and blame for the dirty 
and neglected ones. 

A baby show is often pandemonium let loose, but it is all 
very cheerful and has many great advantages. We learn a 
lot about the people, the standard of baby knowledge in the 
villages, and the amOl1nt of care given to bringing up the 
families. Cases of crnelty and neglect come to notice and 
are exposed to the light of viIIage public opinion, and often 
remedied. The state of vaccination and smallpox is dis~ 

covered, b11t above all the attention of the people is drawn 
to the necessity of learning the art of rearing children, a lot 
of sound knowledge is spread abroad, and the people, parti~ 
cularly the women, realize that the district authorities are 
really genuinely interested in their welfare and m"e out to 
help them. 

A pleasing development of the Domestic School, which 
came about as soon as the Lady Superintendent started 
work, is that the wives of the rural gentry are now coming 
into the school for a short course of domestic science and 
general culture. Nothing could afford stronger proof that 
we are at last on the right lines than this entirely spon~ 
taneous movement for self~improvement. 

Finally, a large number of the wives of the menial castes 
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at the headquarter town are clamouring for adult classes to 
be started for them in connexion with the Domestic School, 
so that they, too, may get a chance of learning how to 
improve their homes. We cannot t011ch this yet, for want of 
money, but it is gratifying to see how. the leaven of uplift is 
working in the district. 

The most important part of the whole work is the 
appointment of the Lady Superintendent, mentioned last 
because its necessity only became apparent when the work 
had outgrown the possihility of being controlled and 
developed by Mrs. Brayne and the other ladies and gentlemen 
who helped, and are still helping, in this great work of 
women's uplift. The Lady Superintendent (Miss E. M. 
Wilson) was selected in August 1927, and joined her appoint
ment on 1st January 1928. Her duty is to supervise and co
ordinate all onr activities for the welfare of women and 
children, and as much of the female staff as possible is put 
directly under her; she hus an office staff, and a motor-car, 
to enable her to deal with the rapidly increasing work; she 
visits the mixed schools, particularly those where female 
teachers are working, and sees that the teaching and every
thing else is going on satisfactorily. The school teachers 
are actually under the District Board educational staff, but it 
is a relief to them and to the teachers themselves and to us 
to have a specially appointed lady to look after all their 
little troubles and see that all is going well. The Lady 
Superintendent is in special charge of the Domestic School, 
and that alone is a very big thing. The selection of students, 
the selection and training of the staff, the teaching, the 
buildings and all the other problems and difficulties of a 
steadily expanding institution of a kind unique in the whole 
of India, provides a very great deal of work. 

GUl'gaon District is the pioneer in female welfare work, 
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and, with its two thousand girls in what were the village boys' 
schools, its female teachers there too, the Domestic School 
and everything else, the responsibility was far too great for 
us to go on without special staff'. A false step or a scandal 
might have put the clock back for years, and that is why, 
for all our poverty, we insisted on appointing the Lady 
Superintendent. The appointment has amply justified itself 
in four months. The idea that a special lady has been 
appointed, with nothing else to do but look after their 
interests, has caught the imagination of the village women. 
Both men amI women realize that we are in earnest in our 
efforts to help; they know full well how much there is to 
do; and the work is growing daily, and would grow far 
quicker had we the funds at onr disposal to take the tide 
at the flood. 

The Health Association, previously mentioned, is a body 
registered under Act XX of 1886: its full title is the Red 
Cross and Health Association. It is composed of those 
officials and non-officials who subscribe annually to its sup
port. It meets monthly, and is in general charge of all our 
welfare activities and, in particular, it employs and looks after 
the health visitors, nurses and other female staff engaged in 
this branch of the work. its executive official is, of course, 
the Lady Superintendent. 

OUf scheme thus consists of : 
1. Getting the girls to school with their brothers, and 

providing them with women teachers specially trained in 
the domestic arts and sciences at a :-;pecial school estab
lished for the purpose. 

2. Organizing a District Health Association to set about: 
(1) Establishing village health centres. 
(2) Training hereditary dais. 
(3) Training high·castewomen to do midwife's work. 
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(4) Organizing village baby shows. 
3. Providing fresh air and social amenities at head

quarters. 
4. Relieving the village women of what drudgery and 

discomfort we can, and making their lives healthier and 
more hopeful, and giving them more time to look after 
their homes and children. 

5. Employing a specially qnalified lady to supervise and 
develop the whole of the work. , 

The question of mixed schools has given trouble tQ some, 
particularly those without much recent or intimate experi
ence of our village life. In a matter like this the villagers 
themselves are the best, and indeed the only, judges. All we 
can do is to suggest this possibility of solving one of 
the biggest problems of rural remaking, discuss its pros and 
cons, and leave them to do as their common sense dictates. 
Gurgaon has decided that mixed schools are practicable, and 
probably every other district will follow suit in a year 
or two. 

Several things are, however, quite certain. There is not 
the money for separate schools, particularly as duplicate 
schools would often be necessary, one for purdah-observing 
and one for the other girls, as no one suggests teaching 
purdah at this time of day to those fortunate tribes not 
bothered with the custom. Secondly, were the buildings 
available, it would take at least thirty years to get the teach
ing staff. Thirdly, inspection of girls' schools is extremely 
difficult and, therefore, their efficiency is very low compared 
with boys' schools. Finally, the inferiority complex, which 
is such a curse and which handicapa the mothers so terribly 
in the bringing up of their children, will never disappear 
while the little girls are segregated for purposes of primary 
education, and the boys will never learn the lessons of 

1 
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respect and chivalry, until the village boys and girls are 
taught together in infancy at the same school. 

Perhaps the unique feature of this side of our work is the 
complete co-ordination of all female and infant welfare work, 
from the mixed tennis club down to the little girls joining 
the village school, and the nndivided control of it all. Until 
we had a Lady Superintendent, in whom the whole of this 
work could be headed up, our troubles and difficulties were 
infinite, and we have only worked out the present organiza
tion after much tribulation and anguish. Nothing is more 
certain than that the immediate supervision of female 
workers, each of whose work dovetails into the work of the 
others as ours does, must, whatever their technical duties 
are, be in female hands, and the supervising agency must be 
on the spot and close at hand to understand and deal with 
all the little troubles and difficulties as soon as-if not 
before-they arise. We have only reached our present highly 
developed position after many years of work and experience, 
and Gurgaon is, probably, considerably in advance of most 
rural areas in the matter of female and infant improvement 
machinery. As a result it is not always easy for visitors to 
realize how we have come to our present conclusions, and 
the painful steps by which we have learned how to organize 
this most difficult and delicate branch of our work. 

Such is the condition of things in Gurgaon, and the 
remedy we have devised for them. The success attending 
our efforts is most surprising and most encouraging, but by 
far the most important thing of all is that we have won the 
complete confidence of the women of the district. They are 
convinced we mean well by them; all suspicion and distrust 
is at an end, and they are ready to join hands with us in 
working for the improvement of themselves, their children 
and their homes. 
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In spite of the hard life she leads, the village woman is 
cheerful, resourceful and courageous; and nothing impresses 
the social worker more than the way she stands up to the 
heart-breaking conditions of her existence. 

Confronted with half the difficulties of their womenfolk 
the menfolk woul\l throw in their hands! Indeed, the hope 
of rural India lies in the wonderful way the womenfolk keep 
their end up, despite every discouragement and handicap. 
Give them a little practical schooling and training-not on 
the lines of the boys' education, which does little but weaken 
their fibre-give them the knowledge of how to keep them
selves and their families healthy, and the womenfolk will 
revolutionize village life in India. 



CHAPTER V 

ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE 

THE experience of several years has shown that the 
foUowing are the best methods of propaganda: 

1. Chaupais,l an existing village institution, enlisted and 
developed to help us. They learn the uplift work and then 
put it into song themselves, and sometimes sing songs of 
our composition as well. The leader is usually a grown 
man, who can playa harmonium and compose a song, but 
most of the party consists of children; they move from 
village to village, attend every show and fair, and are paid 
rewards from time to time to keep them going. 

A good chaupiii will collect crowds of hundreds and keep 
them listening entranced for hours at a time, and they are 
absolutely invaluable in any kind of propaganda, from 
iron ploughs to digging pits or plagne inoculation. Unfor· 
tunately, the custom is confined to the east of the district 
and is unknown in the rest, and we do not seem able to 
introduce it. 

2. Magic lanterns, sbowing locally designed slides. We 
bave sets of 10caUy designed slides on every subject of 
village interest, and the complete set is about 250 and takes 
many hours to explain. They are divided into many 
lectures, and we have already more than 3.000 slides in use 
in the viUages. New slides are always being designed and 

, Singing parti ... 
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the series will never be complete. We have more than 
twenty magic lanterns in use. 

3. Printed pamphlets, posters, pictures, songs, poems, 
leaflets, dialogues, etc., etc. (see Appendix VIII). These 
are distributed at courts and offices and co-operative banks, 
at fairs and shows, and hy village guides, patwaris and all 
our other helpers-official and unofficial-and we get them 
posted up in village meeting places, schools and wherever 
people congregate. 

4. The District Gazette, published fortnightly, contaill' 
ing information and articles on all suhjects of local interest. 

S. Competitions, demonstrations, exhibitions and shows. 
We hold informal ploughing competitions allover the dis· 
trict, and have demonstrations of all kinds on every oppor
tunity. Baby shows are elsewhere described. Palwal Show 
is our big annual propaganda effort, and the outlines of this 
great uplift show are given in Appendix VI. 

6. Uplift drama, whereby the evils of village life and the 
advantages of our programme are exposed, sometimes by 
, sob-stuff " but usually by broad farce. There are several 
amateur dramatic clubs which stage dramas at short notice, 
and some of the scenes and much of the acting is of a very 
high standard. 

These are, however, all dry bones without the personal 
touch, and the Deputy Commissioner and his assistants 
have to work early and late to keep the campaign going, 
touring from village to village, seeing that instructions are 
carried out, giving magic lantern lectures, organizing and 
attending shows, exhibitio.DS, competitions, demonstrations 
and meetings, making speeches, seeing to the making and 
issuing of slides, writing and supervising the writing of 
propaganda literature, encouraging, pushing, advising, etc., 
~tc, 
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A glance at Appendix I will show what has been achieved 
in the last lew years. A very great deal of this has 
been effected by the intensive propaganda campaign and 
the continual persuasion that ac'Companies it. 

I should be the last, however, to claim that all we have 
done has been, or could be, done as easily as this. Particu
larly in the work of cleaning up the villages I have fully 
used my authority as the head of the district, and I have 
asked for and received similar assistance from my sub
ordinates. In every detail of the campaign we have put our 
personal influence openly and heavily on the side of improve
ment, and that naturally has carried a lot of weight, and a 
weight that increased with the length of my stay in the 
district. We have, of course, carefully avoided using any pres
sure in matters that are open to controversy-or rather, were 
so open, as practically all argument has now disappeared 
with the complete demonstration of the correctness of our 
programme-such as, for instance, the castration of Brah
mani bulls, or the sending of girls to what used to be 
exclusively boys' schools. 

In this way we have undoubtedly forced the pace and 
crowded into seven years the work of a generation, and for 
this we have sometimes been critici!:led-this pace cannot go 
on indefinitely, a reaction will oc'Cur, and so on. This is 
probably correct, but the farther the advance and the 
longer it is maintained, the less harm the reaction will do. 
This forcing of the pace was, however, deliberate. We set 
about to prove certain things. When we started the work 
we were told that there was no remedy for the evils we 
saw in the villages, and, if there was, it could not be applied. 
We had to disprove both statements, and we never knew 
how long we should be allowed to do it in. Had we worked 
out the remedy but had not applied it, we should merely 
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have been theorists-amI there are far too many of them 
already-and until each stage of the remedy had been triEd 
on a large scale we could neither see if it was right nor go 
on to the next stage. We therefore forced the pace to the 
utmost, to enable us to work out, test and demonstrate that 
there was a perfectly good cure for the ills of rural India, 
or, at any rate, for those of rural Gurgaon; and we now claim 
to have gained the acceptance of the people to a fairly 
complete system of village reconstruction. 

The sooner we can transfer the foundations from official 
pressure and persuasion to the sounder basis of the 
awakened common sense of the people, the better; but the 
longer the people are used to cleaner, healthier ways, and 
the more often they take the steps necessary to achieve 
them, the more likely I think are they finally to ",:cept them 
as necessities of life, make their own arrangements for their 
continuance, and, if necessary, pay for them too, and the 
more genuine converts shall we get to the movement. 

The maintenance of pits and the arrangement for some 
form of latrine-pit or otherwise-partk'Ularly for women 
and children, I certainly consider could, and should, be 
achieved by the authority of law. The present system is too 
unhealthy and too filthy to be tolerated, and it would not 
require much propaganda to awaken a sufficient feeling of 
self-respect among the people to accept public health 
legislation to achieve this elementary objed of sanitation 
and decency. For what other parts of the programme the 
authority of the law should be sought depends solely on 
the progress made in each district, in forming and teaching 
public opinion. Compulsory vaccination has long been 
wanted in Gurgaon District. Gurgaon would like authority 
to deal with bad bulls and bad pony stallions, and to compel 
people to provide light and ventilation in their houses and 
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stables. The people have long been ready for the first two, 
but the District Board would probably do a lot more inten· 
sive propaganda before actually using its authority for 
window·making. And so it is with everything. After a 
certain period of preaching, teaching and demonstration, 
certain simple ill1provements become so universally accept
ed and are 50 obviously necessary that the people are 
ready for a general order to carry them out, and for those 
items (such as vaccination, the castration of bad bulls and 
the disposal of manure), where the idleness of the minority 
endangers the health or property of the majority, the time 
has come to ann some authority with power to make the 
change universal. The Question is more, I think, who the 
authority should be, than whether there should be any 
authority at all. 

It is quite possible, and not very difficult once the people 
are convinced that we are really out for their good, to clean 
up the villages by executive authority. It is not good, 
however, either for the people or for authority-whether that 
authority is the District Board or the executive power of 
Government-to keep up a continuous pressure in the small 
detaIls of village life.· Personally, I think that some form of 
village council must certainly be developed to carryon tbe 
work, with the aid of some simple rules such as J have sug
gested in Appendix IV, to help the District Board put tbings 
right in our villages. Tbe village panchayats' so far bave 
not touched tbe business in Gurgaon District, bu t tbe reason 
for that is. I think, that these panchayats have so far on" 
been appointed in a few of the larger villages, and large 
villages are notoriously difficult to clean up. There is no 
doubt tbat in the smaller villages, wbere the Gurgaon pro· 
gramme has been very fully carried out and the people are 

, Village arbitration 1.'Q1U't6. 
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enthusiastic about its benefits, a village (,.."Ouncil would have 
public opinion strongly on its side-not only in keeping the 
village up to the mark, but in continuing the advance along 
the path of progress. III time, probably, the bigger villages 
would follow suit. 

All government is develope<! to fulfil certain definite 
requirements and satisfy definite needs, and the reason for 
the general failure of the pallchiiyats hitherto to make good 
seems partly to be the fact that, except for deciding criminal 
and civil cases, there is at present no generally feIt need for 
a village authority. Organize reconstruction in the villages, 
and the need for a controlling and co-ordinating local autho
rity soon begins to be felt, and it is possible that village 
remaking will prove to be the means of establishing' the 
village panchayat system in the Punjab. 

Staff. In the Gurgaon District we have worked up from 
nothing to a very considerable paid staff, and in such a poor 
district as this, where unpaid village workers are almost 
impossible to find and the people are .till extremely back
ward, a lot of paid staff is essential if a vigorous campaign 
is to be kept going. Considerable help is given by the 
revenue staff, but they have their day's work apart from 
this, and unless uplift work is made a part of their duties 
and their numbers are, where necessary, increased to cope 
with the extra work, there is a limit to wbat can be expected 
of them as a matter of course. Nothing will prevent those 
who are convinced of the soundness of the programme, and 
who are bent on helping their countrymen, from doing 
invaluable work in the villages, whatever their other pre
occupations may be, but such helpers are not to be found 
everywhere. 

The beginnings of the work must be small. The people 
bave to be awakened by a long course of propaganda, and 
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much of this does not take much time or cost much money. 
It is when the movement has reached every village, and we 
want to teach everywhere, and at the same time, every item 
of a big programme of social and material recoIllltruction, 
that elaborate and somewhat expensive arrangements 
become necessary. As the work proceeds the cost natur
ally rises and the need for special staff increases. 

The organization we are aiming at in Gurgaon District is 
somewhat as follows: 

1. An adequate headquarter staff to carry out the 
enormous amount of work to be done there. We have an 
Organizing Secretary, on ahout Rs. 300 per mensem, and 
a fairly large offi~e establishment. 

2. Rural school-trained teachers in every schoo1. 
3. Vi1lage guides in every group of vi11ages-sixty-seven 

in aU for the district. 
4. One man per tahHil directing the guides and Sconts 

of the tahsil.' 
5. One director for the district constantly on tour, to 

keep everything- and everyone up to the mark, both for Boy 
Scout work and for village guideti. 

6. Six extra naib-tahsildars:>' -one for each of the six 
tahsils-for al1 work, such as cleaning the villages and 
providing latrine accommodation, that every village ought 
to do as a matter of course and without further argument 
or discussion. 

7. Domestic Hchool-trained female teachers in all the 
village (i.e. mixed) schools and girls' schools. 

8. One lady superintendent for the female side of the 

1 Now that the guides are being organized in conjunction with the 
Co-operative Department, the Boy Scouts will be under separate 
supervision, combined probably with the physical training and games 
of the viUage schools. 2 Deputy tahsilda~~ 
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'work, with adequate office and touring organization, to 
supervise, co-orclinate and develop the whole of that side of 
the work, whether health, educational or sodal. 

My idea is that scouting and village remaking can and 
should be combined, and the supervising staff and the village 
guides sbould all be highly trained Rover Scouts. In this way 
the unity of tbe whole scheme will be maintained. We shall 
have the youth of the district on our side and we shall give 
scouting a real definite task to perform. At present we have 
a pennanent training organization for scoutmasters, and the 
staff visits village nfter village, holding training camps, 
deaning the villages, lecturing, playing games and teaching 
Scout lore and Scout traditions. Those actually attending 
the camps are principally schoolmasters, and occasionally 
the grown~up sons of rural gentlemen. 

Until a scout or scoutmaster will handle spade, broom, 
and wheelbarrow, we have no use for him, and these train
ing camps arc having a wonderful effect on the people of 
tbe district. 

All this, of course, is a big staff and will cost a fair sum 
of money, but it has taken several years to ~ach the stage 
of work and of success whk:h has made it necessary, and 
undoubtedly the poorer the district the more the staff tbat 
will always be wanted. If, and wben, village authority is 
developed, thi. staff will naturally require modification, but 
there will still be a lot of work to do in tbe shape of 
advising, teaching and supervising. These village coundls, 
will require a lot of educating and, probably, also a lot of 
keeping up to the mark, but we need not look forward as 
far as that yet. 

As for the cost, village remaking is like omelets-you must 
spend something if you want any results; and tbe problem of 
tinance gives anxiety to many. Needless anxiety this is, to 
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my mind, until the people and their representatives have 
had the position fully explained to them and have been 
faced with the two plain questions, C Do you want uplift; and 
are you ready, if need be, to raise money to get it?' Only 
when they have said eYes' to the first question and' No' to 
the second question, does any financial problem arise. And 
these questions have never been put except in GUrgaon, and 
there-doubtless after several years of effort and propa
ganda-they have both been answered in an enthusiastic 
affirmative. Carry out the same programme anywhere else 
and the answer will be exactly the same. The people are 
not fools; as soon as they realize that we can, and will,. put 
things right, they are perfectly ready to pay. 

As a matter of fact, however, the cost of reconstruction is 
in reality nothing like so alarming as it might seem at first 
sight. The rurdl and domestic schools are two of the biggest 
items, but teachers nlUst be trained somewhere, and it costs 
no more to train them on sount! lines than on any other 
lines, so that reconstruction really imposes no extra cost here. 
The village guides are another big item of expenditure. But 
we have fourteen hundred villages and will never have schools 
in more than four hund;ed of them. Who is going to carry 
the torch to the other thousand? For the work they can 
and will do, their cost is nothing. All tbis is education, 
and there is no limit to the amount wlrich may be 
demanded nowadays for education. Put these three insti
tutions into the heading of education, and, with the help 
of local subscriptions, the rest is not beyond the means of 
any go-ahead local body to manage. 

Finally, when it comes to what we can and cannot afford, 
the question is, Can we afford anything else, until we have 
put our villages right? Dare we neglect this very elementary 
nation-building work any longer? 
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The cost of the lady superintendent and her staff 
frightens some people. The men have an immense staff to 
look after their interests j are the women to pave no one? 
Hitherto the men have expected all women's work to be done 
free, hy public-spirited ladies with plenty of other duties-and 
particularly duties towards men-to perform. Could anything 
be more selfish and unchivalrous than this policy of appoint
ing nothing but male employees, and then raising our hands 
in pious horror at the extravagance of appointing a single 
female employee for female work-especially when we all 
know that the pith of the whole problem is the uplift of the 
women? 

With regard to propaganda of all sorts, including posters, 
wireless, loud~speakers, songs, Palwal Show, etc., every 
country and every business and every interest has long ago 
recognized that without propaganda little progress can be 
made. Why should we go on blindly refusing to use 
modern methods? We are worse than the cultivator, who 
prefers his old wooden implement to the Gurgaon 
plough I 

Some idea of the material benefits of village remaking 
can be got from the following calculations: 

1. We have about 40,000 properly dug manure pits, 
each six feet deep. Assuming each pit is filled and emptied 
once H year (many are emptied twice), and the increased 
grain production is only 10 maunds a pit (it is obviously 
fur more, and there is also the straw to bear in mind), at all 
average of four rupees a maund for grain, we get an annual 
extra return of sixteen lakhs of rupees. The annual land 
revenue for the district is just this sum I 

2. We have nearly 700 Hissar bulls. Assume each 
sires 60 calves a year (the actual figure is probably at least 
one hundred), and the increased value of the calves is ouly 
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Rs. 30 per calf (it is often more than Rs. 100), we get 
some twelve lakhs a year. 

3. We have at least 10,000 acres of Punjab 8-A wheat 
every year now. Assume two maunds an acre extra grain, 
and leave alone the extra straw, we get one lakh's 
benefit. 

4. We have about 1,100 Persian wheels now working. 
One farmer boasts that his wheel brings him in Rs. 2,000 a 
year extra, now that he follows our instructions and has 
turned his well·land into a market garuen. Let that alone. 
Allow Rs. 300 only for saving of labour and cattle (the 
shortage of laoour for irrigated crops is chronic in Gurgaon, 
so we need not trouble abont the displaced workers), ano 
Rs. 200 for better crops, and we put five and a half lakhs 
into the people's pockets. 

S. The reduced cost of money, now that we have twenty
five lakhs in the co.aperative banks, the reduction of dung
cake making, the increased efficiency and decreased loss of 
time due to reduction of disease, the enormous reduction in 
jewellery and in the expenditure on social ceremonies we 
have already effected, the work done by the iron ploughs, 
the <lestruction of pests, and the many other ways we have 
been able either to increase the yield of the land or reduee 
the loss and the expenses incurred by the people, cannot 
easily be calculated, but the account obviously runs into 
lakhs when we are dealing with operations spread over 
fourteen hundred villages. 

A very low estimate, indeed, of the benefits of reconstruc
tion would be about forty lakhs of rupees annually, or two and 
a half times the land revenue. Compared with these benefits 
the cost is microscopic: one rupee per head of the whole 
population, spread over five years-one anna the first year, 
two the second, three the third, and five annas each for the 
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fourth and fifth years-would provide sufficient funds to 
change the whole face of any district or province that was 
ready to pay this nominal price. No wonder the people 
are willing to pay for the continuance and expansion of 
this work, and no wonder they are inclined to chafe at the 
rest of the province forbidding them to do so I 
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PLAGUE 

PLAGUE appeared in epidemic form in the spring of 1923, 
autumn and spring of 1923-24, 1924-25 and 1925-26. The 
following are the principal statistics of incidence, mortality, 
and inoculations: 

Y~a~- -----L cases·· r-~ath.~J~n-,,"UlatiOnS 

1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

1.201 
2,384 
5,738 
5,458 

861 
2,104 
4,890 
4,740 

I 
8,970 

26,345 
1,06,924 
1.19,980 

The resistance to inoculation was considerable through
out, anll not often did a village inoculate properly until 
visited by executive officials as well as doctors, and many 
villages took a dozen visits of both, and even then allowed 
the disease to work itself out instead of stopping it by 
inoculation. 

'rhere were many brilliant exceptions, of course, such 
as Ali Brahman (population 523), which inoculated every 
living person in one morning when plague reached the next 
village. 

Ali Meo (population of 1921 census 1,741) had an epi
demic three years running and inoculated as follows: 

8 
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Year 

1923-24 .. 
1924-25 .. 
1925-26 .. 

""1= =C=ases~"=""='~I~Do=a~t~~1 InOCUlatlons~ 

34 
10 
9 

--- ----- - ---"-- -

32 
9 
8 

1,362 
1,510 
1.710 

" ------.. =-~----

Many others could be quoted, but, in general, inoculation 
was a matter of extra staff and sheer drive from above. 
All manner of pains and penalties were devised to make 
the headmen and leaders do their business. In the end 
we were generally successful. There were very occasional 
. incidents', such as an assault on a doctor-this was solely 
due to the executive official showing the white feather and 
bolting when the villagers got angry because a lad fainted 
and they thought he was dead j and an assault on an 
executive official-this was in a very criminal and unruly 
village and might have occurred upon any pretext: but in 
genemi everything was done with good humour and laughter. 

OUf district is one of the most ignorant, backward 
and neglected tmcts in India, and what applies to this 
area does not necessarily apply to ordinary districts, Had 
the efforts made here been made elsewhere, plague might 
by now have disappeared from the ordiilary Indian district. 
Gurgaon was infected the first year from outside, and every 
year thereafter-whatever its own infection-it was doubled 
and trebled by refugees from uncontrolled epidemics in 
British districts and native states round about us. 

One year an effort was made to cope with the epidemic, 
which was bound to come, by a general ratting campaign, 
but it failed for want of money. Outside' expert' opinion 
predicted no epidemic, although local opinion, both lay and 
expert, was absolutely certain of it. The outside expert 
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'malntalned that as the distri~t had just had a severe infection 
it was unlikely to have one again, and it would suffice to rat 
the places infected at the end of the plague season. This 
may be technically correct for cert.'1.in climatel{ and certain 
states of civiliz.1tion, but for the people and the climate of 
this part of India it is entirely wrong, and shows how 
careful one must be to adapt theoretical conclusions to the 
facts of every locality. This opinion ignored several vital 
considerations: 

1. Rats increase fast enough in this district to provide 
material for a plague epidemic every year. Many villages 
have enjoyed a severe epidemic three years funning. 

2. Reporting of rat mortality is so uncertain and defec
tive that half the places infected at the end of the epidemic 
are never heard of till plague appears early in the next 
season. Once plague is really on the wane, little attempt is 
made to report rat mortality. 

3. Immigrants come ill shoals, fleeing from olltside 
epidemics, and many of them bring the disease with them. 
There is no control over this means of spreading the disease, 
as the people themselves will not take the trouhle to keep 
the refugees out of their villages. 

Nothing but universal ratting is, therefore, any good 
when plague infection is in the district or in neighlx>uring 
districts. 

As for plague not visiting a district two years running, 
the question of incidence is of importance. An epidemic 
may be extremely severe and yet not touch more than a 
quarter of the villages, so that for subsequent years three· 
quarters are left. Our experience is that many villages are 
attacked every year while the disease spreads every year 
into many new villages, and many previously infected 
villages escape in subsequent years. Moreover, this is 
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almost the only district 011 record where mass inoculation 
is used year after year to control the disease, so that no one 
can predict what course the epidemic will take in these new 
conditions. 

Fighting plague is largely a matter of organization
ratting in front of and around the disease, and mass 
inoculation where the disease shows and in its immediate 
VICInIty. Once the disease starts seriously doctors can 
do nothing but inoculate. They have no time to visit 
or treat .plague cases, although they may distribute 
simple remedies to people who bring bottles. They must 
have no propaganda work either; all that must be done by 
executive officials and non-official helpers. The doctor just 
works the needle. He requires a trained mao to sterilize 
and charge syringes, another to write down names, and a 
third to ply the iodine, while a fourth is very useful in 
rolling up sleeves, lining up the people, etc. Inoculation is 
R race against time and the impatience of people, who one 
day refuse t6 come near the doctor and the next day swamp 
him, all shouting to be done first. 

The ideal of inoculation is to do the whole village before 
more than two or three deaths have occurred; if possible, 
before any human mortality at all. If this can be done 
plague is vastly hindered, as plague relies on scattering the 
people and starting new centres of infection. Once 
inoculation is complete no one flies from the village, and it 
becomes a definite obstacle in the path of the disease. In 
one epidemic among a less ignorant class of people th..'1n the 
average, we put down barrages of inoculated villages across 
the path of the plague and held it up altogether. Many 
villages together were inoculated before even the rats began 
to die, and many more as soon as dead rats were seen. In 
this way we choked the epidemic in the lIlost brilliant 
manner. 
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Inoculation is an extraordinarily safe thing. We in
variably inoculate in one dose, as doing it in two is quite 
impracticable; but we have never had an accident of any 
kind, although we have had dozens of different doctors, of 
varying capacity, inoculating, hy day and by night, by good 
light and by bad light, in dust-storms and with winds filling 
the air with the filth of the filthiest villages in the world. 
Sometimes the doctor is working against time, sometimes 
his patients struggle, sometimes flies settle on the needle 
just before it goes in. Some doclors probably neglect the 
usual precautions, and there is never time and opportunity 
to follow' Cocker' to the letter. With it all, however, we 
have had no at.-cidcnts, so I conclude the val-une is perfect 
and the operation fool-proof. 

Many people prefer certain doctors, as they say their 
touch is light and they give less pain, less fever, and less 
discomfort to the arm, and so on. I don't know how much 
there is in it, but, certainly, inoculation requires as much 
practice as a stroke at golf or tennis. To be really satis
factory for village work, the whole business must be done in 
one motion, and this requires immense practice and a certain 
amount of physical strength, as needles do not remain like 
razors and no doctor doing hundreds at a time can change 
needles as often as he would like to. For myself, I prefer a big 
muscular man, so that he can reach me without stretching and 
punch my arm without effort. Many prefer a small man with 
little muscular development. One thing is c-ertain : if a doctor 
fiddles about and keeps his needle in 1110re than a fraction of 
a second, pe will soon be standing alone in the village. The 
village expects a high standard of executive skill and has no 
time for a muff. The doctor has to be very quick and handy 
with his syringe, so that he can get it into an arm while its 
owner is arguing all the excellent reasons why he should 
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not be inoculated. He must also be able to insert it into an 
ann-often a full-grown man's, more often a child's-that is 
fighting to escape it. Refractory villagers are often brought 
up by their fellows under friendly arrest, and there is often 
much hot argument and sometimes a little scrapping 
amongst themselves (we stand aside for these family 
affairs!) before the opemtion is effected. I have never seen 
anyone resent our attentions once the inoculation is over. 
Whatever they said or uid before, they immediately recover 
their sense of humour once the needle has been in and out. 
Almost invariably, however, inoculation is a grand occasion 
for a lot of chaff and fun in the village, and it is all done 
with the greatest good humour anu much laughter aud 
joking. 

The actual organization is' best run by the health officer 
and the head of the district in close co-operation. They 
watch the disease returns and move the doctors and executive 
officers who accompany them as required. On the spot the 
actual uetalled programme of vilIage work is best left to the 
local officials anu doctors. From time to time the health 
officer and I do a rapid tour from village to village in the 
worst part of the battle-front, to ginger things up and over
come local opposition. Dumps of val.'cine and spare material 
have to be kept at central spots, and in sufficiently large 
quantities to be certain of never running short. 

Whatever laboratory opinion may be, we have proved that 
it gives protection from the day the serum is inserted, aud it 
even helps those with plague already in their blood but not 
yet appearing in any symptoms. We inoculate everyone 
who has neither bubos nor a temperature, and, inoculating as 
we do right among the disease, we continualIy find people 
develop plague a day or two up to a week 'after the inocula
tion, bllt they rarely die. Undonbtedly we ~re helped by the 
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faith of the people that once inoculated they are safe. They 
are determined they will not die, and therefore do not. 

Many people have told us afterwards, probably on the 
same principle, that inoculation has done them good in other 
ways, particularly of course in nervous complaints. Our 
doctor often inot.."Ulates near the offending part in cases of 
rheumatism and lumbago, and very many people have claim
ed that thay have heen relieved by it. One man claimed 
to have heen cured of epileptic fits hy inoculation. 

The numher of people who have died of plague after 
inoculation is extraordinarily small, and I believe we have 
practically no record of anyone dying after the vaccine has 
had time to give the maximum immunity. 

A very intimate picture of village life at all hours of the 
day is spread hefore me as I watch the work, ginger up the 
laggards and help to round up everyone in and out of sight. 

There are many kinds of people. The J at is dour 
and serious, and so are his womenfolk. The only cheerful 
ones seem to he the idle young Pahlwans (wrestlers), who 
live like drones, are covered with ornaments and some sort 
of dried mud, swagger about, and do no work. 

'l'he Meo, particularly his children and young women, is 
a cheery soul. He either inoculates in hordes or wants to 
hreak your head with a lathi' for coming near him, and he 
may be in roth moods on the same day. 'l'he girls are often 
quite pretty and very jolly. As long as they think you are 
not noticing them, they laugh and joke and are as natural as 
possible. They cover up and hide the moment they think 
you have seen them. If only the Meos could he civilized 
without their taking to the sad and cruel custom of purdah, 
they would he the happiest and jolliest people in India. At 
present, although they have many excellent characteristics, 

I Stick, bludgeon. 
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they are very backward, very wild and uncivilized, and 
astoundingly dirty, and in many ways sadly degraded. 
Fortunately, they realize their condition and are extremely 
keen on improving themselves, and are making wonderful 
strides in the illrection of uplift. 

Washing seems to be unknown among a large proportion 
of our village popUlation, and I have seen dozens of children 
together who could not have touched water during the last 
six months. Often their elders are no better. I once asked 
a Meo woman why she had not washed her child for a six
month. Her husband said, ' Why bother about the child? Its 
mother has not washed for a year.' I Nor has its father,' I 
retorted, and the whole village burst into laughter at 
the obvious truth of my sally. 

An experiment we hope to try next epidemic is the 
cyano~gas dusting pump. Theoretically it is very dangerous, 
but in practice we have found it quite easy and safe to 
manipulate. Its enormous advantage is tbat it kills fleas as 
well as rats, so tbat it can be used to illsinfect rat-boles wben 
tbe rats begin to die, as well as to kill the rest of the rats in 
and around tbe epidemic. Personally, I believe it is going to 
scotch plague entirely. As it will kill field rats, snakes, ants, 
porcupines and termites, it is extremely popular, and that is 
balf the battle with ignorant villagers. 

Evacuation is a broken reed. There is no means 
of ensuring that the people do not visit their old homes, 
and they invariably do, to fetch blankets for the cold 
at night, etc., and take the disease back with them, and 
then the state of affairs is worse than before, as inoculation 
in scattered huts among the crops is nearly impossible. In 
a village the nervous and refractory can be rounded up by 
their friends and relations. In the fields it is impossible; 
those who don't want to be done illsappear into the wheat 
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and lie down till the doctor goes on to the next encampment. 
There they see him coming, and the same farce is 
repeated. The time to inoculate is before the people have 
tied to other villages or gone into huts in the fields. Onae 
the village has scattered, the disease spreads, mortality rises, 
and the doctor is helpless. 

The best time of day for inoculation is very early 
morning, before anyone has left the village for the day's 
work. The next best time is the evening as they return 
from their work. Many villages will inoculate right up to 
midnight, others dislike going on after about nine o'clock. 
The middle of the day is little good except in bazaars. 

Small boys are invaluable allies. We teach public health 
in the schools and inoculate all the boys on the first alarm. 
They are, consequently, our best assistants. A swarm of 
small boys, working like a pack of terriers, will nose out 
dozens of scrimshankers. They know exactly who bas and 
who hasn't been done, they know everyone's pet hiding
places, and they are as keen as mustard. The reward is 
sweets and empty vaccine tubes, and they revel in the sport. 
There is no purdah for them and locked doors don't bother 
them. They always know the way round. Very occasion
ally they get a box on the ear from some ill-tempered churl, 
but generally it's a glorious hour of life for the cheeky boys 
of the village. 

Sweets should always be on tap, to attract children and to 
stop the mouths of those who want to cry. 

The idea that inoculation produaes impotence has 
disappeared in this district, as they have too much evideIll..'e 
now to the contrary. There is an idea, quite common among 
unsophisticated rustics, that inol.'ulation is a rite or a form 
of sacrifice. A man has solemnly complained to the doctor, 
• I was inoculated; why did my wife die?' In a village 
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THE BOY SCOUTS' GOOD DEED 
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where inoculation is being sttlhbornly resisted, I have ·often 
seen an old man come forward to be done on behalf of his 
family, and there is no doubt that he thought his sacrifice 
would expiate the plague demon and save his whole family. 

We have had many 'awful warnings J in inoculation 
work. In a bazaar one day, a shopkeeper asked me to he 
kind to him and squealed so much that I told his friends to 
let him go and said I would be kind and not inoculate him. 
Within a week he and his wife and two children were dead. 
I once sent for a man to explain why he refused to be 
jnoculated; he was dead when my message reached his 
village. In one village a family of ten were all inoculated, 
save one, who said he would be done later, so that one 
person would be left to cook food and feed the cattle while 
the rest got over their inoculation. He died before he could 
be done. In the same village only one out of a family of 
ten was done, and the other nine all died. 

Plague is probably the easiest epidemic in the world to 
fight. It yields instantly to organization and hard work, and 
success is absolutely certain if proper arrangements are 
made. The continuance of plague is therefore absolutely 
unnecessary and is a direct slur on the government and 
civilization of the sufferers. The formation of a plague 
league in India, in which every province and every native 
state joined and guaranteed to deal adequately with the 
disease and carried out their guarantees, would 9le~r IQ<1i~ 
of plague in five years. 
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CHAPTER vrt 

A PAPER WRITTEN BY MRS. BRAYNE FOR 
AN EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE A'f 

GURGAON IN MAY 1927 

IN the pamphlet called the (;urgaon Distriel remale and 
Infaut Welfare and Uplift, you may have seen some account 
of the origin of the School of Domestic Economy. My 
husband and I have for many years been visiting the villages 
and seeking the people in their homes, and I have, in addition, 
inspected many thousands of bahies. Nothing has impressed 
us more than the appalling squalor and degradation of 
Gurgaon domestic life. The women have far the worst time 
of it, and their life is nothing bllt drudgery-drudgery in 
many cases unnecessary, and in many cases degrading. The 
amount of unnecessary suffering that is endured by the 
women in our villages would break the hearts of the men. 
They have to watch child after child ail and die, and they 
bave neither the time nor the knowledge to help them. 
Their children are utterly neglected. In fact, they are not 
brought up at all. They. drag themselves up on the village 
muck-heaps. The girls never go to school and are 
considered unfit for the school, and the idea of educating 
them would in this district, a year or two ago, have been 
regarded as stupid and ridiculous. Some of the boys go to 
school, but they learn neither to respect their sisters nor 
their mqthers, and they learn nothing to make them attempt 
to improVe their homes. 
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As a matter of fact, neither among human beings not 
animals is the male regarded as responsible for the home. 
II is the female who makes and keeps the home, but for 
BOme reason known only to the people of the Gurgaon Dis
trict or to educational experts, it has hitherto been considered 
unnecessary to train, educate or discipline the female of the 
human species. 

I can only imagine that the excuse for this astounding 
state of affairs has hitherto been that the customs of the 
country and the state of civilization forhade the education 
of girls. Had those who said this studied the people in 
their homes, and not in office files, they would never have 
made this excuse. 

The people are thirsting for the improvement of their 
womenfolk, and only require a little awakening to take 
steps to satisfy their thirst; clear proof of this can be seen 
in our own schools, where over a thousand girls have come 
crowding into the boys' schools in eighteen months, 
although they know that for some years to come we shan 
have great diftkulty in teaching them anything except what 
the hoys are taught. The two biggest girls' classes are in 
Mussalman Rajput villages, whose inhabitants would bave 
died rather than send their girls to a hoys' school, had it 
really been contrary to their religion or caste. 

To remedy the appalling error of our present system, and 
to begin the work of training the women to fit them for 
their future life as wives and mothers, the School of Domes
tic Economy has been evolved. Its main function is to 
train teachers for the boys' schools, but it also caters for the 
few girls' schools we have. 

The domestic school is really a finishing school, to teach 
some of the things that a girl should know to make her 
home, hushand and children comfortable. At present tbe 
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education of girls is so deficient that it teaches them few of 
the things that are useful in the home, such as cooking, 
washing, ironing, sewing, knitting, the care of children, first
aid, etc. How is the mother to know how to discipline her 
family if she has not learnt it herself and been taught how to 
teach it? This generation will never be as good as the next 
when the b..'lby, from the day it is born, has been trained, 
first of all to get three- or four-hourly feeds, then, as he or 
she toddles around, to come in and eat clean food at the 
time appointed by the mother, and to be washed before each 
meal, and hathed at the right time every day. If the child 
gets sore eyes its mother will at once know the best remedy; 
if it gets some illness she will know at once whether it is 
a serious one or not, and take it to the doctor, if necessary. 
As the girl gets older she will go to school with her brother 
and learn more discipline, to sit still, to do lessons, and to 
take proper exercise to make her grow straight and strong. 
Then she, in her turn, will be taught many useful things for 
the home. A clean. orderly, disciplined home is a happy 
horne. What man or woman can be happy when the children 
are ailing, dirty, fretful and disobedient? What home can be 
happy when the children are quarrelsome and come in and 
demand food at all times of the day j and how can children 
thrive when their stomachs are fined before the last meal 
has been digested? They get indigestion; they don't know 
what is wrong and cry, and their ignorant mothers give them 
more food, and that only makes matters worse. How can 
the home be happy when the nlan comes home at night 
tired. after a long day's work, and finds his wife also tired 
and cross, as the children have been fretful and ill and she 
not able to do the cooking and washing, etc., because they 
would cry for her and are crying still, and dirty, and the 
house is full of flies, dirt and very uncomfortable; the 

9 
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disobedient and undisciplined children are refusing to go to 
bed when they are told to, and to stop talking or shouting: 
when they are told, and are doing everything that they are 
forbidden to and turning the home into a bear·garden? How 
much happier the home would be if the mother knew how 
to keep it clean and the children happy and healthy and 
orderly. The man would come home tired, to find a nicely 
cooked meal waiting for him, the children playing happily 
among the flowers they had helped to grow, the wile 
cheerful and contented, everything fresh and clean; and both 
would then take pride in the comfort of the home and their 
fine, strong children that were growing up obedient and 
intelligent and useful, both in the home and the village. 

The man must also learn to improve his crops and his 
village, so that, instead of being in debt, he is pntting by in 
the bank for the education, marriages or, even, the sickness 
of his children. How many lives might be saved if the sick 
children were brought into hospital before they were too ill 
-too ill to live-and if the father had cash in the bank he 
could afford to pay something to the hospitals, health 
visitors or any other useful_ association or institution. The 
children could go out in their playtime and learn farming 
from their father and collect firewood. The girls would 
make rag toys and dresses for their dolls, and the boys 
would make wooden ones too. The father would have to 
lend his bullocks occasionally for grinding the corn, but the 
mother would make, and take pride in making, all the 
clothes; and perhaps they could save up for a sewing 
machine, if her patents had not given her One instead of 
spending so much on jewellery at her marriage. One of 
my own best wedding presents was a sewing machine, 
which still clothes me and my children. 

Simple remedies she would always have in the house, and 
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as she had passed in first-aid she would know how to bind 
up cuts and scratches so that they quickly healed. Quinine 
would be bought and given regularly, so that, with the help 
of mosquito nets and no dirty water lying near the house, 
none of them would get malaria. These are a few of the 
things that I am trying to have taught in the domestic 
school, and I want all the men to help their wives and 
daughters to get as much education as they can. Then 
they will gradually learn to have happy and healthy homes. 

To show the present state of affairs in the matter of 
female education, and how necessary this school is, I may 
say that a senior educational expert told us that we taught 
little or nothing that concerned the female side of the 
official education curriculum. If this is correct, it just shows 
what a lot has to be done to bring education into line with 
the real life and needs of the country, and it explains the 
terrible failure of onr efforts hitherto. 

The hope of rural India is the girls. Give them a fair 
chance, and you will turn the village into a paradise. 



CHAPTER VIII 

A PAPER READ AT LAHORE EDUCATIONAL 
CONFERENCE, DECEMBER 1926 

I WANT to say a little to·day about the result of six years' 
continuous and intensive study of village life in one of the 
most ignorant, backward and poverty·stricken districts in 
the Punjab, and the methods being employed to deal with 
the evils discovered during the course of this study. 

I will start with a brief description of the place and the 
conditions in which the villagers live. 

As for the observer he is, by early environment and up
bringing, in complete sympathy with the villager. He was 
brought up in a small, village eight miles from a town, 
seven miles from a railway station, and five miles from a 
telegraph office. We used the village carrier for our shop· 
ping. We got our water from a pump in the backyaril, and 
there is no domestic fatigue, indoors or out of doors, that I 
have not done continuously-not for fun, but to keep the 
home fires burning. So I ought to know where the shoe 
pinches in village life. 

As for the country with which we deal, it is extremely 
varied. The sand and climate of Rewari resemble Rajputana, 
and there the persistent Ahir makes a living where most 
tribes would starve. We have hills-bare, stony hills denuded 
of forest-which shout aloud for afforestation and are now 
only a menace to the people living below them; there is the 
marsh area of Nuh, rapidly becoming depopulated by disease 
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and neglect; the small canal area of Palwal in the south-east, 
with its stolid Jats and their filthy villages; and the Jumna 
Kadir, also rapidly becoming depopulated_ The north and 
east of the district are inhabited by mixed tribes of Rajputs, 
Gujars, Jats and Brahmans. Except for 30,000 to 40,000 
acres near Palwal, we rely on an extremely uncertain rainfall 
and on wells for our living. The south of the district is all 
Meos-our biggest tribe-a very large tribe, fairly recently 
converted to Islam, whose origin is unknown, intensely 
backward and degraded, very tribal, but full of intelligence 
and groping for the light, probably more keenly than any 
tribe in the district, but cursed by their habits of idleness 
and quarrelsomeness and inability to stick to anything for 
long. 

The ordinary Gurgaon villager is the child of parents 
married when they were immature; he was helped into the 
world by a woman of the lowest caste in the village, generally 
old, sometimes blind, and always dirty. His early youth was 
spent playing in the dust on the village muck-heap, and in 
what might perhaps best be described as the latrine-cum
rubbish·heap area. His eyes and nose were often running, 
and flies settled in dozens on them and on his mouth. He 
was rarely, if ever, washed, and never taught clean habits. 
He was much neglected by his mother, as she was busy grind
ing com and making dung-cakes for a large part of every 
day. If he was lucky he survived, but his chances of complete 
escape from the accidents of early life in a Gurgaon village 
were not too great. One or both of his eyes were as likely 
as not damaged. He probably got one vaccination, but no 
more, and was no stranger to smallpox. Many of his 
brothers and sisters ~l1d playmates died in infancy and 
childhood, but it did not seem to bother either him or his 
parents much, and if it was a girl no one cared at all, 
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During the years he should have been at school he idled 
about with other lads, tending cattle, and God knows what 
mischief he did not learn there. In years of scarcity he did 
not get enough to fill his belly, and what he did get was 
crudely cooked. 

He attended an occasional fair with his parents, and about 
the time he ought to be wondering whether he stood a 
chance of getting into his village eleven, he was married, 
with a display of wealth which crippled the family for ten 
years, and started the cycle again. His married life would be 
full of disappointments. Many of his children would die at 
birth or soon after, and his wife would frequently miscarry, 
and would be continually trying to nurse ailing children, in 
complete ignorance both of their ailments and the proper 
remedies for them. 

His father taught him wbat little he ever knew of agri
culture, but could give satisfactory answers to very few of 
his questions, and the blanks were filled in with copious 
references to a Providence, which must have seemed to the 
lad peculiarly designed to prevent his deserving father get
ting the crops he earned. His father forgot to tell him that 
he did very little ploughing, and what little he did do was 
with a prehistoric bit of twisted wood, that he put down 
next to no manure, sowed indifferent seed, had no rotation 
of crops, and watered his fields in the most expensive way 
known to man. 

Tragedy was never far from his life. There was little 
laughter or joy, little real companionship, and many tears 
in his childhood; his home life was too hard to be really 
happy, and he never really played like a healthy child; in 
fact, he had no real childhood at all. His mother got no 
respect from either him or his father, and she seemed to be 
a sort of God.given domestic drudge. I must not say his 
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family was never happy. Spring and the cutting of the 
rabi crops was a very jolly period, unless plague turned the 
village into a charnel house; and the beginning of the mono 
soon was delightful, but the latter part, with its flies and 
mosquitoes and continuous malaria, and then the winter, 
<coming before he had recovered from the malaria, and had 
entirely insufficient clothing, if indeed he had any at all, were 
hard times indeed. 

The degradation, the filth and the squalor in which our 
villagers live must be seen to be realized. Imagination can· 
not conceive it at a11, and I would not believe it if I had 
not seen it and smelt it for years; and, mark you, in every 
village I visit I look for trouble. My wife has inspected 
thousands of babies and small children, and she tells me 
the same tale. Wasting babies, crippled babies, discarded 
babies, babies being deliberately starved by wicked· rever· 
sioners, and all manner of unbelievable cruelty. misery. 
suffering and ugliness. All easily preventible, the result of 
slovenliness and ignorance. No wonder the schoolboy 
migrates to the town when he has received a sufficient 
smattering of education to open his eyes to the conditions 
in which he is living. 

Let me note, in passing, that I do not claim that my 
remarks will apply literally allover the Punjab, but I do 
claim that for Gurgaon District, and probably 100 miles or 
more all round Delhi, I have given an absolutely accurate 
picture of present conditions. For other parts those of you 
with intimate knowledge of village life will know where I 
have over· or understated the case. For Hindustan proper I 
have overstated nothing. 

The present position is as follows: a prehistoric system 
of agriculture, villages squalid and filthy beyond belief, 
people ignorant and degraded, with a set of customs which 
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are utterly opposed to any progress-moral, social, physical 
or material-and a system of education which touches none 
of these things. and only makes the educated desire to 
escape elsewhere. 

The villager refuses even to contemplate improvement .. 
If you tell him to wash his children, or release his wife from 
drudgery and degradation, to tidy up things and grow 
flowers, or to play games, he goes back at once to the two 
first principles of the struggle for existence, food and the 
continuance of the race. He has no time or energy for 
anything but winning bread and the continuance of the 
species. So great is the obsession that even if his sons get 
a smattering of education they continu~ in the same groove~ 
and are apparently none the better for the schooling they 
had. The reason is obvious. His methods of agriculture 
and of living are so wasteful and uneconomic and primitive 
that, work he ever so hard, he is never far from the margin 
of safety, and he is so ravaged by disease that, unless he 
marries in childhood and produces a long series of children, 
he will soon be extinct. 

The first thing, therefore, to do is to show the villager 
how to ease the struggle for existence. Fortunately, this is 
very easy and simple and does not require anything heroic 
or the discovery of any new principles. A few quite simple 
improvements in agriculture will double his crops, and a 
few simple reforms in his village life will halve his disease. 
These have been fully explained in Chapters I, II and III. 

The problem seems to me to be to devise a system of 
education which will stimulate the educated not to flee 
from, but to uplift, village life, to strive for self-improve
ment, instead of merely running away to the towns. 

There are many departments at work, some in a small 
way and some in a bigger way. It seems to me that the 
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Education Department should abj;orh the results of the 
labours of all other departments and, while utilizing them as 
the new material of its village curriculum, infuse into it all 
its own spirit, the spirit of scouting, of unselfishness and of 
service, of play for play's sake, and of improvement for 
improvement's sake, of culture and all those influences we 
associate with true education. 

There is no spirit of service in our young educated men .. 
Everyone is for himself; they tell you frankly they are 
, passing their time '. How often do all our plans go astray 
because our worker is working solely for himself. How 
common is the complaint that, instead of willing service, 
fees are being extracted. 

My wife and I visit the villagers, together and separately, 
and we are always hearing the same story-that the shep
herd is a wolf in disguise. 

Perhaps we find that the people refuse to take their 
chlldren to hospital. Why? Because the last person to 
go-maybe years ago, but memories of unkindness are 
long-had to pay five rupees before the doctor would 
leave his chair and relieve tne sufferings of his child. 
Please do not think that I am aiming a shaft specially at 
one profession. I only give this as an instance taken at 
random. My accusation is general, and, of course, there are 
many notable exceptions in all departments. If our public 
servants were imbued with a spirit of service, the things my 
wife and I see in the villages would be utterly impossible. 
The villages contain schoolmasters, patwaris, and Boy 
Scouts, and they are visited by many officials of many 
departments. Could the appalling state of things continue 
long if our public servants had any real idea of public 
service? My wife and I saw a woman with twin boys 
deliberately starving one to save the other, as she had only 
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milk for one and did notJmow how to feed the other. There 
was a dispensary within three miles, where she could have 
learnt all about bottle·feeding. Dozens of people must 
have seen the baby. No one had the public spirit to enquire 
and help. 

You have no idea how the Gurgaon villager detests the 
itinerant departmental worker, but it was only after years 
of work in the district that the villager allowed me t'? see 
how and why he was so prejudiced against the people 
Government sent for his apparent betterment. I always 
thought, and so does Government, that when an itinerating 
official bas been appointed a spreading circle of uplift has 
been begun. Ask the villagers. They will tell you, if they 
think they can trust you. A circle of paper uplift for the 
purposes of statistics has undouhtedly been started, but unless 
the official is of the right kind, in thorough and natural 
sympathy with the villagers and anxious to help them, he 
will do more harm than good. Every official has a great 
barrier to break down before he can start helping the 
villagers, and many never break it down at all i some never 
try to break it down. 

The result is that in our work we have a great obstacle 
to contend with, the suspicion-of the people that anything 
official must be selfish and cannot possibly be solely for 
their good. They are so used to the petty official, with, 
so to speak, a sting in his tail, who sells his favours or is
only there for his own good, that they will not believe us 
when we preach the gospel of uplift. 

This spirit of selfishness is partially fostered by the lack 
of discipline in the whole of our school and college life in 
the Punjab. Without discipline you cannot teach self-control, 
and without self-control you cannot -have the spirit of 
self-denial and of public service. 
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If the Education Department will.instil into those who go 
through its institutions the spirit of service; by I Scouting', 
by the example of the teacher, by any means it can, the 
uplift of the province will come about naturally and without 
any further effort. 

I once wrote a pamphlet suggesting the starting of a 
public school on English lines for the education of the 
children of the well-to-do in the Punjab. and I believe such 
a school would go a long way towards producing the type 
we want for our uplift work. The Punjab is full of the very 
best material, but I think we spoil it in the mak,ing. 

Another great obstacle in our way is the low rate of 
wages for a1lliterate labour, which encourages, and indeed 
makes necessary, all forms of undesirable selfishness. The 
Education Department should set its face against low 
wages. A spirit of service may survive a period of wages 
pitched below the economic minimum, but it will not be 
born in such a period, and if we want willing labour 
we must be ready to pay for it. This is not an extrava
gance; it is the simplest and most obvious form of 
economy, but it is one of the hardest to learn. 

From what has happened elsewhere, I say, with con
fidence, that our main need is a spirit of service. What has 
uplifted rural England? . The lamp of culture was kept 
alight, the example set to others, and the work started by 
the selfless work of the countr), ll"rson and the squire and 
their wives and daughters. One or two families in each 
village were the leaven that leavened the whole lump. 

Now who is going to take their place in the rural 
Punjab? There can be only one answer - the village 
schoolmaster, the village guide (see Chapter III), and, in 
time, their wives. That is the ideal, to my mind, for the 
Education Department to put before it; so to train the rural 
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workers that they will do what has been done, and is being 
done, in England by the country parson and his wife. I 
again speak from experience, as my father was all his life 
a country parson. 

The village schoolmaster, with his school library, his 
night school and his Scouts, and the village guide, with his 
little room in every village-part library, part club, part 
exhibition-known to, and the welcome friend and adviser 
of, every family in his circle, must he centres of uplift and 
culture, and they must he so trained that they can solve all 
the simple problems of the villager, whether they are agri
cultural, public health, social or moral. What he cannot do 
himself the teacher must refer to the expert, and unless the 
expert is also imbued with the spirit of service, the chain 
will he broken and the work set back. 

To show how essential the spirit of service is to the success 
of any scheme of regeneration, in addition to the knowledge 
that will give the worker confidence, and to show the use
lessness of mere knowledge, yon have only to look at the 
ex-soldier and ex-officer in the Gurgaon District. He came 
home in thousands after the War, well grounded in hygiene 
and knowing full well how to pro ted himself and his family 
from the more common epidemics, but he shed his know
ledge with his uniform and dropped straight back into 
village life and is now no whit better than his neighbour. 
His wife turned his mosquito nets into shirts, and that was 
the end of it J 

At present our education in the villages is a square peg 
in a round hole. We are doing good but, as it were, by 
accident, and we are doing a certain amount of harm by 
producing a lot of waste products which cannot fit into 
the life of the village .. Our material is excellent, but our 
rural education, instead of turning the village boys into 
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better and more intelligent followers of their fathers' 
professions, produces in them a contempt for their fathers' 
professions, a contempt for their fathers and a hatred of 
their homes, and a burning ambition to wield a pen in an 
office for the rest of their Ii ves and become indifferent 
babus. 1 I conclude that there is some misdirection in our 
efforts, some fault in our methods, and possibly some 
uncertainty as to what our real objects are and what they 
should be. 

The modest aim of the Education Department in the 
rural areas is the removal of illiteracy. Is this right in 
itself, and is it sufficient? The removal of illiteracy in 
England was merely the opening of the doors of a treasure 
house of literature unequalled in the history of the world. 
Not only was the new literate surrounded by a wealth of 
the most wonderful literature, but he was surrounded by 
willing and capable guides to show him how to read, what 
to read, and to help him in every effort at self·improvement. 
Where is all this in rural India? 

The existence of the English Bible alone, to say nothing 
of the vast and wonderful literature available, was ample 
justification for the introduction of compulsory education in 
England, but what is there in the Punjab for our youth to 
exercise their newly acquired art on? What have we in 
simple Urdu or Punjabi to correspond to the Bible? Where 
is Captain Marryat? Where is Henty, Alice in f,Vonderiand, 
Robinson Crusoe and all the rest? Where are the wonderful 
children's books we have in England? The Education 
Department proposes to bring all the children of the Punjab 
to a feast, but the table is almost bare. It is a rather naughty 
suggestion, but I am irresistibly reminded of old Mother 
Hubbard. Had we not better fill the cupboard before coaxing 

1 Clerks. 
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the old dog up to the door? We complain that there is no 
love of reading. This is true and is part of the instinct I 
have mentioned before, the obsession of the elemental 
struggle for existence, which still persists even where condi· 
tion::; have much improved. Even so, where is the literature 
for them to read if they did love reading? I fancy that if 
the literature came into being the desire to read would soon 
be born. There is no bookshop in the Gurgaon District, I 
believe, and I also believe that there would he very few 
books to sell for the rural reader even if there was a shop. 
I think that one of the most important functions of the 
Education Department is to patronize literature, and strive 
to encourage the production of books worth reading, not 
goody-goody and uplift stuff, but real good readable books, 
both for boys and girls and for grown-ups as well. The best
seller in Gurgaon is the copy of a criminal or civil judgment 
produced hy my copyists, and there are a dozen or more hard 
at work producing this pestilential literature. 

Litigation provides both the literature and the sport of 
rural Gurgaon. The Education Department must kill this, 
by encouraging the production of good books and re-orientat
ing the vi11age youth so that he win develop a passion for 
games. At present the struggle for existence forbids the 
existence of a desire for games. There is no boyhood or 
girlhood ill Gurgaon. They leap straight from childhood into 
parenthood, so where is the place for games? Any time or 
money to spare goes into those off-shoots of the struggle for 
existence, the hoarding of jewellery, litigation, expensive 
social customs, and so on. 

A lot of stress is now being laid on the starting fof 
rural games, but you must first produce the atmosphere 
and the conditions in which games are possible. The 
Gurgaon parent and the Gurgaon boy regard games, like the 
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tidying up of the viJIage, or the growing of flowers, as a 
useless and wicked waste of time. There is no place to play 
in, no money or material "for games, and no desire to play; 
in fact, absolute opposition from parents and boys alike .. 
You must first change the whole outlook on life of the boys 
and parents by reducing the severity of the struggle for 
existence, and then I think games will come quick enough. 
All young things want to play; the instinct is tbere and will 
assert itself, if you will produce the conditions requisite for 
it to come into force. 

r had some little nieces who, when any game or spree 
was suggested, used to agree or disagree according as they 
thought it was good for them. They were not very happy 
over it either. Childhood has no business to think of what 
is good for it. The old division of everything into work and 
play was not at all bad. The Indian villager wiJI work hard 
enough; it is the terrible old instinct of the struggle for 
existence. We bave to make him play for play's sake, to 
induce him to cultivate the glorious world of things beauti· 
ful for its own sake, to lift his eyes from the sordid struggle 
for existence to something higher. We want to blind his 
children's eyes to this struggle tiJI they leave school, so that 
they may start the struggle fresh and well equipped with 
whatever of culture, of laughter and of health and spirits 
we can give them. 

Besides accusing the rural Indian boy of having no desire 
to play, we accuse him of having no curiosity. This, again, 
is incorrect psychology. He is just as curious as every other 
young thing, but there is no one to satisfy his curiosity in 
the village and it is finally atrophied, and he learns to take 
everything for granted. He refuses to believe a divine or 
demoniacal interference in everything ano, as probably his 
father and other villagers can give no other good reasons, 
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he drifts into apathy and irreligion. As soon as we can 
produce teachers who really know something of the causes 
of things, I think we shall find' our village boy just as 
curious as any other. 

We must introduce simple books and lessons on natural 
history, 011 hirds and beasts, flowers and hutterflies and 
moths, beetles and all the other innumerable and wonder· 
ful forms of nature that pervade village life. 

What should exactly be our real aim in rural education? 
It cannot be the same as in England, as the conditions are 
entirely different. There, when compulsory education was 
introduced, you had already long-estahlished agencies of 
uplift, people ready to give a helping hand in every kind of 
way, libraries in every village, the squires and the parsons 
and the doctors. 

In our Gurgaon villages we have indescribable filth, 
squalor and depravity, with no redeeming influence what· 
ever; often for many villages together no one who can 
read or write, and where they can read and write there is 
nothing to read, and they have no desire to learn anything 
or improve anything. The idea and instinct of self·hnprove· 
ment is completely wanting. There is also great idleness 
for long periods. Gurgaon agriculture demands much work 
for two months in the spring and two in the autumn i for 
the rest of the year there is not a great deal to do, except 
for the comparatively few who have to irrigate crops from 
wells. The women, except in the few small tribes which 
ohserve purdah, do all the drudgery, and for weeks together 
the men do no work at all; they sit on charpoys and smoke, 
and as there is no reading and little communication with 
the outside world, so there is nothing to talk ahout and 
no new ideas to discuss; so, with Satan's help, they hatch 
enough mischief to keep them poor for the rest of the year, 
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Even for the literates there is no newspaper, no library, 
no mental food at all, so that it is doubtful if they gain 
anything whatever from learning to read and write. 

What, then, is our object in the village school? 
Literacy can only be a means to an end, not an end in 

itself. In our villages it is a means to no eno, as there is no 
literature. So it is no use introducing literacy if we don't 
introduce also the literature upon which to exercise the 
newly-won knowledge. Nowhere in my Hcrvice in Gurgaon 
have I come across any desire for knowledge or culture for 
their own sake. The whole of the education introduced by 
us is strictly and hideously of examination text-books, and 
produces not the faintest desire to do anything but earn 
money. No one takes photographs, no one collects butter
flies, no one studies birds, no one gardens, no one sings. 

What, then, is to be on our banner? 
Sweetness and light is one way of expressing it. Uplift 

is another. It is a horrid word, but it does convey what I 
mean. We go into the villages to rescue the women from 
their present degradation and make them equal partners of 
the men. We go into hhe villages to eliminate filth, squalor, 
depravity, and make the villages sweet, habitable, and even 
comfortable j we want to remove grinding poverty and the 
fear of famine by teaching them the rudiments of profitable 
agriculture; we will teach the dignity of labour, the profit
ableness of intelligent labour, the indignity of dirt, slovenli
ness and idleness. We will remove the fear of disease and 
death by teaching the rudiments of public health. We will 
sow the seeds of a desire for self-improvement, and we will 
teach the joy of culture for its own sake, play for its own 
sake j we will introduce boyhood and girlhood, laughter and 
singing; we will make the villagers healthy and happy, give 
them some leisure, and teach them how to use it. 

10 
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The whole outlook on life of the villager and all 
his ideals must be changed. What is the villager think
ing about now, or when he does think at all? Cer
tainly not how to make two blades of corn grow where 
only one grows now; still less whether his boy will get 
into his school hockey team. His wife is certainly not 
thinking out how to make bajra1 flour into something nicer 
to eat nor about how to make warm clothes for her baby. 
The man may be thinking about how to down some 
hereditary enemy, or how to get money for tbe next appeal 
in his family lawsuit, or for the next marriage or ceremony 
he mnst finance. His wife may be thinking about bel' 
jewellery. 

How is this great change of outlook to come about? 'fo 
my mind, it can only be by the reshaping of nlral education, 
both as to its spirit and object, and its actual curriculum. 
As to its. spirit, we have to teach the two first great 
principles {)f (1) the eqnality of woman, and (2) tbe dignity 
of labour; along with (3) the indignity of dirt, idleness and 
slovenliness; (4) that labour to be profitable must be 
intelligent; and (5) the ideal of service. 

The curriculum must contain a sufficient amount of 
agriculture, handicrafts, public health and hygiene, infant 
welfare, and aU the other things necessary for the self
contained life of a village, to convince the village boy 
before he leaves school that he can make a living out of the 
soil, that he and his family can be happy and healtby, well
fed and well-clotbed, without ever leaving the village or 
abandoning his ancestral occupation. Village life is so 
hideously uncomfortable and sqnalid now that every boy 
who can migrates as soon as he has acquired enough 
schooling to realize the horror of village existence. 

1 Maize. 
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Teach them at school until it is a second nature to them, 
that they can easily put their village right, and put into 
them the spirit to do SO instead of running away. Every 
hoy that migrates is merely intensifying the economic and 
social trouble of rural life j he is a waste product; the money 
spent on his schooling has heen lost; he might have uplifted 
his village, but by deserting it with his brains and his 
schooling he has merely pushed it farther down. All these 
entrance·pass boys wandering about in search of habu-ships 
are a mere waste product, and as they are almost the only 
product, it is a very serious outlook indeed. 

We must stop teaching solely examination text-books; 
and we· must kill the craze for passing' examinations. We 
must teach the children to play and to sing, to study and 
love nature, to know and love the birds and bntterflies and 
flowers. 

Can you imagine an English cottage or house without 
flowers? And yet think of India; not only a cottage without 
flowers, but a whole village, a whole district, a whole 
province utterly without flowers, and that in a country 
where they bloom all the year round-what a sin against 
the light! And who is to blame? Who will he heaten 
with more stripes? We, who know and do not help, or those 
who are ignorant? It is our duty to spread the light and 
sweetness of culture, and we are often as bad offenders 
as everyone else. Government is a terrible offender. 
It is considered a praiseworthy economy to do without 
flowers in the compounds of our offices. It might he in a 
country where every house and cottage bloomed with 
flowers, but in a country where it is our sacred duty to 
teach the love of nature it is a crime against the light not 
to have flowers in every office compound and in every 
school compound. Look at our buildings. Can anything 
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be more ugly than most of them 1 The one beautiful thing 
-and accidentally beautiful at that-that Government is 
responsible for is its canal banks, and from these we drive 
the public, instead of making them into boulevards and 
encouraging the public to use them. 

You wilt make astonishing discoveries if you go into the 
villages as my wife and I do. You will find that neither 
the boys nor the girls can sing a good chorus, or indeed 
sing at all; their parents would think it wrong if they did. 
They sometimes sing solos and the girls have some 
mournful chants-their whole life is mournful enough, and 
so what wonder is it they cannot sing cheerful songs I-but 
there is no such thing as good hearty singing. 

aUf Gurgaon village girls cannot sew, knit, mend, or make 
clothes. This came to me as a shock, but it is perfectly 
true, with, of course, oCC'dsionaI exceptions. How can 
they, when their life is divided between grinding corn and 
making dllng-cakes, when they start bearing children in 
their early teens and are always tending ailing and dying 
babies which should never have been born? They live in 
filth and squalor and are regarded as lower than the 
animals, given no schooling, and no respect. 

It must not for a moment be supposed that I would stop 
the women working in the fields. Far from it. I consider 
the fact that the women (of all but the unfortunate purdah
observing castes) work in the fields, and every infant for the 
first year of its life lies in a basket under a tree in the fields, 
the one redeeming feature of village life and the one thing 
that keeps the people as healthy as they are. 

I do, however, want to stop the unnecessary and unhealthy 
work of corn-grinding and dung~ke making, which wastes 
time far better devoted to the welfare of the children. 

What is the use of educating the boys if you neglect the 
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girls? Leave the boys alone and educate the girls and the 
country will be uplifted by leaps and bounds. The educated 
mother will see to it that all her children are educated. The 
educated father cares nothing, and how can an entranceMpass 
boy live happily with a woman whose chief occupation is 
the making of dung-cakes? You are simply inviting trouble 
by discriminating between the sexes in this wicked way. You 
put the brake on one wheel and spend vast sums on pulling 
the cart, and then gasp in horror that the cart goes round and 
round in small drcles instead of going forward. The rais
ing of womenkind, the teaching of the dignity of labour, 
the improvement of agriculture, the cleaning of the village 
and the adoption of a few simple measures of public health 
will bring in a new era of rural happine::ls in the Gurgaon 
District. 

The improvement of agrit .. "'Ulture will ease one part of the 
struggle for existence, the winning of bread, and give leisure 
and money for culture, hobbies, and pastimes, and for the 
development of a desire to do things for their own sake and 
not solely for the winning of bread. 

Public health measures will reduce the terrible mortality 
from dirt, disease, and epidemics which makes apparently 
necessary these early marriages and the production of 'vast 
numbers of children, in the hope that some will survive and 
carry on the race. 

In the. shilrnililt we have a splendid chance of getting all 
the land we want for our purposes. When hoklings are 
consolidated we must fight for the common land bdng 
preserved as such. Part must become pasture for the cattle, 
part playground for the boys and young men, part' com
pany oogh ' or garden for the women and children. 

When I say that there is no money and no leisure I am 
not entirely correct. The hookab is the curse of Gurgaon. 
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and if I could get one quarter of the time spent in smoldng 
for the cleaning up of the village and other works of self
improvement, the people would soon be far happier and 
healthier. Similarly, if I could get a quarter of the money 
spent on social customs, litigation and ornaments, the 
interest on it would provide money for all the games and 
pastimes and culture and uplift that are wanted in rural 
Gurgaon. 

But tmtil the Education Department has changed the 
spirit of the villagers I cannot hope to get either the time 
or the money that the villages so badly need for their better
ment. 

The improvement of agriculture by itself is worse than 
useless. You must first teach the people how to use the 
money they do earn before enabling them to earn any more, 
as it will only be frittered away uselessly or harmfully, as 
it is now. Uplift is everything I Better agriculture will 
come of itself once you uplift the villages. 

Compulsory education is a great feature of our pro
gramme, but in the present condition of village life it canDot 
but be a farce. Each man's fields are scattered allover the 
village, no fields· are fenced and, compulsion or no com
pulsiou, he must use his children to look after his fields and 
his cattle. If we want compulsion to be a reality we must 
consolidate the holdings and fenoe them in, so that there 
will be no further need of gwalias' and rakhwalas.' Their 
occupation is at best a very idle one, so that it will be an 
unmitigated blessing if we can abolish it. 

One great curse of rural life in Gurgaon is the menial 
castes. They say slavery caused the downfall of the Roman 
Empire, and it has certainly caused the present degraded 

1 Herd-boys. 
t People who keep birds and beasts Qut of crops. 
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state of the Gurgaon peasantry. It is the presence of the 
menial castes alone which has made the peasant consider 
much of the work of the village beneath his dignity; hence if 
there were 110 menials there would be no need to teach the 
dignity of labour. It is the same in our schools, colleges and 
everywhere. We are surrounded by a horde of menials and 
are too grand to do our own work. The climate is fatally 
encouraging, the menials are there j why not use them? 
r plead guilty myself to yielding to the seductive influence, 
and I see it ingrained in everyone round me. 

r should like to see all the menial castes removed, lock, 
stock and barrel, given squares of land, and set to work to 
reinstate themselves in the world; but r realize that their 
sudden removal would dislocate life entirely. They should 
certainly be steadily removed and enfranchised, so that they 
may cease to do menial work and degrade society, or rather 
encourage society to degrade itself, by making them do 
work society should do itself. Once the village menial 
disappeared the villager would soon learn to do his own 
chores, and would be all the better for it. 

There is another aspect of it, the menials themselves. 
They are often under-nourished and without intelligence and 
without energy, all because they are depressed and degraded, 
allowed to have no self-respect. It is the most degrading 
form of slavery imaginable, this moral caste slavery. 

Yet a third advantage of abolishing the menial castes is 
that the zamindar will have to acquire sufficient intelligence 
and handicraft to do his own work. Now the helpless 
fellow is at the mercy of the barber, the carpenter, the 
smith and all the whole lot of people who make an easy 
living at his expense. Once they disappear the man ,vith 
four sons will make one a smith and one a carpenter 
and one a boot maker, and the fourth will plough the 
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land. There will be a great dissemination of skill through· 
out the whole breed of cultivators, which will enormously 
raise the standard of intelligence all round. 

I have explained in Chapter II what we are doing 
in Gurgaon to solve these problems. 

The sending of girls to boys' schools, which we regard 
as one of the most important points of our programme 
and one of the most successful, has been criticized; but for 
four excellent reasons it has got to come: 

1. There wi1.1 never be sufficient money to have a girls' 
school for every village and the little girls won't go long 
distances, like boys, to school at central villages. 

2. It would take thirty years to get female teachers for 
every viUage. 

3. As long as girls are segregated for schooling the 
inferiority complex will remain. Chivalry will only be learnt 
by teaching it to the littie boys, with their sisters sitting 
beside them. They will learn under the master's and 
mistress's eye to respect their sisters, and will realize their 
sisters are as good, if not better, than themselves. 

4. Girls' schools are always purdah, and it is wicked to 
compel non-purdah tribes to learn the purdah habit if they 
wish to send their girls to school. 

To sum up, there are four things to teach the villager, 
and to teach the worker who is to go to the villages: 

(1) The dignity of labour. 
(2) The dignity of woman. 
(3) The dignity of cleanliness. 
(4) The dignity of service. 

If the Education Department will put that into their 
village curriculum, it matters nothing what else is, or is not, 
taught in the villages. 

Please note throughout that I only claim to speak for 
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Gurgaon, and, as far as Gurgaon is concerned, I claim that 
my picture is painted in true colours. If you think it is too 
highly coloured and that I have over-emphasized the squalor 
of the villages and the degradation of the women, c'Ome ont 
with Mrs. Brayne or myself and see and hear and smell for 
yourselves. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE DUTIES OF THE VILLAGE SCHOOLMASTER 
AND THE BOY SCOUT 

I. THH V,LLAGE SCHOOLMASTER 

THE place of the village school teacher in the uplift 
machine is of the first importance in any country. In the 
Gurgaon District, and possibly in many other parts of India, 
it is doubly so. We have for long been dissatisfied with 
our village primary school, and every effort is being made 
to put it right. The fault lies, perhaps, less with our 
educational system than with the foundation on which it is 
supposed to rest. We assume what we call a home·training 
before the child comes to school and while he is at school, 
and we build our system on that assumption. There is in 
Gurgaon, however, no home training as we know it in the 
west, and it is, I think, the absence of that foundation which 
is responsible for the comparative failure of our efforts in 
the village school. 

The average child in most western countries arrives at 
school fairly clean and with fairly clean hahits, and with 
at least some idea of doing what he or she is told. 

Not so in Gurgaon. The idea of giving food at regular 
intervals from the day the child is born, and of teaching it 
regular and sanitary habits from the earliest age possible, 
has only begun even to be discussed where our health 
workers have penetrated, and I doubt if a dozen families in 
the district practise what we teach in this all·important 
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,natter. Ala..! the Gurgaon child does not yet learn to 
speak the truth and all about God and the world he lives 
in at his mother's knee, and he does not yet learn clean and 
regular habits from his parents. Until we can train the 
fathers and mothers of the next generation to realize and 
carry out this primary duty of parents towards their 
children, the teacher must, as far as he can, do this work for 
them; and when we read in the latest books on child 
psychology that the child's character is made or marred by 
the time it is six or seven years old, we begin to realize 
the terrible handicap under which our village schoolmaster 
labours. Add to this the fact that his own early years were 
generally much the same as those of his pupils, and his 
task might well appear hopeless. 

'fhere are, however, plenty of good, earnest teachers, who 
realize the defects of their own upbringing and, within their 
fairly strict limitations, are determined to do better by the 
little boys-and girls, I was going to add, but that only 
applies to Gurgaon District at present-entrusted to their 
care. 

The future of the village lies in the hands of the teacher, 
and he has an immense opportunity for gO<)d-and for evil 
too. What is he to do with his talent? Bury it in the 
ground? Too many do, and small blame to them either, 
with such colossal odds against them. No; the village 
school teacher must raise the banner of • uplift' in his 
school and village. The task will be long and hard, his 
journey always uphill, but his reward will be great-the 
affection and respect of everyone, parents as well as 
children, and a happy, contented village. Nothing is more 
encouraging than the way the villagers appreciate, and 
describe to me as I tour, a really good teacher. The boys 
come crowding to school, and so do the girls; he is spoken 
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of with,reverence by the vlllagers; and his little charges are 
happy· and good-mannered and dQ him credit in after-life. 
What more could a teacher desire than a life of, such 
usefulness? True, it does not tend to great distinction, -but 
to be loved and honoured by one village is more than many 
a great m.an can boast. 

The ideal of the village teacher is not to' produce 
potential B.A.'s ·and LL.B.'s, and most of the good he 
does is outside the text-books altogether. The temptation 
of the schoolmaster is to send his boys on to the high 
schools and colleges, and attract attention to himself as a 
producer of scholars. But most of the boys that so leave 
the village are a dead loss to the village. The uplift and 
development of the village demand the best brains of its 
children, and if the betterment of the village is the final 
goal, the village schoolmaster should be always trying to 
keep his boys at home. 

The object of a village school is to make better, more 
intelligent, healthier and happier villagers. If a plough
man's son comes to schoo], his Hchooling should so prepare 
him that when he comes to follow the tail of his 
father's plough he will pick up the work more quickly and 
display more intelligence in all his business than his 
father did. Above all, the children must learn at school how 
to lead healthy lives and protect themselves from epidemic 
diseases. What is the use of teaching boys who are going to 
go blind, become in some way physically incapacitated, or 
even to die before they reach manhood,? _ What is the use 
of education when the home is dirty, uncomfortable, and 
epidemics are Iiab)e to sweep away the whole family, or 
leave the children blind or maimed? 

Without health nothing is of any value at all, so health 
is the first and great lesson, and until its simple lessons are 
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Jearnt it is no use going on to anything else. Health 
involves cleanliness, personal and general, and 80 this must 
figure largely in all the work of the village schoolmaster. 
To show how little "this is realized even in places far more 
advanced than the village school, I may relate how we once 
lent a lovely new hall for an I entrance' examination. So 
dirty did the boys leave it that it took much labour and 
many rupees to put it ri2"ht, and many of the ink stains could 
never be removed from the floor and walls I 

Many a little boy mmes to school dirty, and with dirty, 
possibly diseased, eyes; the little clothing he has is filthy; 
and he is wearing ear·rings and anklets. Why has he come 
to school? To get all this put right? Certainly not! His 
parents expect the teacher will iust iniect him with sufficient 
book-learning to enable him to leave the village and become 
a clerk. If the teacher sent the child back to he washed, 
there would be a complaint to the District Board that he 
was incompetent. Well might the teacher despair! 

This desire of the village father to school his boy and 
send him away to earn his living is not in Gurgaon, at any 
rate, the effect of increasing pressure on the soil, a..o:;; the 
population has decreased 20 per cent in the last two decades 
(1901-21). In Gurgaon it is a good sign, and means that 
the villager has begnn to realize that all is not well in the 
village. The land does not seem to respond to his efforts 
as it should, and the village itself is unhealthy and uncom· 
fortable. He desires to do well by his boy, and so sends 
him away. It is this beginning of a desire for better things 
which the schoolmaster must exploit. He must convince 
the boy and his parents that things can be put right, the 
land made to yield its increase, and the village made healthy, 
comfortable and pretty. 

The village teacher has to teach the parents as well 
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as the boys, and the first lesson the parents have to learn 
is that the goal of the village school is not an nnderpaid 
clerkship. For a long time the villagers will refuse to 
believe that any improvement, either in their farming or 
in their conditions of life, is even possible, and will mock 
at the idea tbat the teacber bas really got anytbing practical 
to teacb tbem. By example as mucb as by precept, tbe 
teacher must convince the people that his aim is to turn 
out, and that he really can turn out, clean, bealthy, bappy, 
intelligent boys _and girls, witb a sufficient knowledge of 
reading, writing and arithmetic to enable them to carryon 
and improve their ancestral occupations. 

The teacher must become a genuine village leader, 
a centre of light and culture, whom the people trust and to 
wbom tbey refer tbeir problems and consult when they are 
in doubt or difficulty. If be bas absorbed the spirit and 
training of the rural school, his equipment for his new part 
will be complete. To take and hold his proper place in 
village life, however, he must practise what he preaches, 
and set the example of working with his own hands at all 
the uplift measures he recommends. His gospel is the 
dignity of labour and the dignity of social service, and 
he must be as willing to set about cleaning tbe village 
or adjusting an iron plough as he is to teach reading and 
writing. Then, and then only, will the villagers respect 
him and his mission. 

So much for the grown-ups. 
The earliest lesson of all in tbe school must be to wash 

the face and hands, and the teacher mu"t keep soap and 
water at his school and do it then and there, day by day, 
till he has taugbt his pupils not only to do it themselves, 
but, what is more, to take a pride in being clean. He must 
even teach them how to wash their clotbes. He must 
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know how to hathe sore eyes, and do that daily, too, till 
his charges' eyes are cured. Along with this must come 
lessons about dirt and flies, to explain why the eyes are sore 
and the little ones dirty and unhealthy. Then come pits, 
pit-latrines and windows; this can be an arithmetic lesson. 
And all the three R's can help in lessons about the value of 
cow-dung to the land and the increase of crops tbat will 
result from using it as manure instead of burning it as fuel. 

The folly of wearing jewellery must be an early lesson, 
and this, too, can serve the purposes of arithmetic as well as 
of reading and writing. So can, and should, quinine and 
mosquito nets. 

Similarly, good habits must be taught at the village school, 
and to do this the master must mind his own habits or he 
will waste his time trying. His tongue must be clean, and 
he mnst be pnnctual and systematic. 

All healthy children want to play, and much time must be 
spent in teaching them good games. Vaccination, re-vacci
nation and, when plague is about, inoculation must come as 
a matter of course, and it must become impossible to find an 
unprotected child at school. 

One of the biggest lessons I have left to the last. The 
little boy must be taught that his little sister at home is just 
as good as he is, if not better, and needs schooling just as 
much, if not more, than he does. 

She must come too, and learn all the good things he is 
learning. What is the good of him washing and learning 
to be clean and tidy and regular in his habits, if his little 
sister at home, and later on his own wife, remain dirty and 
ignorant? Of course, she must come-and come she will if 
the master is respected in the village. And then the master 
will be able to begin the greatest of all lessons in the village 
school, the les.'lOn of chivalry. The little boys will be taught 
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to honour and· respect their sisters, their mothers and all 
womenkind. And quickly will they learn when they see 
their sisters beating them at lessons, and when they see 
the master treating them exactly the same as, or even better 
than, the boys. 

It is a winning battle the teacher is fighting. When the 
time comes for the little girls now at school to send their 
own children to school, half the teacher's work will be done 
for him, as these girls will teach their children clean and 
regular habits from the start, and we shall then see them 
arriving at school with traditional I bright and morning 
faces '. 

Till then the teacher must do the work of both parent ami 
teacher, with a touch of the country parson as well, and that 
is the ideal for him to aim at. 

III Gurgaoll we hope he will be greatly helped by the 
Domestic School. If his wife has been trained there, and 
helps him for several afternoons a week at the school, there 
will be two to keep the flag flying, and a model home into 
the bargain. Indeed, the hope of our village schools and of 
our villages is the Domestic School trained women. 'I'heir 
very presence will win respect for womenkind, and they will 
teach the girls all that a village housewife should know of 
housekeeping, hygiene and infant welfare. 

After all, the teacher is expected to teach new things, and, 
with tact, good sense and good heart, the honest teacher will 
be able to bring in most of these new ideals without arousH 

ing any alarm in the village, and, where he does raise discus
sion, the very success and the common sense of his new 
curriculum will soon win him universal acceptance. We are 
apt to regard the villager as stupid. Far from it' His trouble 
is 110t lack of intelligence. His difficulty is the depth of the 
groove in which he moves. The villager has for centuries 
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been cut off from the tides of human thought and progress, 
and his only reaction to new ideas is unthinking opposition, 
and his only touchstone age-old customs and superstitions. 
"Make him think-and we are beginnin~ to do that at last in 
Gurgaon-and he will weigh the pros and cons of your new
fangled nostrums as well as any villager in the world. 

Thereafter, of course, he has to go through the whole 
argument again-or rather he expects you to do that for him 
-with everyone of his neighbours, and then he is prepared 
to follow you. All this takes time, and there is no one better 
qualified for the task than the schoolmaster, living in the 
village, one of the people himself, clothed with authority. and 
expected to be the retailer of new ideas. 

If the master has also been a Boy Scout, and is now a 
Rover Scout or Scoutmaster, his work is far easier, as he 
has the finest organization of youth in the world behind him, 
and the very ideals and enthusiasms that he wants for the 
remaking of his school and village. Once in Scout uniform 
with his village troop there is nothing he cannot do. 

In a word, the village remaking programme can and must 
be taught by practice and by precept from the first day the 
little boy or girl joins the school, and this is the whole duty 
of the village teacher, both as a teacher and as a citizen. 
School is the h:'lrrack square where the recruits are trained 
for life's great battle against dirt, disease, idleness, poverty 
and ignorance. Literacy, the acquisition of the' three R's', 
or whatever you call the aim of village schooling, is useless, 
and worse than useless, if it does not arm the children with 
both the will and the knowledge to Overcome and drive out 
all those many enemies which now make our villages so 
uncomfortable, so unhappy, and so unhealthy. 

Our hope is the children; they are quick and ready 
learners, and are 110t bothered with Cl1stoms and traditions. 

11 
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If we sow uplift in the village school we shall reap a great 
harvest in the village in the years to come. 

II. THE Boy SCOUT 

In the 'remaking' movement the Boy Scont comeR into 
his kingdom. He now has a job of work to do, and a glorious 
job at that; he need never be idle and never at a loss for a 
good deed or a bit of sodal service. He can shock his 
parents by cleaning up the stinks his insanitary neighbours 
have left about the village, or delight their hearts by build· 
ing a wall to replace the old thorn fence round the cattle 
pen. There is no end to the jobs waiting to be done, and no 
end to their variety. 

When I first saw Scouting in India, I confess that I had 
little use for it, as it seemed to fill no gap and to lead to no 
goal. A Scout display llsllal1y meant I flag-wagging', the 
extinguishing of an imaginary fire, with fireman's lift 
complete, and the removal of an injured man on a highly 
precarious bicycle ambulance. No fire I have ever attended 
in India lent itself to the spectacular methods of a Scout 
display, and the other events I could fit in nowhere into any 
scheme of things. But when the Boy Scouts began to get 
their young teeth into the uplift business it was a very 
different affair; and I now regard the Boy Scout as the 
best ally and agent the movement has got. A good troop 
of Boy Scouts is afraid of no one, and will go straight 
through any custom or prejudice with a laugh and a shout. 
Moreover, it is infectious. No village can stand by for long 
and watch Boy Scouts breaking every cherished nlle and 
custom-age-old customs, encrusted with prejudice and 
superstition-without joining in and helping. The esprit de 
corps of the Boy Scout movement is a wonderful thing. 
Given good leadership, a party of lads in Boy Scout kit 
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tvill do absolutely anything, and defy every canon of caste 
and custom. In fact, the boys delight to do so! We are 
indulging them in the popular pastime of kicking over the 
parental traces, and what healthy boy does not long to do 
this? 

There is much more in it, however, than the mere crumpl
ing up of worn-out prejudices. Uplift means social service 
and spreads out a whole new world for the Boy Scout to 
enter and conquer. In fact, once his eyes are opened to the 
new possibilities, so immense is his task he hardly knows 
where to begin. 

There are sore eyes to clean, hands and faces to wash, 
little sisters to be escorted to school, ear-rings-his own first 
-to be discarded, anklets and wristlets to be condemned 
and, if possible, removed. Then there is the village to clean 
up, and pits to be dug-screens to be fitted round and planks 
put over them-and there are windows to help .to make so as 
to bring a little light into the homes. And what about 
vaC<..'ination and re-vaccination? The village troop cannot 
let that slide, and inoculation, when plague comes, and well
cleaning for cholera. 

And then there are all the posters and pamphlets and the 
District Gazette. Very few growIl-upS can read, and these 
things must be read out and explained to them. And the 
bigger Soouts want to learn to use the iron plough, and find 
out about Persian wheels and good seed and all the new 
ways of improving the fields. Then there may be 10clIsts to 
deal with, or the kutra moth. 

Then the village school has no playground, and the plaoe 
is very dirty and untidy all round. That wants seeing to, 
and there are not enough girls and boys attending yet. More 
pupils must be oollected, a nioe garden is wanted for tbe 
school, and the school games want livening up a lot. And 
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so 00, and so on, endlessly. Once we have yoked the Boy 
Scout to the uplift chariot, there is no end to the progress 
we may hope for. The children can not only do all this 
work themselves and profit greatly by the doing, but they 
wake up their elders to the necessity and the advantages 
o! uplift, and prejudices, which would have taken years to 
dissolve, will disappear at once when the parents see their 
children cheerfully disregarding them, and not only not 
suffering for their temerity, but' actually gaining by it. 
Everyone wants these changes, but everyone wants to see 
somebody else go first and take the responsibility for it ; 
and the Boy Scout can do this admirably, as ' children don't 
count', and yet, a~ these children belong to a world~wide 
organization, the change has been made and now everyone 
caD do it. The reasoning, like most human reasoning, is 
not very clear, but the result is correct. 

Before the. Scout, however, can enter upon this great 
inheritance and show his parents the way to better things, he 
must be carefully trained, and the training of Scoutmasters 
and Scouts is a very important and difficult problem. Badly 
trained and insufficiently trained Scouts do more harm than 
good. Everything depends on the spirit in which the work 
is done and the motives from which the Boy Scouts 
are working. If these are bad the Scouts will only give 
offence, and damage the movement they pretend to 
help. Scouts must be trained, and trained by the right 
men, until they have really imbibed the true spirit of 
Scouting (Scouting and uplift are one and the same 
thing, of course) before they can be used with advantage 
for village work. 'rhis warning is important just now, 
as Scouting is in danger of becoming, if it ha,q not 
already become, • popular,' and boys are crowding into its 
ranks with little or no idea of what Scouting stands for, and 
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no intention of disciplining themselves to the ideals of the 
movement. 

It is a matter for congratulation that the Gurgaoll uplift 
movement has attracted the attention of the Chief Scout of 
the world, and Sir Robert Baden-Powell has written out to 
India suggesting the possibility of the Sc,mts taking up 
work on the lines being followed in Gurgaon. When the 
Boy Scout writes' Uplift' or ' Remaking' on his banner, 
we need be in no anxiety about the future of the movement. 





PART IV 

LOOKING FORWARD 





CHAPTER X 

A DREAM 

I WAS riding through the Rewari tahsil on a warm after
noon in the early spring, and, coming to a shady tree, I sat 
down to rest myself for a bit and listen to the lovely swish 
of the breeze through the branches of the tamarind trees. I 
must have slept for a few minutes, but was brought to my 
senses by a party of men, obviously zamindars, but well
dressed, well-fed, cheerful and prosperous. Their clothes 
were of village-made cloth, but obviously made with skill 
and taste, and scrupulously clean. One of them seemed to 
be a lambardar, and, to my surprise, he gave me a Boy Scout 
salute, and presented a gold mohur as a nazar.' I smiled at 
the salute, which he noticed, and said: 

'We are all Boy Scouts nowadays, you know; we find it 
such a splendid training, making us fit and healthy, always 
ready to help, and jolly keen on games.' 

, What games? ' I asked. 
, Our national village games, of course; . what else do you 

think?' he replied. 
, When do you play? ' I said. 
'Why, on the weekly holiday, of course.' 
I stared at him with surprise. 
'Babiiji,1!: you must have come from the towns; you 

don't seem to know much about us,' he continued. 

1 An offering by way of respect. to be touched and remitted . 
• Form of oddress for a b~bn. a lIter~te person, u'\18l1y dressed III 

clotb otl1er tb~n vlUal{O , bomespun " 
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, I am afraid I don't; tell me all alxmt it,' I said, rubbing 
my eyes and feeling rather bewildered. 

'Well,' said he, ' it is an old story now. Many years ago 
we got a Weekly Holiday Act passed, and on that day no 
man may open his shop or work his cattle or his well. At first 
the old greybeards resented this very much, but we realized 
long ago that, working six days a week, we can do much 
more work than we could do in a seven-day week. Our 
cattle are fresher too and live longer, we ourselves are 
fresher-in mind and body-and a man's hair is not white at 
forty, as it used to be. We have a good wash on Saturday, 
and On Sunday morning, after tidying up the village, we put 
on our best clothes or play our good old games for the rest 
of the day-our young men play them, or have a ploughing 
match, and in the evening we sometimes have a lecture or a 
magic lantern.' 

'Wonderful!' I said; 'what a jolly life you seem to lead! 
I should like to see your village.' 

'Come along,' they said, and we all walked towards the 
village along a beautiful straight road, shaded with tamarind 
trees. In the distance, showing above the trees, the top of 
a large white huilding gleamed from the village. 

, I suppose that is the sahukar's house?' I said. 
'What is that?' the young lambardar asked. But the 

oldest man in the party interrupted. 'Oh, yes, I know, I 
heard from my father. It seems in the old days they 
had a queer system by which one man lent money to 
all the farmers at an enormous rate of interest. He lived in 
a big house and grew fat and wealthy, and the farmers were 
nothing more than his slaves. All that disappeared long 
ago. That big white building is the village hall, built with 
the profits of our village hank. The school and the library 
are there, and we hold our meetings there.' 
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As we walked along to the village, I noticed the fields 
were very weIl fenced and very large. I asked how they 
managed that. 

I That was quite simple,) they Kaid; I in our grandfathers' 
time they consolidated their holdings, and it is done now at 
every settlement, as a matter of course, to eliminate 
fragmentation caused by inheritance, etc.' 

The crops were magnificent, and they noticed my surprise 
at the lovely wheat and barley and all manner of market 
produce that was growing. 

I We all buy our seed through the bank,' they said, ' from 
the AgriL-ultural Department, and with the seed come any 
particular instructions the department has for cultivating it.' 

At that moment I heard the noise of an aeroplane, and I 
looked up and strained my eyes in every direction, as an 
aeroplane in the Rewari tahsil was a new thing for me. 
The villagers did not seem in the least interested. The • lambardar said to a smaIl boy, • Run and fetch the bag, 
chh6kra.'1 

Away he ra~. He came back in a few minutes with a bag 
made of ordinary village cloth, but of a very bright colour. 
The lamhardar opened it and pulled out a lot of leaflets. 

• What is all that? ' I asked. 
• Oh, that is only the Weekly Bulletin,' and he proceeded 

to run through the leaflets, and then sent the boy to pin 
them up in the village hall. 

• What is in the leaflets? ' I asked. 
• Nothing mnch this week,' he said. • They tell us we 

must look for a new kind of worm in the carrots, and send 
them specimens if we can find it; they say the field·rat 
poisoner will be here on Friday, and anyone complaining 
of rats must be ready to help with the cyano·gas pnmp; they 

• A boy. 
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also advise us to try a new ldnd of harrow which has just 
been invented, amI they give the name of the shop in 
Rewari (and the price) where it can be had. Oh, here's a 
good bit of news,' he continued, as he glanced at the last 
leaflet. 'We are thanked by the Health Department for 
being the quickest village in the district to get our plague 
inoculation done. Well, we did try hard. OUf Boy Scouts 
lined up every living person-mao, woman and child
and the whole 500 of us were inoculated in an hour and a 
half. Pretty good, eh ? ' 

By this time we had reached the village, and I at once 
detected something radically different from my idea of a 
village. There was no smell, no filth, no dust, no rubbish, 
no dung--cakes, no manure-heaps. 

I said, 'What have you done with the dear old village 
smells, and the dung-cakes, and everything?' 

But no one seemed to understand me, and I had to 
explain. Then they told me that everyone keeps his cattle 
on his farm nowadays, where he has his manure pit, and a 
large number of the farmers live on their farms. 

'We don't huddle together in crowded vjJJages, like our 
ancestors used to. The village streets have long since been 
paved out of the profits of our banks, latrines were built, and 
water-taps were put up, to be fed from the tank at the top 
of the village. The tank is filled by the little engine which 
you can see working over there. The engine that pumps 
the water can also be hitched to a flour-mill, and there are 
no hand-mills anywhere in the village. 

, As for the dung-cakes, we long ago recognized that the 
land was entitled to the manure of the cattle, so we had to 
design grates which would burn wood and charcoal for 
cooking our food, and we grow a lot of timber in the village 
IIOW for firewood,' 
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The houses were all of masonry and had sufficient light 
and ventilation, although they were cunningly built to avoid 
the great heat of summer. 

The village school was a jolly place. How clean and 
cheerful and intelligent were the children, and how keen on 
their lessons and games I The lessons seemed always to he 
drawing their attention to the fields and crops, and things 
that were very useful to these fanners' sons, instead of 
tel1ing them that London is on the Thames and Jupiter has 
five moons. The shelves were covered with all sorts of 
models of insects that helped or hamled the crops, and there 
were samples of the various kinds of wheat and other crops. 

As we left the school, the master told the hoys to he sure 
to tell their parents that that day was the day of the week 
when the doctor came to the hall, and he would he there 
from two to four in the afternoon. Bad cases, they told me, 
had to he moved to the zail central in-patients' ward, three 
miles away; but they were a healthy village and did not 
often have to take people there. I saw no swollen spleens; 
and they said malaria hadn't a chance, as the Boy Scouts 
dealt with all the breeding-places of mosquitoes so capably 
that tbey very rarely had a case of fever, and, as fever and 
dirt were the foundation of nearly every disease, they were 
singularly healthy nowadays; and certainly the children I 
saw were very bonny, with cleaner eyes than I had ever 
seen in a village. 

There was a public garden quite near the village, where 
little girls and hoys were romping and playing and making 
a glorious noise. Women and elderly men were sitting 
ahout watching, the women knitting or sewiu\!, and the men 
reading -Of smoking. 

I then noticed that dotted ahout among the fields were 
substantially built houses and farmyards. We went over 
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to one, and found it was as comfortably built a fann as you 
coul<l see anywhere in the world. In a round shed two 
bullocks were working a most beautifully designed little 
mill. At the moment it was cutting chaff, but we saw that 
it could be harnessed to a Persian wheel, or a flour-mill, or a 
thrashing machine, or a winnower, by simply turning a lever. 

The cattle were magnificent, and they were all branded 
and in lovely condition. The lambardar told me that 
nothing but pedigree cattle were allowed to graze on the 
village shamilet pasture, and I found that the village 
shamiIat pasture they referred to was a carefully-fenceu 
area of the best grass, which was evidently looked after as 
thoroughly as crops. There were severn] haystacks, which 
were evidently the produce of last lllOnsoon. The area was 
divided most carefully by small daule or banks, according 
to the various levels of the land, 50 that the rain water 
could not run away and collect in the lower portions of the 
pasture, but had to soak into the ground where it fell. 
There was a magnificent herd of Hissar cattle grazing at 
the time, but no buffaloes; and one of the elderly men 
explained that the buffaloes had been extinct for about fifty 
years. 'Our fathers,' he said, ' found that, by careful selec
tion and breeding, they could get just as much milk from 
the Hissar cow as from the bpffalo, and the offspring of the 
Hissar cow was much more useful and much more valuable. 
They cease<.l to breed buffaloes, and the animal is now 
extinct.' 

I Don't you have a lot of litigation,' I asked, C now that 
you are so prosperous? ' 

I We did at one time,' he said, 'but we persuaded the 
Council to pass a new Oaths Act, compelling everyone to 
swear, either upon his son's head or upon the sacred book 
~f his religion. This redtJ(.'ed false evidence to such an 
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extent that three-fourths of our litigation stopped, and we 
don't have much to do with the law courts nowadays: 

We had a look at the library in the village hall, and we 
found not only that everything waS written in Roman 
characters, but also found a complete set of the sacred 
books of the religions of the people in the village, written 
in the simplest Urdu, also in Roman characters. 

My hosts enjoyed my surprise at this, and seemed to be 
very proud of what I had discovered . 

• The change to Roman characters was a terrible struggle,' 
they said,' and it has not been finished long. What with 
aeroplanes and wireless and so on scattering information 
throughout the world, we found that we were so cut off 
from the world and the world was so cut off from us, as 
long as we used a different and difficult script for our books 
and papers, that, after many struggles and much opposition 
and many regrets and heart·burnings, we decided to abandon 
our various scripts and use the Roman, which was more or 
less universal elsewhere by the time we adopted it. It has 
opened to 11S the whole of the literature of the world, and 
has opened the whole of our literature to the world, besides 
enabling us to communicate with all parts of the world. 
We now read their newspapers, and learn what they have 
to teU us. 

t At the same time, we found that our young men were 
abandoning the religions of their fathers, as tbey said they 
could not understand· the books in which they were written, 
and their religious teachers and advisers did not seem to 
understand them either. So we had a great struggle, much 
like the struggle in Europe when the Bible was translated, 
and we translated all our sacred books into the common lan
guage of the people. The result is that we find that the 
people take much more interest in their religion. Many 
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customs and ceremonies have been abandoned, but there is~ 
much more real religion about among the people than there 
was in the old days.' 

What made me gasp with surprise at the hall was seeing 
women studying the notices and reading the books in the 
library in the most unconcerned manner possible. They 
made no attempt to shrink away or hide their faces when 
we came in, and they were evidently interested in what they 
were reading. Some were knitting at the same time. There 
was a small class of little girls learning noodlework, under 
the tuition of what looked like an elder sister. None of the 
children-neither girls nor boys-had any sort of silver 
ornaments on, and the grown~up women only had at most 
one simple ring or bracelet each. 

I Hazur/ hazur, it is getting very late. Haven't we to 
go to our camp? ) 

I awoke with a start, got up and rnbbed my eyes . 
• What has happened?' I asked. • These fields are hardly 

a bigha each in size, half that field is eaten by rats; what 
is that charsa working there? The ears of com are hardly 
two inches long; and, my goodness, what rotten cattle I ' 

• Well,' said the white-haired lambardar who was standing 
by my side, • I am forty years old, and these things have 
always been as I see them now. What complaint has your 
honour got to make? ' 

I None,' I said, I but I think I must have seen a 
vision of what your village may be· like in the days of 
your great-grandchildren,' and I went on hammering 
into the old lambardar the necessity for banks, Persian 
wheels, Hissar bulls, improved seed, iron ploughs, pitting 
of manure, and the many things which will one day turn 
Gurgaon into a paradise. 

1 Your honour; Sir. 



CHAPTER XI 

BY THE WAY 

'rHIS chapter contains short notes upon qnestions which 
have been raised during recent months by visitors to 
Gurgaon, or by correspondents who have read the first 
edition of this book. In spite of the very great importance 
of many of them, they could not very well be fitted into 
the text, and have therefore been coneeted here for the 
convenience of any who may wish to read them. 

We advocate the total abolition of dung-cakes, and maintain 
that the Indian villager will be poor until the last dung
cake has disappeared. Some villages have already abolished 
them, and many more could do so, but only to those favour
ably placed for wood fuel is this counsel of perfection 
immediately and easily possihle. The average village finds 
this gospel too hard for it, although we have effected vast 
reductions in this, the premier cottage industry of India, in 
many hundreds of villages. 

If a villager was told he must burn the food of himself or 
his cattle, he would refuse to do so and would move heaven 
and earth to find a way out of the difficulty. So he must in 
the case of dung-cakes, as cow-<lung is the food olthe land. We 
have devised grates and chimneys for burning coke, and the 
cooking for a whole family can be done for an anna a day_ 
Considering the parlous condition of the coal trade in India, 
it is astonishing that they do not join hands with the 
agricultural expert, put down a little money and fight against 

12 
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the dung-<:ake. Coke and coal should be handled by the 
truckload co-operatively, and, if a little vigour was put into 
the campaign, the dung-cake could be driven out in five 
years. There are many days in the year when the cattle are 
eating their heads off in idleness and could transport coal 
and coke from the railways without any special cost to the 
villager. 

The main use of dung-cakes is for ghi-rnaking. A maund 
of milk requires fifty seers of dung-cakes and takes 36 hours 
to deal with. After using a cream separator, ten seers are 
required, the work is over in an hour, and the result is 
slightly more, and infinitely cleaner, ghi. This represents an 
immense reduction of fuel consumption, and there is not a 
shadow of doubt that if we press forward afforestation, tree
growing wherever possible, do what we can with coal and 
L'Oke, and popularize separators, we can entirely abolish the 
dung-cake - provided only that we can replace it with 
something equally tasty for the beloved hookah! 

There is no doubt that even with the exignous funds 
available for improving the conditions of village life, a great 
deal more could be done if we all spoke with one voice 
upon important matters. In one department we condemn 
the use of the leather bag for well irrigation and advise the 
Persian wheel, while in other departments the song of the 
• charsa' can be heard day and night. In one department 
we preach the necessity of vaccination, but in all depart
ments we take employees and students without even asking 
if they have been vaccinated. One of my best helpers, and 
a most promising young official, was killed by smallpox this 
very year. We preach tbat drinking wells should be 
protected from the promiscuous dipping of buckets, but how 
many Government wells are so protected ? 

The villager does not appreciate the fine points of 
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departmentalism. His line of argument is that Government 
is so great and wise that if this or that thing was really 
essential it would do it itself, and the fact that only one part 
of Government advises it and all the others can affon! to 
neglect it means that it is really immaterial, and the solitary 
department advocating it is merely fussy and working for 
its own glorification. In teaching simple people it is essen
tial that the teachers should all teach the same lesson, and 
that the lesson should be practice rather than precept, 
and little good will be done as long as each teacher 
contradicts the precepts of the others by his own 
practice. 

The improvement of cattle is a big problem, but I think 
Gurgaon is tackling it along the only practicable lines, and 
the cattle-breeding experts are in full agreement with us. 
Wide distribution of Hissar sind bulls, general castration of 
all inferior bulls, combined with steadily increasing inspec
tion staff and epidemic staff, and whatever is possible to 
encourage the growing of fodder crops, the improving of 
pastures, and the building up of fodder reserves. The whole 
work is terrihly hampered by the shortage of funds, but a lot 
is nevertheless being done, and our detailed proposals will 
be found ill the chapter on the development of the district. 
Our standhy is the Hissar Government Cattle Farm, but that 
is already inadequate, and our annual indent cannot possibly 
be met anything like in full, and when other districts take 
up cattle improvement in earnest the shortage of stud bulls 
will be still more serious. The output of Hissar cannot be 
indefinitely increased, and branch farms will have to be 
started in the best parts of the Harlana' tract. Besides 
producing bulls, these farms will be nuclei of cattle im
provement operations, and will steadily spread their 

1 The famoUR cattle breeding country west of Delhi. 
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influence into the villages around until the whole countryside 
is stocked with first-class bulls and cows. Inducements in 
the shape of premia and land revenue remission must be 
offered for fodder crops, improved pastures, silos and 
fodder reserves, as well as for the elimination of a1l but 
pedigree stock in the villages. In addition to this, a close 
survey of the Hariana tract must be made, and the produce 
of the Hissar farm, both bu1ls and heifers, must be confined 
to the villages that produce, or are capable of producing, the 
very best stock. For the rest of the Hariana tract and for 
the outside districts the stock-breeding department will 
select bulls from the young stock of the first-grade areas. 
In tWs way the supply of pedigree bulls will be indefinitely 
increased and the whole province-neighbouring provinces 
and native states, too-be enabled steadily to grade up their 
cattle. In addition, as the best cattle-raising tracts are 
invariably poor, owing to the fact that canal irrigation and a 
high water-level usually produce conditions· adverse to the 
breeding of good cattle, the good prices they will obtain 
for their stock will bring wealth to an area that has little 
chance now of sharing in the material benefits Government 
is trying to confer on the rural population. 

The Co-operative Department is known in the villages 
as the' Bank Department', and this title, although used with 
the greatest respect and affection, is apt to lead to misunder
standing. Although co-operative finance is the most 
important of the functions of this great department, the 
main principles of the uplift movement come very close 
behind it. What is the use of sound finance, for instance, 
if the house is dirty, the children unhealthy, the warnell 
ignorant, the land starved of its manure and the income 
still wasted on jewe1lery, litigation and ceremony? Now 
that the essential points of the programme of village 
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-reconstruction have been workt,;u out and universally 
accepted, I think it is for the Co-operative Department to grab 
them and utiJize its splendid organization to introduce and 
establish them on co-operative lines. No department can do 
this work better, and, whether the Co-operative Department 
does it or not, it can only be done effectively on co-opera
tive principles, as this remaking work is essentially one in 
which villageI' must join with villager for strength and for 
encouragement in exorcizing the demons of ignorance, dirt, 
squalor, laziness, cruelty, custom and superstition. 

Consolidation of holdings requires to be pushed. on 
vigorously. Without consolidation fencing is impossible; 
without fencing the control of cattle epidemics is impossible; 
and without fencing compulsory education can only be a farce, 
as the boys are wanted to tend cattle and keep out deer, etc. ; 
and without consolidation much improvement in farming is 
impossible and much more well-sinking is impossible. At 
the present rate and with the present methods, L'Onsolidation 
will remain a treat for the favoured few. It is argued that 
the people are not ready and that compulsory consolidation 
will c..1.use injustices, etc. Vigorous propaganda as we know 
it in Gurgaon will prepare the people for anything that is 
manifestly beneficial, and as for banning compulsion in con
solidation, it is no more logical to ban it there than in any 
other beneficial enterprise. If we had to wait for a hundred 
per cent agreement of the people affected, we should never 
have had a road, a railway or a canal- or any form of 
government either, for that matter! The moment a clear 
majority-a two-thirds or a three-quarters majority, what
ever you will-of a village, or of a sub-division of a village, 
want consolidation, consolidation shonld be done. There 
must, of course, be the usual safeguards, but it is manifestly 
ahsurd that a cantankerous or stupid minority, possibly one 
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mao, or a minor or a widow, should indefinitely hold up 
the first and greatest step in agricultural development. 'rhe 
officials who do the actual work must be. carefully selected 
and trained, not only in field measurements but in all branches 
of village remaking, and the failures must be ruthlessly dis· 
carded The Co-operative Department has shown us the way 
and demonstrated the practicability and the enormous success 
of consolidation. It is now time for an intensive propaganda 
campaign, legislation, and a programme of consolidation on 
a scale that will complete the province within a definite stated 
period. 

Wireless broadcasting we must have at once, if the recon
struction of the villages is to be tackled on any considerable 
scale. 

Village lecturing is exacting in the extreme. With the 
best will in the world I find it impossible to lecture in more 
than about fifty villages a year. It is difficult enough, and 
very expensive, to get my camp to the distant villages, 
which, after all, are just as much entitled, if not more so, to 
my services as the nearer ones. The people all collect
men, women and childl'eIl-from miles around, but a storm 
may spoil everything. Then the air is fulJ of poisonous 
dust, children cry, women chatter, the edges of the crowd 
shift and change, the pictures are so novel that exclamation 
and talking are almost impossible to stop, dogs bark-and 
onoe two Brahmani bulJs, busily attacking each other, 
charged right through the middle of the meeting I A sore, 
if not a septic, throat is a common result of a village 
lecture, and nothing induces a heavy cold like open-air 
speaking. 

For Rs. 10,000 we could use Delhi Fort and l~cture 

every village for 100 miles round that is ready to put down 
the Rs. 250 or less required for a loud-speaking reoeiver. 
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The schoolmasters or the village guides can he taught 
in a fortnight to handle the:$e receivers, and the arrange~ 
ments are complete. Whenever I see the wireless masts in 
Delhi Fort I long to be using them. Think of the immense 
value of being in immediate contact with villages. Besides 
evening and school lectures, every sort of announcement 
could be made of meetings and shows, tours and visits of 
itinerating officials, warnings of pests and epidemics, all 
sorts of news, information and adviL.-e, and all the hundred 
and one things one wants to tell the villagers in a country 
where literacy is rare and communications sketchy. As for 
times of war, crisis and public alarm, the wireless would be 
invaluable. Judging from the way the people crowded 
round the loud-speakers at Palwal Show, it is obvious that 
at any rate the Gurgaon villagers, used as they are to 
hearing and acting on village lectures, will not only turn up 
in crowds to listen to the 'iron' lecturer, but will take note 
of what is said; and there is not a shadow of a doubt that iu 
wireless we have the cheapest and most effective method of 
village remaking yet devised. The range of each distribut
ing centre, apart from technical considerations, will be limited 
by questions of language and civilization. The country 
changes subtly as you move iu any direction, and certainly 
in the Gurgaon District the change is easily noticeable 
in thirty miles. Rohtak differs from Gurgaon, Rewari 
differs from Palwal, and for the best results in village 
work it is probable that a radius of a hundred mites all 
round will be ample range for each wireless station. 

The ordinary village must be an extremely uncomfortable 
place to live in. Besides the filth and excreta blowing about 
all day and the dogs barking all night, the streets and lanes 
are so narrow and so twisty, and so cluttered with comers 
and projections, that traffic - and sanitation too, if ever 
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wanted i-can only be conducted with the utmost difficulty. 
House:; and 8tables keep falling down, and there they lie in 
ruins year after year, the abode of snakes and vermin of all 
sorts. Noone thinks of removing them and l~ve1ling the 
place up. Instead of that, everyone throws filth and rubbish 
on to them, to add to the general air of dirt, neglect and ruin 
that pervades our villages. 

Every village I see makes me long to go in with a troop 
of stout-hearted Boy Scouts, anned with pioneer tools, and 
put it all right in one great 'strafe'. In ten minutes the 
villagers would begin to help, and in half an hour everyone 
would be hard at work. Beware of bees, however! Several 
extra-assistant comrnissioners-~md I too-remember with 
pain the too hasty removal of some old village rubbish, 
and if it had not been a very cold morning we might not 
have survived to laugh about it! 

OUf ideal must be to put all our rural workers through 
the Rural School, including the whole of the reVeIlue I5taff, 
patwaris, kanungos,l naib tahsildars and tahsildars, zaildars 
and sufedposhes,2 village guides and schoolmasters, vaL'Cinap 

tors and plague mates, agricultural muqaddams3 and co
operative staff. This will give us a solid body of men, a11 
trained in the principles and spirit of village remaking and 
ready to help with their hands as well as with their tongues. 

There can be no doubt that, in time, the uplift movement 
must reduce unrest and crime. People whose homes are 
bright and happy are not going to waste their time break
ing each other's heads except for considerably better cause 
than what starts most ro\ .... s nowadays. In all trouble, 
whether industrial, communal or faction, the women are 

1 The officials next above the patwari in the revenue hierarchy. 
, OffiLWS jtmior to zal1dars. 
3 Farm foremen under the Agrieultural Department. 
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llways the worst sufterers, amI when they are educated and 
cultured they will be a very powerful influence for peace. 

Once we C<.1.n get the women accompanying their husbands 
out of doors, sudden outbreaks must be less likely to Ol:cur. 
The men will all have given hostages to fortune, and before 
a man can join in head~breaking he must take his wife and 
kiddies home. By the time he has done this, the occasion 
may have passed or his blood cooled. In any case, his wife 
well tell him not to he a fool; now he has got home he can 
jolly well stay there and do a bit of weeding in the garden, 
or show his little hoy how to make a toy, instead of going 
and getting into trouble down the street I 

It is these uncomfortable and unhealthy homes and 
unequal marriages-the man partially educated and his wife 
a mere drudge-that are the fertile soil of crime and trouble; 
and just as the drink evil was cured in England by better 
housing and by 'uplift' of all kinds, so will our besetting 
sins of fighting and faction be defeated in India. 

The Gurgaon plough, manufactured by the Empire 
Engineering Company, Cawnpore, has demonstrated that, 
hut for the share and tip-and this is, unfortunately, a very 
big' but' -a plough as good as any imported plough can he 
made in India. Indeed, the Gurgaon plough, as far.s design 
is concerned, has several points well in advance of anything 
yet put on the Indian market. The hard steel required for 
the share and the tip, however, has at present beaten 11S. No 
firm in India i, apparently both willing and able to harden 
steel to the degree required, and these have to be imported. 

The industrial position, in fact, as far as village remaking 
is concerned, is miserable. Satisfactory flour~mills driven 
by bullock power, to replace the hand-mill, simply cannot 
be bad. The Persian wheel is capable of immense improve
ment both in design and in workmanbip. Efficient 
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machinery cannot be made by blacksmiths squatting on the 
grollnd and. working by eye and in cold iron. Machines to 
work efficiently require jigs, lathes and machinery for their 
:rp.anufacture. 

For want of a pump to raise drinking-water, we have 
devised Persian wheels to be worj<ed by hand. Pumps 
woulu be cheaper and more efficient, and easier to fit into 
all kinds of wells, but we have not yet lound a pump that the 
villager will 110t put out of order in a week, and there is no one 
to teach the village blacksmith how to keep pumps in working 
order, or even to do running repairs for Persian wheels. 

We want wheel-barrows to replaL'" the head-load for the 
removal of rubbish anu refuse, and the village carpenter 
cannot make them and we have no one to teach him. Nor 
can we get anyone to teach the poverty-stricken riverain 
villagers to burn charcoal and to make baskets out of the 
splendid material growing at their doors, which they now 
burn every year in huge prairie fires for want of any better 
means of dealing with it. 

There is an immense field for good machinery, but the 
engineering firms-bnth Indian and British-seem to lack 
initiative. If they come in at all, they expect Government 
or local bndies to do all their designing and advertising 
and selling_ They, apparently, are merely to sit by 
and absorb any profits there may be! All kinds of 
machines are offered us - designed for totally different 
conditions than those prevailing in India. We are invited to 
take them or leave them, and the engineering firm has yet 
to be found which will send its representatives into the 
villages, learn the language, study the conditions, and, by trial 
and error, work out the exact type of machine required for 
the many needs of the villager. Many fortunes await the 
firms which will do this. At present the engineering firms 
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say the Indian farmer is hopeless and will not touch 
machinery. Quite right! I know the Indian farmer pretty 
well; he is no fool j machinery designed in Europe or 
America for European or American conditions is no use to 
him, and he knows it and will not waste his time and money 
on it. When the experts will bring him good stuff, designed 
for his actual needs, he will buy quickly enough. Witness 
the Persian wheel, the cane-crusher, and so on. 

Although in seven years we have worked up our success
ful vaccinations and re-vaccinations from 12,926 in 1920-21 
to 59,172 in 1927-28, at every village baby show we hold 
we still find children with smallpox on them. 

As there are about 32,153 births every year, and to beon 
the safe side one successful vaccination and two successful re
vaccinations are desirable, we have not reached the standard 
we should maintain if we want to stamp out smallpox. 

The people and the District Board are willing enough, 
and the only hesitants are a few mothers of certain tribes 
who are not aware that ten days of discomfort will bring a 
lifetime of immunity, and, from sheer ignorance, hide their 
children on the rare occasions when the vaccinator comes. 
This ignorance will disappear at once when the girls get 
the school training we are pleading to be provided for them. 
The District Board has twice .itsked, but failed to obtain, 
leave from Government to make vaccination compulsory in 
the biggest villages, where alone the collection of children 
presents any diflkultY. Meanwhile it insist. on no boy or 
girl being allowed to attend school unless vaccinated and 
re-vaccinated at the proper times. 

We have 15 permanent vaccinators for over 1,400 vil
lages, large and small, and they draw from Rs. 20 to Rs. 35 
each as pay, and there is one supervisor drawing from 
Rs.45 to Rs.90 pay for the whole district. Since the Wat 
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we try amI utilize good ex-soldiers, and the average vaccina~ 
tor's educational qualification is the passing of the verna
cular middle examination. We tried the experiment of 
appointing temporary vaccinators during the vaccination 
season, but this is not satisfactory J and the District Board 
is too poor to be able to pay them all the year round. The 
District Board once suggested that vaccination should be 
taught in the Rural School, and there is no doubt that for 
many years to come the best possible vaccinating agent 
would be the schoolmaster. He is resident in the village, 
there are hundreds of him, he is in close touch with chil
dren and parents, and is in a position of considerahle 
authority, besides having more intelligence and education 
than the present vaccinators. 

We complain of the difficulties of rural work, but here is 
an obliging-Iy tractable epidemic disease, for the complete 
eradication of which the very simplest measures will suffice, 
and no local opposition whatever will be aronsed by their 
universal application, and yet we make no better job of it 
than this I 

Cattle stealing is a chronic evil, but it has recently been 
attracting more attention than usua1, and the tattooing of 
cattle is being experimented with as a remedy to this curse. 
As SOOn as a successful ink alld machine are found, Gurgaon 
wants to do it allover the district, and, with a little propa
ganda, the people will be ready to pay enough to make the 
work self-supporting. Another great aid to the stopping of 
cattle stealing would be the fencing of the fields, but this 
cannot be started until after the consolidation of holdings. 
Similarly, compulsory education cannot be anything but a 
farce until fencing releases the small boys from their present 
duties of tending cattle and crops. 

The question of the damage done to crops by wild 
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animals has often been raised. The Ahirs in Rewari protect 
their well crops with a thorn hedge, and this keeps every· 
thing out, including pigs and porcupines. Satisfactory 
protection can also be obtained with a pampas grass or a 
jhao1 fence, or, better still, where possible, with a quick 
fence of kikar2 or other thorn, but most fanners, includ
ing even keen sportsmen, prefer to exterminate the crop
eating animals (and with them even the harmless ones tend 
to disappear, too) in preference to taking the trouble of 
making fences. Leaving aside every other consideration, 
and there are many, is this wise even from the point of 
view of mere self·interest? Nobody profits more than the 
farmer from the visits of the illstrict officials. The more 
they go into the villages and see for themselves and 
learn first-hand, the better for the villager. Village touring 
is uncomfortable and expensive. but to many officials 
(myself not excluded I) the prospect of sport outweighs all 
consiuerations of uiscomfort and cost. Many officers, both 
civil and military, owe most of their knowledge of village 
life and rural conditions to the days spent with gun, rifle or 
spear in the crops and jungles, and I know of no better or 
pleasanter way of learning all about a district and. of visit
ing all the out-of-the-way corners than shooting and hnnting 
expeditions. Destroy the game and the villager will drive 
away many of his best frienus, and India will lose the finest 
training ground in the world for both soldier and civilian. 
Sport is sometimes the only means many lovers of the 
Indian villager have of keeping in touch with him. There 
are no . country houses', and no country life as we know it 
ill England, to draw people into the·villag·es. Is the farmer 
well advised to wipe out one of the principal attractions of 
the Indian cOl1ntryside ? 

• Tamarisk. I Acacia . 
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APPENDIX I 

SOME TANGIBLE RESULTS 

AGIUCULTURE 

Approvoo stud bulls 
Castration of bad bulls .. 
Hissar heifers 
Half Merino rams 
Stallions 
Iron ploughs .. 
Ploughing matches 

Cattle fairs 
Persian wheels 
Re-afforestation of hills .. 
Area under 8·A wheat .. 
Area under Rosy Batla 

cotton 
Field rats poisoned 

Porcupines poisoned 

Co-operative Societies 

1920-21 
8 

5 

1927-28 
700 
5~)9 

123 
125 

16 
1,746 

Championships for 
each tahsil, the 

uistrict, the division 
and nn . open . 

championship for all
comers 

2 11 
1,089 

1,32,) a:res 6,780 acres 
5,2731 

" 

4,170 .. 
417 villages 

(250,000 acres) 
80 villages (186 
burrows closed) 

153 854 

1 As reported by the patwaris, but probably most of the area sown 
with home-grown seed has been omitted ann the real tota) is several 
times this amount. 

13 
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Members 3,303 
Working capital RHo 1,36,224 
Working capital per 

society .. Rs. 900 
Owned capital. 0 Rso 14,064 
Owned capital per 

society 
Central Banks and. Unions 
Cattle Breeding Associa

tion 
" " Societies 

Better Living Societies .. 

Rso 92 
1 

HEALTH 

Hospitals 11 

Patients ] 27 ,000 
Health t.-entres 
Health visitors 
Vaccinations (per annum) 12,926 
}llague inoculations 

Pits (6 feet deep) for vil
lage refuse, man 11 r e , 
etc. 

Villages clealled thorough
ly 

Pit-latrines 

EDUCATION 

High schools 0 0 2 

19,696 
Rso 25,87,159 

Rso 3,029 
Rso 5,43,702 

Rso 636 
4 

J 
9 
3 

33 (indudes 
G M nnicipal and 

5 Milision) 
324,064 

8 (Urban 3, Rural 5) 
6 

59,]72 
L a Ii t epidemic, 

12],555. 'l'his year, 
43,3590 

4] ,797 

887 
Many villages al

ready begun to use 
them 

4 (2 by pUblic 
SUbscription) 



SOME ')'ANGIBLU RESllLTS 

Middle schools 
Lower middle schools 
Primary 
Pupils 
Girls in boys' schools 
Red Cross and St. John 

Ambulance Branches 
Night schools 
Scout Troop:-: .. 
Scouts 

10,810 

PROPAGANDA 

English pamphlets 
Vernacular posters 

" leaflds 
" pamphlets 

Magic lanterns 
District Gazette 

Chaupais 

Military 

Registration of marriage 

Kaj 
Dung-cake making 

GRNERAL 

Bullock-driven flour-mills 
(kharas) 

26 
94 

146 
30,500 

1,Y88 

44 
118 

95 
3,000 

10,520 
58,000 
94,500 
4,500 

23 
2,000 issue 

(Fortnightly) 
137 

One Territorial 
Battalion 11/14th 
P u nj a b Regiment 
(Gurgaon Battalion) 

One tri be of 
125,000 complete, 
and rapidly becom
ing general all over 
the district 

Very rare now 
Many vi Iia ge s 

stopped altogether; 
great reductions in 
many hundreds 

67 
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Hand-pumps and hand
worked Persian wheels 
on drinking-wells 

Flower-gardens in schools 
and villages 

92 

17ti 



APPENDIX II 

(A) PROSPECTUS FOR 1928-2!1, THE SCHOOL 
OF RURAL ECONOMY, GURGAON 

The School consists of two sections: 
1. A normal class of three units. 
2. A class of village guide candidates. 

Normal class goes through the usual training prescribed 
by the Education Department, Punjab, for the J.V. Test 
examination, as well as the syllabus of the village guide 
class. 

VILLAGE GUIDE SECTION 

Admission. Students are admitted in the month of April 
each year. The Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon, nominates 
a committee to select students for admission, which is open 
to sons of agriculturists, ex-.o:fficers and ex-soldiers of the 
army, naib tahsildar and kanungo candidates, patwaris and 
patwari candidates, and teachers of village schools. 

Course. The course extends to one year, including 
summer vacation. 

Qualt'lication 101" Admission. Preference is given to 
matriculates or middle passed candidateli, but in exceptional 
cases men who have passed primary school examination 
or an equivalent standard are also admitted. 

Stipends. All students belonging to the district of 
Gurgaon are allowed stipends by the District Board, Gurgaon, 
at the following rates: 

1. Matriculates or above Rs. 15 per mensem. 
2. Middle passed. . " 13 H " 

Discipline. Students are required to remain under strict 
discipline during the whole course of their training. 

Practical Work. Students are required to do practical 
work at the farm of tile ~001, and t~ visit villages to Ci\lT}' 
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on uplift propaganda. The entire training aims at making 
them practical workers in the domain of rural uplift. 

Syllabus. 
1. Co-operation and Rurnl Economics. Complete 8ub

Inspectors' Course: 
(1) Resources and economic condition of the Punjab. 

Causes of the poverty of the peasants. 
(2) Means of economic uplift. 
(3) The meaning of co-operation. 
(4) Credit. 
(5) Interest. 
(6) Liability, limited and unlimited. 
(7) Credit sodeties. 
(8) Thrift societies. 
(9) History of co-operation in Europe. 

(10) Co-operative societies of various types special1y 
useful for the rural population. 

(11) A knowledge of aU the registers and forms of the 
department, and complete practice in making 
correct entries. 

(12) Law of co-operation. 
(13) Consolidation 01 holdings. 

2. Practical Agriculture for local conditions: 
(1) All implements. country and improved. 
(2) Soils, manures, and field operations. 
(3) Physiology of plant life. 
(4) Field pests. 
(5) Ways and means of water lift. 
(6) Cultivation and care of all rabi and kharH crops, all 

important vegetables, flowers and hedges. 
(7) Planning and laying out of farms. 
(8) Cattle, their value and maintenance. Farmyard 

manure. 
(9) Abolition of dung-cakes and importance of pitting 

manure. 
(lO) Fodder, its preservation, silage. 
(11) Practice of keeping farm accounts. 
(12) Agri<..."'Ultural education in rural vernacl1lar 8chools, 

&:hool farm~ and gardens, schemes for various 
classes. 
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(B) Methods of procurinl:, storing, supplying . good 
improved seeds of various crops to villagers. 

(14) Practical work at the farm. 
(15) Magic lantern lectures and songs on above topics. 

3. Simple training in Veterinary Science and Cattle Breed
ing: 

(1) Importance of cattle, cam~es of the deterioration of 
the Punjab cattle, their remedies. 

(2) Housing and feeding problem. 
(3) Hygiene and sanitation. 
(4) Cattle breeding, Hissar bulls. 
(5) Recognition of the age of cattle. 
(6) Physiology of cattle. 
(7) Important and common diseases and epidemics, in the 

Gurgaon District in particular anu Punjab in 
general; Cc:1.uses of their spread, and methods of 
prevention and cure. 

(8) Method of drenching and throwing cattle. 
(9) First-aid to cattle. 

(10) Castration, and its value in cattle breeding. 
(ll) Cattle·breeding co-operative sodctie •. 
(12) Pasture lands. 
(13) Practice in delivering magic lantern lectures on 

above topics. 
4. Village Hygiene and Sanitation-Domestic: 

(1) Importance of air, water and food to human life. 
(2) Personal hygiene, house cleanliness. 
(3) Common epidemics, causes of their spread, their 

prevention and cure. 
(4) Village cleanliness, upkeep of wells and ponds. 
(5) Health of school children-inoculation and vaccina· 

tion. 
(6) Maternity and infant welfare. 
(7) Health centres, training of indigenous dais. 
(8) Practice in delivering lectures with the aid of magic 

lantern slides on various epidemics and village 
cleanliness. 

(9) Cholera drill, health examination drill. 
(10) Urban sanitation. 
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5. l<irst·aid: 
(1) Theoretical and practical work, under the guidance 

of the local surgeon and trained school staff. 
(2) Physiology of human body. 
(3) Red Cross Societies. 

6. Rural Education: 
(1) Illiteracy in villages, adult education. 
(2) Expansion of vernacular education, enrolment of 

boys. 
(3) Co·education. 
(4) School huildings. 
(5) Primary compulsory education. 
(6) Medical inspection of school children. 
(7) Village lihraries. 
(8) Rural adult games. 
(9) Magic lantem lectures. 

(10) Rural and classical songs. 
(11) Rural uplift dramas. 
(12) Rural entertainments. 
(13) Actual practice in running the above. 

7. Scouting: 
(1) Need and importance of Scouting, the history of the 

movement, the advantages of the patrol Hystern, 
camp life and esprit de corps. 

(2) Training camp. 
(3) Village cleanliness. 
(4) What a village Boy Scout is expected ti) do. 
(5) The duties and qualification of a village guide. 
(6) Physical training. 

~. Simple lessons in Government Land Administration: 
(1) Knowledge of the various measurements, settlement 

work, registration forms, etc. 
(2) Land Alienation Act. 
(3) The patwari and his papers. 
(4) Taccavi. 
(5) Panch~yats in vill"l(es, their S(.'Ope anll work; Pan

ch~yat Act. 
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(6) Village common land, its better use, pasture land 
and use of waste fuel. 

(7) Canal irrigation. 

9. Simple lessons in Forestry for local conditionH : 
(1) The importance of forests in the economic welfare 

of a country. 
(2) The position of the district with regard to forests. 
(3) Afforestation work. 
(4) Care of the plant. 
(S) Tranaplantation. 
(6) Hedges and grasses. 
(7) The forests of the Punjab. 

10. Community Service training: 
(1) Rural music, propaganda songs, prepared to suit 

local needs, conditions and tunes. 
(2) Practice in delivering lectures in the local dialects on 

various topics concerning rural sanitation, educa
tion, co-operatioll, agriculture, veterinary, etc., etc. 

(3) Classical songs-music for all. 

11. Crafts. Certain hand industries are also taught, 
e.g. soap-making, book-binding, envelope-making, 
rope-making, etc. 

(B) SCHEME OF STUDIES FOR THE SCHOOL OF 
DOMESTIC ECONOMY, GURGAON, 

JANUARY 1928 

The School of Domestic Economy was stmted two years 
ago. its object being to train village girls, any age from 16 
years to 35 years, to teach in co-educational schools allover 
the district. 

There are about 150 of such schools, the number increas .. 
ing yearly. 

These girls are admitted on condition that after their 
training, which lasts for a period varying from one to tWQ 
years, they will teach in one of these schools. 

We have p"ovided Rs. 15 per month as stipend. The high 
r;lte of sti~nd 15 d\le to tile fact \\lilt it is not yet easy 
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to get in females who after training will he ready to serve 
in co-euucational schools. The curriculum is as follows: 

1. Vernacular language. 
2. Domestic economy (cooking, house-cleaning, laundry, 

the making of soap, etc.). 
3. Arithmetic. 
4. Hygiene (personal and social) and sanitation. 
S. Needlework and knitting, the use of the sewing 

machine.1 

6. Cutting Qut, making and mending clothes. 
7. School management. 
8. Practice of teaching. 
9. Simple first-aid. 

10. Baby and infant welfare. 
11. Singing, games and physical exercises. 
12. Gardening and making toys. 
13. Co-operation. 
We do not teach geography and Indian history. Instead 

we teach co-operation, first-aid, child welfare, sanitation, 
methods of preventing infectious diseases, and gardening, as 
these subjects are considered of marc practical use. 

The students visit the local health centre by turns, to 
see and practise children's welfare work. The apparently 
long period of training is necessary, because nearly all our 
students are illiterate when they come to the Domestic 
School. Literacy is practically unknown among village 
women, and we must have village women, as no others 
will willingly go to our out-ol-the-way villages afterwards to 
teach, and besides, village women can do infinitely more 
goou in the villages than strangers can. Our aim is to get 
one or more women trained as Quickly as possible from 
every village with a mixed school in it. School teachers 
arc also encouraged to senu their wives or other female 
relatives, so that after training they may work together in 
the village school. 

The chumar women have now asked to be taught in 
the Domestic School. Arrangements are being made to 

I They are taught to encourage village girls to ask for a sewing 
machine, instead of jewe!Jery, when they marry. 
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teach them in the evening for an hour daily, to begin with. 
We are proposing to teach them the following: 

]. Personal cleanliness and the uoo of soap. 
2. Sewing. 
3. Simple home-nursing and care of babies. 
An interesting and most significant development of this 

school is that the wives of the rural g'entry are insisting on 
coming into the school for a short course of domestic 
science. Several have already joined, and we only want 
funds to organize this most promising feature on regular 
lines. 
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MODEL BY-LAWS FOR CO-OPERATIVE 
BETTER LIVING SOCIETIES 

1. Name. This society shall be called the ......... . 
CO'operative Better Living Society. Limited, and its regis-
tered address shali be at. ......... Post Office, Tahsil. .. . 
. . . . . . , l)istrict .......... . 

2. Ob;ects. Its objects are to promote the economic 
interests of its members, and morc particularly-

(1) To reform bad customs prevalent amongst the 
melnbers. 

(2) To improve the physical, moral and spiritual COlltU
tion of members. 

(3) To prevent the waste of money and inculcate habits 
of thrift. 

(4) To teach and practise the rules of hygiene and 
combat epidemic diseases. 

(5) To cultivate the sense of self-respect and resist 
corruption. 

(6) To assist in arrangements for the education of mem
bers and their children, and for the organization of games 
and ali useful occupations which render the life of the 
community more pleasant and liberal. 

(7) To promote other measures designed to encourage in 
the members the spirit and practice of thrift, mutual help, 
and self-help. 

3. Member,kif>. The members shaJJ consist of: 
(1) Persons who join in the application for registration. 
(2) Persons admitted in accordance with these by-laws. 
4. Every member of the society must be: 

[(1) A member of. ......••..• tribe or caste.] 
(2) Ordinarily ~sid~n\ jp, .......... .. 
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(3) Of good character. 
(4) Of not less than 18 years of age, except in the case 

of the minor heir of a deceased member. 
S. Members shall be admitted after election by the 

managing committee, subject to the confirmation of a 
general meeting. 

6. Every member on admission shall pay one rupee as 
admission fee, and sign his name or make his thumb
impression in the register of members before two witnesses, 
or shall submit a signed application, witnessed by two 
members. 

7. Every member shall sign an agreement to the effect 
that, in consequence of being a member of the ......... . 
Co-operative Better Living Society, he will observe such 
special rules and practices as the general meeting may 
approve; and in the event of his breach of this undertaking 
he will pay to the society such fine, not exceeding Rs. 100, 
as the committee may impose. 

Re shall thereupon share in the rights and liabilities of 
the society. 

8. Membership shall be terminated by : 
(1) Death. 
(2) Permanently ceasing to reside in ............. .. 
(3) Withdrawal, after three months' notice to the 

Secretary. 
(4) Permanent insanity. 
(5) Expulsion by a two-thirds majority of a meeting, at 

which not less than half the members are present and 
vote. 

9. A member may be expelled for any action which may 
be held, by the managing committee and a general meeting, 
to be dishonest or contrary to the stated objects of the 
society or to the interests of co-operation. 

10. The liability of each member for the debts of the 
society shall be limited to Rs.20. 

11. The capital shall be composed of: 
(1) Entrance fees. 
(2) Contrihutions. 
(3) Donations. 
(4) Fines. 
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The society shall receive no loans or deposits. 
12. The committee may impose a fine, not exceeding 

Rs. 100, on any member who fails to observe the rt1les and 
practices prescribed by the general meeting. Sl1ch fine shall 
become due for payment immediately after imposition, but 
the member may appeal to the general meeting. 

13. 'l'he committee may levy contributions from a memp 

ber on the oC<..'asion of ceremonies taking place in his family 
or household, according to a scale to be prescribed by a 
general meeting. Such contributions shall become immt.di p 

ately due for payment on the occurrence of the ceremony, 
without a formal demand. The committee may also levy 
such other contributions from members, and at sllch rates as 
the general meeting may fix from time to time, in order to 
carry out the objects of the society. 

14. General Meeting. The-supreme authority shall be 
vested in the general meeting, which shall be held at the 
time of annual audit or in August, and at other times, when 
summoned by the registrar or the president, or by the 
committee of their own motion, or at the written request of 
not less than ten members. 

The presence of at least one-third of the members shall 
be necessary for the disposal of any business at :mch meet· 
ings, provided that, where the total number of members 
exceeds one hundred, thirty members shall suffice. 

15. In a general meeting the foIlowing business shall be 
transacted : 

(1) The election, suspension and removal of members of 
the managing committee, including a president and one or 
more viceppresidents. 

(2) The election of a treasurer, to keep the money of the 
society. 

(3) The consideration of the annual statement of accounts 
and balance sheet, and of the aUditor's report and the 
inspection notes of the registrar and the inspector. 

(4) The confinnation of the admission and expulsion of 
members. 

(5) The adoption of customs to be observed, and the 
fixing of the maximum expenditure to be incurred on each 
lcerernonial occasion. 
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(6) The approval of rules amI practices to be followed in 
order to carry out the obiects of the society. 

(7) The assessment of contributions to be paid to the 
funds of the society by a member on the occasion of cere
monies occurring in his family or household, such as 
marriage, birth, etc. ; and the assessment of other contribu
tions in order to carry out the objects of the society. 

(8) The amendment of the by-laws, subiect to the sanction 
of the registrar. 

16. Amendment of the hy-laws shall only be carried out 
by a majority of a meeting at which not less than two-thirds 
of the members are present; provided that, when the 
amendment has rec...'Cived the previous approval of the 
registrar, it may be adopted by a majority consisting of 
two-thirds of the members present at a general meeting, 
held after due notice of the proposed amendment has been 
given to the members. All other queHtions before the 
general meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes. 
When votes are equal the chairman shall have a casting 
vote. 

17. Each member shall have one vote. No proxies shall 
be allowed, but a member may send in a written and signed 
opinion on any question affecting him that is under discus
sion. The opinion shall not be counted as a vote. No 
member shall be entitled to vote from whom any fine is due 
to the society. 

18. All business discussed or decided at a general meet
ing shall be recorded in a proceedings book, which shall be 
signed by the chairman of the meeting. 

19. j'lanaging Committee. The managing committee 
shall consist of at least five members of the society over the 
age of 21, including a president and one or more vice
presidents. The members sha1l be elected for one year and 
sha1l be eligible for re-election. 

20. A member of the committee sha1l cease to hold offic" 
if he: 

(1) Ceases to be a member of the society. 
(2) Becomes of unsound mind. 
(3) Is convicted of any offence involving dishonesty or is 

imprisoned for three months. 
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(4) Holds any office or place of profit under the society, 
or receives any honorarium. 

21. Meetings of the committee shall be held when 
necessary. The attendance of at least three members shall 
be required for the disposal of any business. The president 
or vice-president, or in their absence one of the other mem
bers, shall preside. Each member shall have one vote. The 
chairman shall have a casting vote. 

22. The committee shall exercise all the powers of the 
society except those reserved for the general meeting, subject 
to any regulations or restrictions duJy laid down by the 
society in a general meeting or in the by-laws; and in 
particular shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1) To observe in all their transaL1ions the Act, the 
notified rules, and these by-laws. 

(2) To maintain true and accurate accounts of all money 
received and expended. 

(3) To keep a true account of the assets and liabilities of 
the society. 

(4) To keep a register of members correct and up to 
date. 

(5) To prepare and lay before the annual general meeting 
a profit and loss account and a balance sheet. 

(6) To examine the accounts, sanction contingent expen
diture, and supervise the maintenance of the prescribed 
registers. 

(7) To consider the inspection notes of the registrar and 
the inspector. and take necessary action. 

(8) To elect new members, subject to the confirmation of 
a general meeting. 

(9) To summon general meetings, in accordance with by~ 
law 14. 

(10) To levy contributions from members, as prescribed 
in by-law 13. 

(11) To fine members, as prescribed in by-law 12, who fail 
to abide by the rules and practices adopted in the general 
meeting, or who spend on any ceremony a sum larger than 
that sanctioned. 

(12) To consider and propose to the general meeting snch 
sanitary, hygienic or Moral rules, such improved customs 
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and such reductions of expenditure as they consider 
beneficial and in accordance with the objects of the society. 

(13) To assist in arrangements for education and 
games. 

(14) To assist in the inspection of the books hy any 
person authorized to see them. 

(15) To appoint, suspend or dismiss employees. 
(16) Through any member or officer or employee of the 

society, or any other person specially authorized, to institute, 
conduct, oefend, compromise, refer to arbitration or abandon 
legal proceedings by or against the society or committee or 
the officers or employees concerning the affairs of the 
society. 

(17) To acquire, on behalf of the society, shares in 
registered central coo{)perative societies. 

(18) Generally to carryon the husiness of the society. 
In their conduct of the affairs of the society the com

mittee shall exercise the prudence and diligence of ordinary 
men of business, and shall be responsible for any loss 
sustained through acts contrary to the law, the notified rules 
and the by-laws. 

23. All business discussed or decided at a meeting of the 
committee shall be recorded in a proceedings book, which 
shall be signed by the chairman of the meeting and all the 
members of the committee present. 

24. Secretary. The committee shall appoint a secretary, 
who, if he is not a member of the committee, may rec...'Cive 
~y or an honorarium, with the sanction 9f a general 
meeting. 

25. The powers and duties of the secretary shall be as 
follows: 

(1) To maintain correctly and up to date the prescribed 
papers and registers. 

(2) To prepare all receipts, vouchers and documents 
required by the notified rules or these by-laws, or called for 
by the committee. 

(3) To sign on behalf of the society, and conduct its 
correspondence. 

(4) To summon and attend general meetings and meetings 
of the committee. 

14 
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(5) To record the proceedings of such meetings and have 
them duly signed. 

(6) To prepare the annual statements. 
(7) To certify copies of entries in books under Section 

26 of the Act. 
26. Registers. The following registers and papers shall 

be maintained : 
(1) A register of members, showing the name, address 

and occupation of every member, the date of his admission 
to membership, and (if a minor) his age at that date, and the 
date of tennination of his membership. 

(2) A register of agreements, in which every member on 
admission shan sign his name or make his thumb-mark. 

(3) A caShbook, showing the receipts, expenditure and 
balance on each day on which business is done. 

(4) A minute book, showing the proceedings of g-eneral 
meetings and committee meetings, and notes of inspecting 
officers. 

(5) A register of approved rules, practices and customs, 
and approved expenditure on ceremonies. 

27. The registers and papers of the society shall be open 
to the inspection of anyone interested in the funds. 

Copies of the by-laws and of the halance sheet, and of 
resolutions showing any approved custom or approved 
maximum expenditure, shall be supplied free on demand to 
any member. 

28. Treasurer. The treasurer shall take charge of all 
money received by the society from members and from 
others, and shall make disbursements in accordance with the 
directions of the committee. He shall sign the cashbook in 
token of its correctness, and produce the cash balance when~ 
ever called upon to do so by the committee or auditor. 

29. Employments of F'mds. The funds of the society 
may be devoted to the promotion of the stated objects of the 
society and to the purpose set forth in by-law 30. 

30. Such sum shall be contributed to the audit fund as 
the Punjab Co-operative Union from time to time may 
decide. 

31. Disputes. Any disputes concerning these by-laws or 
the business of the ,·society between members or past 
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members of the society, or persons claiming through them, 
or between a member or past member or person so 
claiming and the committee or any officer, shaH be referred 
to the registrar, as provided in the roles notified by the 
Local Government. 

32. Li"uidation. The society shall be liquidated only 
by order of the registrar under Section 39 of the Act. 

After discharging the liabilities of the soerety, the surplus 
may be applied to such objects of local and public utility as 
may be selected by the committee and approved by the 
registrar. If, within three months of the dissolution of the 
society, the committee fails to' select any object that is 
approved by the registrar, the latter shall credit the balance 
of the surplus to the co·operative society to which the 
society was affiliated, or shall deposit the amount in some 
co-operative or other bank, until a new co-operative society 
with a similar area of operations is registered, in which 
case it shall be credited to the funds of the new society. 
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PROPOSED DISTRICT BOARD REGULATIONS 

I. CLEANING AND TiDYING Up VILLAGES 

1. Should the Board he satisfied that in any village, by 
the presence of manure, water, fubbi:-;h, ruins, build.ing 
material, Of any other thing whatever, or by the state of 
any tree, building or well, the public health, safety or COI1-

venience of the vi1lage, or part of the village, is endangered, 
or the traffic of carts, cattle or people along the recognized 
routes, inside or outside the abadi/ is impeded or en
dangered, it may, by notice posted in the village, direct the 
removal of such nuisance as hefore descrihed. 

2. If the owner, occupier or user does not remove the 
nuisance within thirty days from the posting of the notice, 
Of, in cases certified by the chairman or vice--chainnan of the 
Board to be l.lrgent, such less time as may be specified in 
the notice, he, or they, may be punished with a fine of not 
more than Rs. 50, as well as with a further continuing fine 
of not more than Rs. 10 a day for every day within which 
the nuisance is not removed. 

3. At any time after the expiry of the notice the Board 
may take steps itself to remove the nuisance, and may 
dispose of it, by sale or otherwise, as it sees fit. 

4. The cost of the proceedings, less any sum received by 
any sale under the foregoing rules, may be realized by the 
Board, in the manner prescribed for the rea1ization of 
arrears of land revenue, from the owners, occupiers or 
users of the nuisance referred to in the notice. 

5. The Board may at any time direct that any well, about 

1 'l'he residenti/lJ part of a village, usually a slum. 
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which notice has been issued, shall not be used for drinking 
purposes until it has been put right. 

6. Any person using such well contrary to the tenns of 
any notice issued under these nIles shall be liable to a fine 
of not more than RH. SO. 

7. The Board may, from time to time, by general or 
special resolution, declare, by name or by offil...'e, what 
persons may institute proceedings under these rules. 

II. LIGHT AND VENTILATION 

1. The District Board may issue notic...-e to the owner or 
occupier of any building, used for human beings or domestic 
animals, to provide such windows or ventilators, or both, as 
it may prescribe in the notice. 

2. 'the District Board may issue notice to anyone erect
ing new buildings, for occupation by human beings or 
domestic animals, directing the provision of such windows 
and ventilators, as may be prescribed in the notice. 

3. In the case of non--compliance with the notice within 
such reasonable thne as may be prescribed in the notice, the 
District Board may make itself snch windows or ventilators, 
or both, as it has prescribed in the notice, and realize the 
cost thereof from the owner or occupier, in the manner 
prescribed for realizing arrears of land revenue; and the 
owner Of occupier may also, on conviction, be ordered to 
pay a fine, not exceeding Re.! a day, for each building from 
the date of the expiry of the notice until compliance shall 
have been made, provided the total amount of Bne shall not 
exceed Rs. 25. 

4. The Distlict Board may delegate its powers of issu· 
ing notice and of prosecuting under these regulations to any 
person or persons, by name or by office, not below the rank 
of naib tahsildar. 

III. CATTLE IMPROVEMENT 

1. In these regulations' bulls' includes buffalo bulls. 
2. (1) No person shall keep or let loose a bull of more 

than one year of age, unless a certificate has been issued by 
the authority appointed by the Dist';ct Board for this pur·~ 
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pose, either by name or by official designation, that such 
bull is fit for the purpose of coveling cows Of she-buffaloes, 
and such certificate is in force; and further, that the person 
keeping or letting loose the bull has agreed in writing that 
if it is, at any future time, d.eclared by such authority to be 
unsuitable for covering purposes, the District Board shall 
have the power to order it to be castrated; provided that this 
regulation shall not apply in respect of bulls which remain 
in the area subject to the authority of the Board for a period 
not exc-eeding three months from the date on which these 
regulations come into force, or which are kept under proper 
control so as effectively to prevent them from approaching 
other cattle. 

Provided further, that in the case of a bull brought with
in the limits of such area on any date after the expiry of 
three mouths from the date of enforcement of these regu
lations, a period of ten days' grace shall be allowed within 
which the certificate shall be obtaineu. 

(2) The certifying authority may, if it consiuers that a 
bull is unfit for covering purposes, refuse to grant a certifi
cate, after recording the reasons of such refusal in writing, 
anu a copy of the reason shaJl, at his request, be furnisheu 
to the person presenting the bull. 

Provided that an appeal from such order shall, if presenteu 
within ten days from the date on which a copy of the rea
sons is delivered to the person presenting the bull, lie to 
the Board, whose decision shall be final. 

3. The Board may direct that any bull in respect of 
which a certificate has been issued shall be branded. 

4. (1) The certifying authority, or any officer of the 
Civil Veterinary Department of the Punjab not below the 
rank of a deputy superintendent, may, for any adequate 
reason, which shall be recorded. in writing, suspend or cancel 
a certificate granted under regulation 2 (1) provided that an 
appeal, if presented within fifteen days from the date on 
which a copy of such reasons is furnished to the person in 
possession of the bull, shall lie to the Board, whose decision 
shall be final. 

(2) If a certificate is cancelled under part 1 of this 
regulation, the person in possession of the bull shall have 
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such bull either castrated or removed from the area subject 
to the authority of the District Board. 

(3) If a certificate is suspeuded under part 1 of this 
regulation, only temporarily, the provisions of part 2 of 
this regulation shall not apply to the bull during the period 
of suspension; provided that the owner or keeper of a bull 
whose certificate has been suspended shall not allow it to 
cover a cow during the period of suspension. 

5. Any person who commits a breach of any of these 
regulations shall, on conviction by a magistrate, be punish
able with fine, which may ex.tend to Rs. 50, and, in the 
case of continuing breach, with a further fine) which may 
extend to Rs. 5 for every uay during which the breach 
is continued after the offender has been convicted of such 
br.each. 

6. The District Board may castrate and sell any buH 
present in the district in such condition as would subject its 
owner or keeper (if any) to the penalties described in these 
rules. 

IV. PONY IMPROVEMENT 

1. No person shall keep in his possession a stallion of 
more than one year of age) unless a certificate from a 
veterinary assistant in charge of _ a District Board 
veterinary hospital. that such stallion is fit for the purIX>se 
of covering mares, has been obtained and is in force; 
provided that this regulation shall not apply in respect of 
stallions which remain in the area subject to the authority 
of the Board for a period not exceeding three months 
from the date on which the regulations come into force; 
provided further. that in the case of a stallion brought 
within the limits of such area after the date of enforcement 
of these regulations, a period of ten days' grace shall be 
allowed within which the certificate shall be obtained. 

2. (1) Any person desiring to obtain the certificate 
referred to in regulation 1 shall produce the stallion before 
the veterinary assistant ill charge of a District Board 
veterinary hospital. 

(2) The veterinary assistant shal~ maintain a register in 
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Form A, in which he shall enter particulars in respect of all 
stallions presented for examination under these regulations, 
and shall, if he considers a stallion fit for covering purposes, 
grant a certificate in Fornl B; and if he considers that the 
stallion is unfit for such purpose shaIl refuse to grant the 
certificate, after recording his reasons in writing in the 
register, and a copy of such entry shall, at his request, be 
furnished to the person presenting the stallion. 

(3) An appeal from an order of a veterinary assistant 
refusing to grant a certificate shall lie to the Board, whose 
dedsion shall be final; provided that such appeal shall be 
presented within ten days from the date on which a copy of 
the reasons referred to in clause 2 of this regulation is 
delivered to the person presenting the stallion. 

3. Any person who is in possession of a stallionhin 
respect of which a certificate has been issued, shall cause 
the stallion to be produced for inspection whenever required 
to do so by any officer of the Civil Veterinary Department 
of the Punjab not below the rank of a veterinary assistant. 

4. Any person who is in possession of a stallion in 
respect of which a certificate has been issued shall, in the 
event of such stallion contracting any illsease, send an 
intimation of such fact to the veterinary assistant in charge 
of the nearest veterinary hospital. 

S. (1) Any officer of the Civil Veterinary Department of 
the Punjab not below the rank of a deputy superintendent 
may, for any adequate reason, which shall be recorded in 
writing, suspend Of cancel a certificate granted under 
regulation 2.-

(2) If a certificate is cancel1ed under clause 1 of this 
regulation, the person in posse8sion of the stallion shall 
have such stallion either castrated or removed from the 
area subject to the authority of the District Board, within 
ten days from the date of canceIlation of tbe certificate. 

(3) If a certificate is suspended under clause 1 of this 
regulation only temporarily, the provisions of part 2 of 
this regulation shall not apply to the stallion during the 
period of suspension; provided that the person in whose 
possession the stallion is shall not allow it to cover any mare 
during the period of .... spension. 
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6. Any per~on who commits a breach of any of these 
regulations shaU, on conviction by a magistrate, be punished 
with fine which may extend to Rs. 50; and, in the case of 
continuing breach, with a further fine, which may extend to 
Rs. 5, for every day during which the breach is continued 
after the offender has been convicted of such breach, and, 
in addition, the stallion shall be castrated if kept within the 
area subject to the authority of the Board. 
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1. MODEL COMBINED PIT AND LATRINE 

PLATE No. I 

The pit is 6 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep, with any convenient 
length. It is surrounded by a screen wall of mud, 5 ft. high, 
running with a 3 ft. clearance all round the pit. 

The latrine seat consists of two country wood boards, 8 ft. 
long by 10 in. wide by 2 in. thick, kept at a distance apart 
of 7 ill. and held in position by two cross-pieces of wood 
nailed down to the boards at the ends. It is capable of 
being shifted bodily along the length of the pit, whenever 
necessary. 

A rough country wood latticed or barred door is provided 
at the entranc'e to the pit, lor privacy and to prevent pigs 
getting in. 

Steps are also provided, to give access to the bottom of 
the pit for purposes of cleaning, 

DISTRICT ENGINEER, 

GURGAON 

2. MODEL HOUSE WITH GATWAR (i.e. YARD 
FOR FODDER, CATTLE, CARTS, ETC.) 

PLATE No. II 

1. The house provides for the ordinary needs of a 
zamindar. 

It contains three living rooms, one kitchen and one grain 
store, with a fair-sized open yard. 

2. All rooms have clerestory windows on the outside, 
and, where possible, luw.<Jown windows on the inside. 
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3. The verandah has been kept on the south side of the 
house. 

Details of the lay-out of the house for different parts of 
the village, so that the verandah may always be on· the south 
side, are shown at the foot of the plan (Plate II). 

4. The kitchen has been provided with a clerestory win
dow and a chUla (grate) with a smoke flue (for details see 
Plate V). A sink has been provided for collecting kitchen 
water. This should be in the form of a soak-pit, unless the 
waste water can be utilized for a small flowerbed. 

5. The men's sitting room (or poli) has been placed in 
in the yard (or gatwar) adiacent to the house, as also the 
cow shed, which is provided with a sink. (This should aho 
be in the form of a soak-pit.) 

DISTRICT ENGINEER, 

GURGAON 

3. MODEL VII,LAGE 

PLATE No. III 

1. Roads have been kept 30 It. wide, to enable two loaded 
carts to pass each other, while leaving enough room at the 
sides for other traffic and to accommodate storm-water 
drains during the rainy season, children and animals stand
ing about, chabutaras,l etc. 

2. All community buildings, as shown in reference 
tables, have been grouped together around the central 
Hquare, or chowk, which is 130 ft. by 120 ft. 

3. The school and playground have been placed just 
outside the vilIag-e, on grounds of public health. 

4. Baste of menial class people has been kept at one 
corner of the village. 

5. Gardens are provided at both endH of the village, where 
the spoilage from the wells will be utilized, obviating muddy 
pools at the wells. 

6. The block between any two main roads contains a 
double row of houses and gatwars attached thereto, it being 

1 Platforms otltside houses and shops. 
2 Residential quarter-tlsulUy a slum. 
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considered best to have the gatwars inside the village. This 
arrangement also tends to et.'Onomize space. 

A unit consisting of a house and its gatwaf occupies 45 ft. 
by 70 ft. of space (see Plate II for details). 

7. Space has been left for the future needs of the 
village. 

8. Roads have been provided to connect with other 
villages leading- past: 

(1) Tank or johar, which is a necessary appendage to 
every village. 

(2) Burning ghat. 
(3) Burial ground. 
(4) Tannery. 
9. No special provision h; made for shops. They will 

occupy house sites in a village of this size. 
10. The chaupal in the plate is the men's common 

meeting-house, and khel is a cattle trough. 

4. MODEL WELL 

PLATE No. IV 

The present village well has the following- defects: 
L It is liable to contamination by promiscuolls intro

duction of buckets. 
2. It involves much waste of time and labour, owing to 

the use of charsa lift for irrigation. 
3. It has no drainage or washing arrangements, and the 

soil round the well is always a quagmire, and washing is 
often done on the well platform, causing the dirty water to 
splash into the well. 

The model well has been designed to provide for the 
following (at one and the same time): 

(1) Hand Persian wheel for lifting drinking water, with 
masonry platfonn for pitchers to take water dire<...1:1y from 
the spout of the hand Persian wheel. 

(2) Irrigation Persian wheel. 
(3) Space for using charsa for cleaning the well. 
(4) Spa"", for using tucket and pulley for lifting drinking 
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'water during emergency, such as repairs to the ~and 
Persian wheel. 

(5) An iron (or wooden, if preferred) grating covering 
the well, to prevent introduction of buckets, with: 

i. Space to pass hand Persian wheel buckets. 
ii. Space to accommodate the irrigation Persian whee1. 

iii. Space, with trapdoor and lock, to pass charsa when 
required. 

iv. Space, with trapdoor and lock, to pass bucket from 
pulley during emergency. 

(6) Washing arrangements. 
The drain from the well platform passes through the 

washing place into a soak-pit or a garden. 
The plan looks elaborate, uut the well ~erves many 

purposes, anti everything in thi!1 plan will be thoroughly 
appreciated in the village, where the well is such a vital 
part of everyone's life 

DISTRICT ENGINEER, 
GURGAON 

S. MODEL CHULA (GRA'rE) FOR BURNING COKE 

PLATR No. V 
The chUla has been designed to burn soft coke, as a 

substitute for dung-cakes. It is a very simple construction 
in brick and mucl, or only mud, with two drcular ovens, 6 in. 
diameter by 6 in. deep, having iron gratings at the bottom. 
Draught is maintained through the air inlet under the grato 
ings. 

The smoke escapes through the fire flue shown in the 
drawing. It consists of an orilinary inverted earthen cowl, 
with a 5 in. to 6 in. hole in the centre, in which are fitted 
bottomless earthen tumblers of the variety commonly made 
by potters,S in. diameter at one end and 6 in. diameter at the 
other, each tumbler being about 9 in. long-thus making a 
chimney stack. The cowl is supported on two flat iron bars 
let into the wall, and the stack or flue is supported partly 
at the cowl and at one or two places more by wooden 
scantlings, touching the outer surface of the tumb lers, and 
similarly let into the wall. Above to'>e roof a conical iron 
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covef·, held by means of a flat iron collar to the topmost 
tumbler, prevents rain water amI foreign matter from drop· 
ping through the flue. 

The ironwork can all be mad.e by an ord.inary village 
smith, the pottery by the village potter, and the rest by any 
intelligent villager. 

DIS'l'RICT ENGINEER, 
GUHGAON 



APPENDIX VI 

PALWAL SHOW 

HELD FROM 23RD FEBRUARY TO 3RD MARCH, 1928 

The show is organized and financed by the District 
Board, Gurgaon. 

The show sl1b-committee consists of the deputy com
missioner as president, and 30 members, most of whom are 
District Board members. The Sulxlivisional Officer, Palwal, 
is in general charge of all arrangements. 

The Palwal Show was established in 1922, and is now in 
its seventh year. It is held on Palwal Parao, one mile south 
of Palwal town, on the Delhi-Muttra road, and two miles 
from Palwal railway station (G.!.P. Ry.). 

Since its establishment the show has been greaUyexpand
ed. It now contains, among others, the following features: 

1. HORSE SHOW 

The judging is undertaken by the Remount Department. 
This year Rs. 2,230 were distributed as prizes. The 
National Horse Breeding and Show Society of India 
presents one medal each year. 

2. CATTLE SHOW 

The judging is done by the Civil Veterinary Department. 
Rs. 1,699 were distributed as prizes. 

3. PLOUGHING CHAMPIONSHIPS 

(1) Op"" Plo1ll{kinl{ Champ;OItskip for the Irwin Chal
lenge Cup, with Rs. 500 cash to the winner and Rs. 300 to 
the second. Open to teams of furrow-turning ploughs from 
anywhere in India. 
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(2!, Dislriel PlDughing Champio1lship for the Brayne 
Challenge Plonghing Belt, and other trophies and cash 
prizes. 

The ploughing belt was originally presented by Sardar 
Darshan Singh, of Vahali, in 1923. Ram Sarup Jat, of Karim
pur, secured the championship three years running, and won 
the belt outright in 1925. The belt was bought back by Ch. 
Jugal !Gshore, of Gurgaon, in 1926, and presented to tbe 
District Board as a perpetual championship belt, to be called 
the Brayne Challenge Ploughing Belt. 

This year 177 ploughmen competed, and Rs. 560 were 
distributed. 

(3) Divisional Ploughing Otampions!lip, held at Palwal 
this year under the auspices of the Gurgaon District Board. 
This consists of two competitions, one of twelve plough men 
a side to decide the champion district, and one to decide the 
champion individual ploughman. Rs. 755 were distributed 
in connexion with this competition. 

(4) Two prizes-Rs. 25 and Rs. IS-are presented to the 
two best ploughmen of each tahsH in the District Champion 
ship. 

4. THE EXHIBITION 

Contains the following courts: 
(1) Public Health Court, in charge of the district medical 

officer of health, illustrating the main features of the 
Gurgaon uplift programme. 

(2) Female and Infant Welfare Section, in charge of the 
lady superintendent and the School of Domestic Economy, 
illustrating the work that is being done in the district for 
women and children. 

(3) Stock-breeding Court, in charge olthe Civil Veterinary 
Department, illustrating the advantages of breeding from 
good bulls and selected cows, half-bred merino rams, etc. 

(4) Agricultural Court, in charge of the Extra Assistant 
Director of Agriculture, Gurgaon District, including water~ 
lifts, pests, seeds, fruit-growing in all stages, implements, etc. 

(5) Agricultural Show of local products, for which good 
prizes are given. 

(6) Co-operative Court, in charge of the circle Registrar 
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D£ Co~perative Societies, including consolidation of hoRiings 
and all forms of rural co-operative societies. 

(7) Industrial Court, in charge of the Puniab Government 
Departt'nent of Industries, containing weaving, dyeing and 
arts and crafts, and an exhibition of local industrial products, 
for which prizes are given. 

(8) Poultry Section, showing various kinds of fowls, eggs, 
boxes, perching boards, food troughs, etc. 

5. PROPAGANDA 

Besides the exhibition, a Vig01'01(.S propagallda campail!1l 
is conducted to popularize the objects for w bieh the show 
was started. 

Every evening, as soon as it is dark enough, magic lan
tern lectures and cinema shows are given, followed by 
dramas, staged by the various local amateur dramatic clubs, 
for the furthering of the uplift campaign. 

The cinema was very kindly provided by the G.I.P. 
Railway Company last year as well as this year, and it is 
hoped they will continue to help us in this way. The whole 
of this evening programme is put on to loud-speakers. 

In addition, singing parties perfom1 all day in the great 
arena, and leaflets, posters, poems and songs, in Urdu, Hindi 
and English, are distributed in thousands. 

The School of Rural Economy, the Boy Scouts and the 
village guides are charged with the duties of assisting to 
demonstrate the exhibits all over the show. They run 
messages, show people the way, staff the enquiry office, 
show visitors round, help with traffic, keep the grounds 
during ploughing matches, games, etc., organize the arena; 
in fact, do all the hard work everywhere and at all 
times. 

The Harry Gate was so named in 1927, in honour of the 
fourth son of the deputy commissioner, born at Gurgaon 
while preparations were being made for that year's show. 
This year the Harry Tower was erected in the centre of the 
show ground by L. Chuni Lal, Reis, of Paiwai. 

Most of the articles manufactured in the villages of this and 
the surrounding distriL'1:s were on sale in the Show Bazaar. 

15 
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6. AMUSEMENTS 

(1) There is a large arena, where wrestling is organized 
every afternoon of the show and a district championship 
cup is awarded. This arena consists of a large circular 
bank surrounding a central floor, in the middle of which is 
the raised wrestling stage, while let into the bank is the 
stage for singing, prize-giving, speeches, dramas, etc. In 
front of the stage is fixed nightly the screen for the cinema 
and magic lanterns. The stage is provided with a micro
phone, leading to loud-speakers above the stage and at the 
Harry Tower in the centre of the show gronnd. In this 
way everything that goes on in the arena is clearly heard, 
both allover the arena and over a large part of the show 
ground as well. This enables the authorities to annonnce 
all their plans and programmes, give descriptions of the 
sections, explain sanitary arrangements, advertise lost 
children, etc., as well as amplify and broadcast all the 
lectures, songs, dramas and speeches. 

(2) Village games are played daily, and many prizes 
given. 

(3) School sports, games and tonrnaments are carried on 
throughout the show days, and ample prizes awarded. 

(4) Merry-go-rounds, jugglers, and the useful fun of a fair 
can be found on or round about the show ground. 

ApPENDIX A 

List of Prizes, etc., presented for the Show 

(1) The Irwin Challenge Cup, 26 inches high on a lO-inch 
ebony pedestal, presented by Honorary Lieutenant Ch. 
Bhup Singh, of Pithrawas, Tahsil Rewari, for tbe champion 
team of the open ploughing. 

(2) Brayne Challenge Ploughing Belt, presented by Ch. 
Jugal Kishore, Honorary Magistrate, GurgaoIl, for the 
champion ploughman of the district. 

(3) Challenge Cup, presented by R. B. Ch. Lal Chand, 
O.B.E., Advocate, Rohtak, for second prize in open plough
ing championship. 

(4) Harry Cup, for Gurgaon District wrestling champion
,hip, presented by L., Chuni La!, Reis, of Palwal. 
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(5) 'rug-of-War Challenge Cup, presented by the Bar 
Assnciation, Palwal. 

(6) Silver Cup, presented by L. Ram Saran Das, for 100 
yards open race. 

(7) Harry Medal (gold), presented by Ch. Chandan Singh, 
B.A., Gurgaon, for best cow. 

(8) Silver Medals, presented by Civil Veterinary Depart
ment, for the best cow and the best bull. 

(9) Silver Medal, presented by National Horse Breeding 
and Show Society of India, for the best mare. 

(10) Firozpur Tahsil Challenge Cup, presented by Firoz
pur lhirka Tahsil, for best ploughman of that tahsil. 

(ll) One Raja Plough, presented by Valkart Brothers, for 
the best ploughman of the district using a Raja plough. 

(12) Silver Plough, presented by Ballabgarh Tahsil as a 
challenge trophy, for the best ploughman of the district. 

(13) Richard Brayne Cup, presented by Ch. Hari Singh, 
Agricultural Assistant, for best chaupai. 

(14) Uplift Drama Cup, presented by L. Banwari Lal, 
Revenue Assistant, fur the best' uplift' drama. 

(15) Brayne-Vahali Medal, presented by Sat'dar Darshan 
Singh, of Vahali, for the best ploughman of the Gurgaon 
District. 

(16) RH. 200, presented by Mrs. Victoria Ingram, of the 
Ingram-Skinner Estate. 

(17) Rs. 100, presented by Major Vanren:tn, of the Renala 
Estate, Montgomery District. 

(18) Rs. 100, presented by the Delhi Tent Club. 

ApPENDIX B 
Rural Healtll Court 

I. Village Uplift Sec/ion 
1. (a) Good House-' Gurgaon as it will be: Full size, 

with complete equipment, snch as flowers, mosquito nets, 
simple medicines, protection of food against flies and 
rats, proper cooking arrangements, etc. (see Appendix 
V,2). 

(b) Bad House, showing existing arrange~nts-'Gur
gaon as it is.' 
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2~ Manure pit, with latrine arrangements (see Appendix 
V,l). 

3, (a) A clean yard, with substitute for dung-cakes (see 
Appendix V, 2), 

(b) A dirty yard, with manure heaps and dung-cakes. 
4. (a) A good drinking-well, with hand Persian wheel 

for drinking-water, empty space for bullock·<hiven Persian 
wheel for irrigation, arrangements for annual cleaning, and 
a trapdoor with a bucket and roHer, to be used when hand 
Persian wheel is out of oroer. There is also a washing and 
bathing place for women, children and clothes at the well 
(see Appendix V, 4). 

(b) Bad well, showing how disease is spread by dirty and 
faulty arrangements. 

5. Labour-saving and cleanly device-wheel-lxtrrow, in 
preference to five baskets, for carrying rubbish. 

6. Cream separator, to demonstrate the saving in fuel
combined with more and cleaner ghi-obtained from its 
use. 

II. Afalan"a Section 
l. Models showing: 
(1) that malaria is caused by bites of mosquitoes; 
(2) breeding-places, such as collections of water j and 
(3) how the disease can be prevented by using mO!:;Quito 

nets and quinine, by fining up small depre!:;sions and ' oiling' 
big depressions. 

2. Posters and literature on malaria. 
3. Equipment for malarial prophylaxis, and two kinds of 

cheap mosquito nets as samples, and available for sale. 

Ill. Smallpox Seclion 
1. Posters and literature on smallpox. 
2. Vaccination equipment. 
3. An unvaccinated girl, showing the ravages of smallpox. 

IV. Cholera SeC/io" 
1. Models showing (a) how cholera is imported; (b) how, 

by the carelessness of the inmates of the house, infection 
spreads from one infected person through wells and ponds 
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to the whole village; and (c) how the infection could be 
prevented from spreading by putting a hand Persian wheel 
on the well. 

2. Posters and literature on cholera. 
3. Prophylaxis equipment for cholera. 
4. Samples of a few disinfectants. 

V. Phthisis SecHoll 
1. Posters and literature on phthisis. 

V I. Plague Sectio1l 
1. Models in story form, explaining how plague is caused, 

how it spreads from one village to another, and how it can 
be prevented. 

2. Posters and literature on plague. 
3. Inoculation equipment. 
4. Equipment of anti-plague meaSl1res, i.e. cyano-gas 

pumps, neem battis,l rat-traps, stoves, etc. 

ApPENDIX C 

Female awl Infant Welfare Seelio" 

From 12 noon to 2 p.m. every day this section is con
sidered as 'purdah " but for the rest of the day it is open to 
the inspection of the general public. 

I. The Domestic School carrying on t/uir Routine 
Demonstrations in washing, cooking, and sewing of all 

kinds given by the students. Inspection of sleeping tents, 
demonstrat~g the tidiness and deanlineHs of the home. 

New cottage grate, showing the value of coke as a 
substitute for dung-cakes. 

II. Cleatzliness 
1. Washing old saris, and how to make handages of 

them. 
2. The use of tooth-combs; washing heads. 
3. Keeping nails short and clean (the only method at 

1 A kind of squib. made of sulphur and Deem leaves ~ the Deem is a 
tree with leaves of high val ue against insectSll 
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present h; biting the nails); the use of nail brushes and pen 
knives. 

4. Cleaning of the teeth with charcoal as a preventive 
for pyorrhu:a. 

5. Keeping babies' eyes clean. The use of neem leaves 
for this purpose. Covering the babies' faces with muslin to 
keep away flies. 

6. Use of mosquito nets, costing only Rs. 3 each, both 
for flies as well as mosquitoes. 

7. Washing babies' noses with old clean cloth, dropped 
in warm water and a little swab made. 

III. Home l'"lursillg 
1. Use of grass and, where possible, newspaper under

neath, to form a mattress in winter. 
2. Where the patient is very ill and incontinent, how the 

the bed can be kept sweet and clean. 
3. The use of a hot brick, covered with cloth, to warm 

the bed. 
4. The use of quinine, and vaccination, and of anti-plague 

inoculation against plague. 

IV. Baby Welfare 
The health visitors are responsible for this section. 
1. Use of models showing: 
(1) Dirty and clean maternity rooms, dirty dais; 
(2) The evils of early marriage; 
(3) The value of regular feedin", ; 
(4) Suitable clothing in winter and summer; 
(5) Character training, regular habits, games, speaking 

the truth, etc. ; 
(6) The need for health centres; and 
(7) The value of schools. 
2. Demonstrations. 
Washing babies with desi1 soap and village~made earthen

ware basins. Cleaning eyes, nose, ears, and the use of neem 
leaves. 

Sewing classes-simple paper patterns of kurtas2 given 
away. Demonstrators lay stress on the fact that the school 

~ Ghirts, worn by women as well as men. 
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mistress and master, the health visitor and village ~uide 
are trained to give adviee and answer questions at all times. 
They also teach the value of dispensary, health centre, and 
Domestic School. 

ApPENDIX D 

Plougking Results to Date 

I. DISTRICT PLOUGHING CHAMPIONS 

YE.AR--;I ___ N_A_M_E_' _W_'_T_H_R_ES_I_D_E_N_C_E __ + ___ '_rA __ H_S_IL __ _ 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1923

1 1924 Ram Sarup, Jat, of Karimpur Palwal 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Bhagwan Sabai, Rajput, of Chhainsa 
Khem Singh, Ahir, of Palha was 
Bhagwan Sahai, Jat, of Atali 

BaUabgarh 
Rewari 
Ballabgarh 

II. ORDER OF MERIT IN THE FIN4L OF THE DISTRICT 

PLOUGHING CHAMPIONSHIP, 1928 

Bhagwan Sabai, Jat, of Atali 
Ratan Singh, Ahir, of Guraora 
DeN Ram, Jat, of Bhiduki 
Ram Sarup, Jat, of Karimpur 
Bhagwan Sabai, Rajput, of Chhainsa 
Chhajjan, Jat, of Sibi 
Khem Ram, Ahir, of Palhawas 
Urorao, Ahir, of Palhawas 
Qabul Singh, Ahir. of Budbpur 
Harnand, Jat, of GaroH 

"I Ballabg::--' --
•. Rewari 
•. Palwal 

Palwal 
Ba11abgarh 
Ba11abgarh 

.. Rewari "I Rewari ,. Rewari 
.. Gurgaon 

----
III. DIVISIONAL PLOUGHING CaAMI'IONS 

1926 -I-~~ngwan Sahai, of Atali 

1927 Ram Sarup, of Karimpnr l 
___ I:urba_Chan Singh, of Kanwali i 
~28 _ Risal Singh, of Sonepat 

tied " 

Ballabgarh, Gurgaon 
District 

Palwal, Gurgaon D~ 
Hissar District 
Rohtak District 
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IV. '"WINNERS OF THE DIVISIONAL PLOUGHING CHAM.PIONSHIP 

1926 . . Gurgaon District 
1927 . . Gurgaon District 
1928 . . Rohtak District 

i V. OPEN Pr.OUGHING CHAMPIONSHIP FOR TEAMS OF PLOUGHMRN 
FROM ANYWHElUt IN INDIA 

Fourteen teams entered: from Delhi (1). Kamal (1). Rohtak (2), 
Hissar (2), and Gurgaon (8). 

SCtIli-finatists-Hissar. Rohtak and Gltrgaon (2 teams) . 
. Finat-Gurgaon versus Rohtak; won by Rohtak. 

1st Prize-The Irwin Challenge Cup, presented by 
Honorary Lieutenant Bhup Singh, of Pithrawas, Tahsil Re
wari, and Rs_ 500 cash. 

2nd P,-£ze-Challenge Cup, presented by Rao Bahadur 
Chaudhri Lal Chand, O.B.E., Rohtak, and Rs. 300 cash. 

ApPENDIX E 
Stock-Breeding Court 

1. Good cattle shed. 
2. Good and bad watering-troughs. 
3. A good stud bull of Hissar breed. 
4. A pair of bad Brahmani bulls. 
5. A good calf out of an ordinary cow, by a Hissar bull. 
6. A bad calf out of a good cow. 
7. A good cow with a good calf, by a Hissar bull. 
8. A bad cow with a bad calf, by a Brahmani bull_ 
9. A good Hissar cow with calf at foot. 

10. A good heifer of Hissar breed. 
11. Good and bad pairs of bullocks. 
12. Cows of local breed. 
13. A colle::ction of good calves out of local cows. 
14. A collection of ordinary calves. 
15. A lucky zamindar who has earned Rs. 1,000 from 

one cow, which has produced four male calves 
by Hissar bulls. 

16_ Good male and female buffaloes of Hariana breed. 
17. A female buffalo of bad Khadir' breed. 
18. A collection of half-bred meriuo rams. 
19. Country sheep. 

1 River valley, notoriol1S for ita bad cattle. 
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ApPENDIX F 

Co~t>eratlve Court 

233 

1. Maps of Bhoyapur and Taharpur villages before and 
after consolidation. 

2. Graphs showing the increase in the number of 
primary societies and of membership and of working 
capital and owned capital in Gurgaon District, from 1918 to 
1927. 

3. Graphs of central institutions in Gurgaon District, 
showing the increase in the number of central institutions 
and affiliated societies, in the working capital and owned 
capital, and in the amounts of loan advanced and recovered, 
from 1919 to 1927. 

4. Graphs of Gurgaon CO-<Jperative Central Bank, show
ing the increase in the number of affiliated societies, in the 
working and owned t.-apital, and in the amounts of loam; 
advanced and recovered, from 1919 to 1927. 

5. Graph of Palwal Union, showing the increase in the 
number of affiliated societies, and in the working capital 
and owned capital. 

6. Graph showing the total number of villages, and the 
number of villages touched by co-<Jperation in each tahsil 
of Gurgaon District. 

7. Graph showing the increase of the working capital of 
Rewari Central Bank. 

A great variety of co-.operative literature was exposed 
for sale. 



APPENDIX VII 

l. SUGGESTED RULES FOR THE DIVISIONAL 
PLOUGHING CHAMPIONSHIP 

THE MILNE CUP 

I. This cup shall be competed for annually by teams of 
12 plol1ghmen each, nominated hy the District Boarels of the 
districts of the Ambala Division, some time during the 
months of January, February or March. 

2. The competition shall take place in the holder's 
district or elsewhere, by permission of the holder. 

3. The holder District Board, or the District Board in 
whose favour the holder ha.." waived its right, shall be 
responsible for arranging the date and place and providing 
suitable land, and for the supply of umpires and judges 
acceptable to the other competing districts. 

4. A managing committee shall be formed before the 
competition starts, to organize and carry it out. The com
mittee shall consist of one nominee each of each District 
Board competing, and one nominee of the Director of 
Agriculture. They shall elect a pre.ident, from among them
selves or otherwise. 

S. The managing committee shall be in supreme and sole 
charge of the tournament, and shall perform, among others, 
the following duties: 

(1) Arranging the draw - the committee may, in its 
discretion, (''ede the draw. 

(2) Arranging ploughing plots, fixing the number of heats 
and drawing places for ploughmen. 

(3) Appointment of judges and referees for each match 
from tho.e selected by the holder District Board. Judges 
and referees. must have no kind of interest in the match 
they are judging. 
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(4) Keeping the ploughing ground clear, and seeihg that 
there is no interference with either judges, referees or 
competitors. 

(5) Providing distinguishing badges of different colours 
for the following: (a) managing committee, (b) managers 
of teams, (c) judges, (d) field-masters, which should he worn 
when ploughing is in progress. 

6. The managing committee shall appoint a field-master 
for each ploughing match, who shall be responsible for order 
during the match. 

7. Each District Board shan nominate a manager, who 
shall be in sole charge of its team, arrange all preliminaries 
for his team, answer all questions relating to the team, and 
be responsible for producing the ploughmen at the times 
and places ordered by the managing committee, and carry
ing out all directions of the managing committee, judges, 
nmpires or field-masters. 

8. No one, except a ploughman of the two competing 
teams Of the field-master, may communicate with the judg'es 
or referees during a match. The president of the managing 
committee or the manager of a competing' team may do so, 
through the field-master, in matters of extreme urgency. 

9. Each match shall be judged by two judges. The 
managing- (.:ommittee may, on the application of either judge, 
appoint a referee for the decision of any point upon which 
the judges cannot come to a dedsion by themselves. 

10. (1) All questions (except on purely technical matters) 
arising during the competition shall be dedded by the 
managing committee. 

(2) The opinion or decision of the judges on any 
, technical' matter relating to ~oil, ploughs, ploughing, 
bullocks or gear shall be final. 

11. The championship shall he decided by a knock-out 
t0U111ament, and the ploughmen of the two districts in each 
match shall he divided into as many heats as necessary by 
the managing committee, for convenience of judging. Each 
heat shaIl, as far as possible, contain an equal number of eaah 
team. All heats of one match shall, if feasible, be judged by 
the same judges. 

12. If at the conclusion of a match the judges are unable 
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to emile to a decision, they shall dired the teamti, or such 
equal portions as they desire, to plough again until they can 
come to a decision. 

13. At the conclusion of each heat and each match the 
judges shall report their decision to the managing committee, 
which shall make it public. 

14. The District Boards may, at their discretion, allow a 
district to enter more than one team. 

IS. The method of ploughing and of judging· shall be as 
follows: 

(1) The competition shall be for furrow-turning ploughs 
of any type drawn by a team of one pair of bullocks only. 

(2) Each ploughman tihall do an . opening' and a ' closing,' 
and the plots shall be long enough and wide enough to 
provide an adequate test of skill. 

(3) The marks shall be allotted as follows: 

15 20 

N.D.-Marks shall be deducted fQr very slow work. 

16. The home district shall provide, to accompany the 
ploughing championship. a show of sufficient magnitude and 
sufficiently attractive and instructive to justify the expendi
ture incurred by the visiting District Boards in competing. 

17. If the home District Board cannot, with the help and 
advice of the other competing Boards, guarantee such a 
show, the championship shall be held elsewhere, and shall 
nQt be held in such a district until it has developed,.a show 
of adequate value and dimensions. 

18. The shQw shall,.as far as possible, include every 
bn\'ach of rural developlljent work. 
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II. INDIVIDUAL PLOUGHMAN'S CHAMPIOM3HIP 
OF THE DIVISION 

THE FAGAN CUP 

1. Any di,trict competing for the Divisional Ploughing 
Championship may nominate-subject to the consent of the 
judges-any number of its ploughing team to compete for 
the Individual Ploughman's Championship. 

2. The judges may refuse to accept any nomination if 
they consider, as a result of the form shown in the Divisional 
Championship heats, that the nominee has no chance of 
reaching the final. 

<> 3. The ploughmen shall he divided into heats by the 
managing committee in any way they consider suitable, 
and from the heats the judges shall select ploughmen for 
further heats and for a final beat. 

4. The judges shall hand the result of each heat to the 
president of the managing committee, who shall publish it. 

S. The rules of the nivi~ional Championship shall, as far 
as applicable, be used for the Individual Ploughman's 
Championship. 

III. THE OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP FOR 
ALL COMERS' (TEAMS) 

The Open Championship was estahlished, in 1928, for the 
Irwin Challenge Cup and cash prize Rs. 500, with Rs. 250 
and a smaller cup to the runner-up. 

This is open to teams from anywhere in India, and any 
individual, society, firm, department, company, local body, 
village, tahsil, district, etc., may compete. 

Each team shall consist of not more than five furrow
turning ploughs, drawn by single pairs of bullocks, of which 
the best four shall count. The object of allowing a spare 
plough is to provide for accidents to men or animals among 
competitors coming long distances hy rail, and ten bullocks 
will just fill a broad-gauge railway waggon. 

The cup is always competed for at Palwal Show, which 
takes place immediately after the ImperiM Delhi HQrSe 
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Show. and the actual ploughing rules are the same as for 
the Divisional Championship. The marks of the four best 
performers in each team are added up to decide the winning
team. To save time, the preliminary heats are settled on 
marks only, but a knock-out tournament is then arranged 
for the best eight teams, and the championship is thus 
decided in three rounds in the usual way. 



APPENDIX VIII 

SAMPLES OF UPLIFT PROPAGANDA LITERATURE 
TRANSCRIBED INTO ROMAN-URDU 

SAFAI' 

Az QALAM F. L. BRAVNE SAHIB, M.C.,l.C.S. 

Sukrat ziEi Gurgaon ke ek ~aon men g-aya aUf wahan ke 
chand admiyon se mila. Ram Ram ke bad us tie un se 
puchha, kih tum kaun log ho. Dnhon ne jawab d'iya kih 
ham zamindar hain. Sukrat ne apne ird gird nazar tHili. 
Use gandgi aUf gharibi ke siwa aUf kneh d'ikhai nahin diya. 
Yih Barani Hake ka. ek gaon th8.. Is liye us ne apne 
mamuli saw~il karne shurii kar diyc. 

SUKRAT; Zamindar woh shakhs hai jo zamin He faida 
uthata hai. Yihi bat hai na? 

DEHATj: Beshak yihi bat hai. 
SUKRA:r: To tum maMar ho nn ? 
DEHATI: Mutlak nahln j biiddhe yih tum ne kaisl bewaqufi 

ki bat puchhi (un/Ion ue is diina Iro paltc!wllii 1ta Ilia). 
SUKRAT: To tum ne shayau yih bhi thik nahin kaha ki 

tum zamindar ho. 
DEHATI (Sharma ke aur dana ko pahc!wll kar): Ai 

Sukrat hamen muaf karo, beshak ham ghalti par the, jab 
ham be waqufi se apne ap ko zamindar batla rahe the. 

Ab zamindar Sukrat ke sawalon ke jawab men ziyada. 
ihtiyat se kam lene lage. 

SUKRAT: Phir mere dosto tum kaun ho? 
DEHA Tj: Khair kuchh bhi ho ham insan hain. 
SUKRAT: Zuriir zurur tum insan hI ho. Han to insan jan

waron se bahiit achchha hai. Kyon hai na yihi bat? 

1 This fonns the first chapter of Socrates in an Indian Village, 
publisbed by tbe Oxford University PrtsS, Bombay, in-Englic;h and in 
Urdu, Roman-Urdu, Hindi, Gurmukhi. Mafl\thi, Gujarathi. 
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D1:HATi: Kyon nahin beshak achchha hai. 
'Ain us wakt Sukrat ne dekha ki ek maila kuchaila chota 

sa bachcha ek sal suthre nannhe se pille ke sath khel raha 
hai. 

SUKRAT: Yih bachcha to bara ganda hai. 
DRHATI: Ap thik kahte hain, hamen andesha hai is 

jagah bachchon ko ziyada nahana nahin milta. Ham 
gharib manas hrun. Uple thapne ata pisne rot! pakane 
waghaira se hamari aurton ko itna hhi wakt nahin milta jo 
woh bichariyan bachchon ko nahlane dbulane ke jhanjhat 
men paren. 

SUKRAT: Yih pilla to hara sal hai na? 
DXHATI: Zuriir haL Is ki man ise din hhar men kai 

martaba chat chat ke bilkul sal suthra rakhti hai. 
SUKRAT: Lekin mere khiyal men tum ne abbi kaha tha 

ki insan haiwanon se achcbha hai, Kya ek ganda bachcha ek 
suthre haiwan se achchha hai? 

DEHATI: Ji nahin muaf karo, ham ne phir ghalti ki ham 
janwaron se kam az kam safai men achchhe nahin. 

SUKRAT: Khair jane do. Insan parhe likkhe hain aur 
janwar nahin. 

DRHATi (jiildi Sf): Han sahib han. Insan pathna 
likhna janta hai aur us ke pas bahut si kitiiben bhj hoti 
hain. 

SUKRAT: Kya tum parh sakte ho? 
DEHATI: Nahin Sahib main to nahin parh sakta. 
SUKRAT: Aur tum? 
DEHkri: Nahin. 
SUKRAT: Aur tum I 
DEHATI: Nahin. 
SUKRAT: Lekin tum ne abhi kaha tha ke tum insan ho. 

Kiyon kaha tha na? 
DRHATI: Aji hamen mual karo, ham to dangar hain 

dangar aur bahut hi jahil. 
SUKRAT: Lekin gae to apne bachchon ko saf rakhti hai, 

aur tum apne bachchon ko saf nahin rakhte, phir tum dhor 
hhi kahan rahe. 

DRHATI: Ab ham kya kahen, tum hi batao kya k'II"Cn. 
SUKRAT: Achchha agar tum insan shumar kiye jane ki 

~rzu karte ho to tumqara pahla kam yih hai ke apne gaon 
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aur bachchon ko saf suthra rakkho, gaon ko saf karne ke 
liye tum zara zara sil kura bhi har roz uthao anr jahan-gaon 
ke har taraf ehhai fit gahre garhe khude hon, jake dal diya 
karo •. Rozana apne bachchon ko nahHio. 

DEHATI: Bahut aecha ham aisa hi karenge ham qanl 
dete hain. 

Sukrat is ke uad logon ke sath kuchh der idhar udhar phir 
kar biten karta raha. Yih log pahli baton ko bhiilte ja rahe 
the. Achanak unhen raste men ek gubrela (bhund) gobar 
ki ek goll ko apne surakh ki taraf dhakele liye jata nazar 
aya. Be soche samjhe ek dehatl hans para aur kahne laga 
, Dekhiye sahib is bhund ko dekhiye. Kaisa makrti.h janwar 
hai. Khabar nahin Khuda ne aisi fuzUl chiz kyon paida ki. 

SUKRA'r: Beshak Khuda ke karname ajib hain. Yih 
gubrela gobar ki goliyan bana ke apne ghar men lejata h3i~ 
aur zamin ke andar baghair raushni ya hawa ke andhere 
ghar men rahta hai, yiinhi hai na ? 

DEHATi: Beshak sahib, yih zali1 haqir janwar hai, isi 
tarah rahta hai. 

SUKRAT: Kya tumhari bahu betiyan uple thapti hain 
aur kya woh apne apne bachchon ko nple thapne ke waqt 
apne sath lejati hain aur kya woh uachche gohar aur uple 
se nahin khelte? 

DEHATI: Uple hamari zindgi ki ek zururi chlz hain, yih 
uudh ubalne aur huqqa bharne ke kam ate hain. 

SUKRAT: 0 ho, mera yih sawal nahin tha, main zurfirat 
ke mutalliq to phir bat karftnga, is wakt to main sirf yib 
puchh raha hun ki tumhari aurten aur bachche uple thapte 
hain? 

DEH.hi (ta.abzub Sf): Han thapte hain. 
SUKRAT: Kya tumhare un kichar mitti ke gharon men 

jin men tum rahte sahte ho khirkiyan hoti hain? 
DEHATI: Sahib hamen charon ka dar rahta haL 
SUKRAT: 0 ho main ne yih nahin puchha, agar har ek 

keg har men khirkiyan hon to tab bhi tumhari sabki wo hi 
halat rahegi aur choron ki tadad ua barhegi. Is ke alawa 
mujhe is mnamle men bhi bahut kuchh kahna parega, ke 
chor kiyon tumhari gharon men ate hain, Iekin main ne ., 
yih puchha tha ke tumhare gharon men khirkiyan hain ya 
nahin. 

16 
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D'lJiAT1: Ji nahin. 
SUKRAT: To tumhare gharon men ar..dhera rahta hain? 
DEHATI: Ji han. 
SUKRAT: Aur tum gobar se uple thapte ho aur be roshni 

ya baghair hawa ke gharon men rahte ho. Tum kis tarah 
se is gubrele se achchhe ho ! 

DEHATi: Malum to aisa hota hai ke ham is :-;e achchhe 
nahin. 

SOKRAT: To insanon men shumar hone ke liye gaon aur 
bachchon ko saf karne ke alawa tumen uple thapne band 
kar dene chahiye aur gharon men roshandan rakbne 
chahiyen. 

DEHATi: Bahut achchha, ham tumhari dalil ki sachai ko 
mante hain. 

Is wokt sair karte hue unhen ek kutya apne chhai 
pillon samet jin men tin kutte the aur tin kutyan, nazar 
ai. Woh apne chhahon bachchon ko saf kar rahi thi aur 
piyar kar rahi thL Ek dehati ne us par ek lakri phenk ke 
mari aur raste men se hatane ke liye use zor se dhutkara. 

SUKRAT: Are bhai are bhai rahne de. Yih kutya insanon 
se kai tarah achchhi malUm hoti hai. 

Dehatiyon ne is bat par zara nak bhaun charhai lekin 
dana ke sawalon ke khauf ke mare chup ho ke rah gae. 

Woh phir dehati ibtidai madrse ke pas se guzre iis men 
tis larke apna sabaq parh rahe the. 

SUERAT: Hakka bakka rah gaya aur kuchh der bad 
OOla-Kya is gaon men koi larki nahin hai ? 

DEHATi: Kyon nahin, iitne larke hain utoi hi larkiyiin 
hain. 

SUERAT: Phir in larkon ke sath tis hi larkiyan kyon 
nahin paTh rahin. 

DRHATi (llalls ke): Aisa hargiz nahin haL Larkiyan 
likhna parhna nahin sikh sakUn. Yih to larkon ka hi kam hai. 

SUKRAT: To tum larke aur Ia.rkiyon ke sath judagall3 
sulilk karte ho. 

DEBATi: Beshak, larkiyon ki kise khahish hai larke to 
ek chiz hain. 
~ SUERAT: Lekin woh ek hi man bap se paida hote hain, 
hai na ? 

DEHATi: E3shak. 
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SUKRA. T: Aur woh tumhare poton nawason ki tffiaen 
hongi. 

DEHATI: Zarilri bat hai. 
SUKRAT: Aur tumbari maen bhi kabhi larkiyan thin I 
DEHATI: Han. 
SUKRAT: Aurat ghar ki zimmawar hai ? 
DEHATI: Han. 
SUKRAT: Jitni aehehhi aurat ho utna hi aeheha ghar 

rahega aur utne hi achehe aur khush us ka shauhar aur 
bachehe honge ? 

DEHATI: Beshak. 
SUKRAT: To yaqinan tum ko larkon se ziyada larkiyon 

ka khiyal rakhna chahiye, kyonki apne gharon, apne shau
baron aur apne bachchon ki babat uuke faraiz is qadar 
ahm hain. 

DEHATI: Han sahib, ham mante hain ki tum phir durusti 
par ho aur ham ghalti par. 

SUKRAT: To woh kutya jis ko tum ne us buri tarah 
hiqarat se lalkara tha tum se is bat men ziyada aqalmand thi 
ki woh apne sare baehehon ke sath yaksan sulUk kar rahi 
thi aur kutton ko kutyon se behtar nahin samaih rabi thi. 

DltHATI: Ab ham kya kahen. Ham to apni zindagi ki 
har bat men aundhe aur ghalti par nazar ate hain. 

SUKRAT: To tumhen manna chahiye ki agar tum insanon 
men shumar hona chahte ho to tum ko tin nahin char ooten 
karni chahiyen:--

(1) Tamam kura aur gandgi gahre gahre garhon men c;Ial 
Qal ke gaon ko sa! rakho aur baehehon ko sa! suthra rakho. 

(2) Uple thapna ehhor do. 
(3) Apne gharon men roshandan banao. 
(4) Larkon ki tarah chhoti larkiyon ko hhi madrse men 

bhejo. 
DEHATI: Aeheha sahib yih to bilkul aisa hi maliim hota 

bai ki jab tak ham yih sab baten na karen ham insan hone 
ka dawa kar hi nahin sakte. 

SUKRAT (tie "IItt, hu, kaM): Aeheha to ab IDujhe ghar 
jiina hai. Der ho gai, tumhare gaon men ane ka main ne 
1ut! uthaya hai. Jab main tanhai se ghabraya karun to k~ 
main tumhare gaon men sair karta huii chala liya karun aur 
baten kar liya karun I 
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D~ATi: ZUrllr zurul', jab tum dobara aoge harnen 
ummed hai tumhen yahan insan nazar aenge. 

SUKRAT: Khuda hiifiz. 
DEHATI: Tumhara bhi Allah beli. 

'ZEWAR AUR AURAT KA MUNAslB DARJA' 

Gaon ke sab bi:trhe admi Sukrat ke ird gird baith kar 
Whar udhar ki baten kar rahe the ki do aurten pas se 
guzrin. Ek pani uthae ja rahi thi aur dusri chari ka 
gattha utha kar Ie ja rahi thi. 

Dana ne kaha ' Dosto main zewar ki babat turn se kuchh 
bat chit kama chahta him. Mere 'Iii men kuchh ghabrahat 
hOO aur yih bat meri samajh men nahin ati,' 

GAON WALE: Ai Dana! ap ke kaun si bat samajh men 
nahin aU. 

SUKRAT: TumharI aurten zewar kiyun pahanti hain? 
GAON WALE: Yih bhi koi puchne wali bat hai. Ham aur 

hamare bachche larke bhi aur larkiyan bhi sab ke sab 
thora bahut zewar pahante bain aul' aurten to bahut sa 
zewar pahanti hain. 

SUKRAT: Yih to thik hai magar kiyiin ? 
GAON WALE: Hamare khiyal men is ki kai wajhen hain. 

Yih ek riwaj hai aur achcha bhi malUm hota hai, woh aur 
ham sab ise pasand karte hain. 

SUKRAT: Tum zewar is liye pasand karte ho ki yih 
riwaj hai aur agar tum riwaj par na chaloge to log tum ko 
achcha nahi samjhenge. iekin mere khiyai men koi chiz sirf 
is iiye achchi nahin ho sakti ki us ka riwaj hai. 

GAON WALE: Kiyiim nahin ? 
SUKRAT: Agar kuch gaon wale chorI ka riwaj jari kar den 

to kyii tum usc thik kahoge? 
GAON WALE: Nahin bilkul nahin. 
SUKRAT: To yih zaruri nahin ki riwaj ko sirf is liye thlk 

kaha jiie ki woh riwaj hai. 
GAON WALE: Nahin, hamare khiyai men thik nahin kah 

sakte. 
SUKRAT: To tumhen sirf riwiij se nahin balke is se 

ziyada mazbut dalilon se zewar kii pahanna jaiz (thik) sabit 
karna chahi ytt. 
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GAON WALE: To ham is liye pahante hain ki' bhaHi 
malum hota hai. 

SUKRAT: Lekin woh aurten to nahae dhoe bagahir hi 
thin aur nih3yat puriine aur maile kuchaile kapre pahne 
hue thjn. Woh bachche jo samne khel rahe hain un ke 
hathon aur pairon men chandi ke kare karille to hain lekin 
malum hota hOO ki unhon ne kabhi panl ki shakal dekhi 
hi nahin aur jo kapre woh pahne hue hain. wah bilkul 
chithre brun. 

GXON WALE; Phir bhi zewar pahan kar woh kuch bhale 
hi malUm hote hOOn. 

SUKRkr: Kaisi hairani ki bat hai tum apne ap ko aur 
apne bal bachchon ko maila kuchaila rakhna aur phate 
purane kapre pahan kar phirna pasand karte ho, agarche 
nahane meu kuch kharch nahin hota aur kapfon par bhi 
kucbh ziyada kharch nahin hota atlr phir tum yeh chahte 
ho ki qimti zewaron ke zane tumhara yih phuhfq:"pan aur 
maUi kuchaili halat malUm na hone pae. 

GAON WALE: Nahin to, magar zewar pahan kar woh 
bhale malUm hone lagte hain. 

SUKRAT: Khuda ne to un ko khubsurat banaya hai 
lekin tum is khiibsurti ko phate purane kapron aUf mail 
kuchail se khariib kar dete ho aur phir zewar pahna kar 
un ko khub8urat banane ki koshish karte ho ? 

GAON WALE: Aji ap to sach much harnen sharminda 
kar rahe hain. 

SUKRAT: Lekin ek aur bat bhl to hai. Tum is kambakht 
zewar ko jitna ziyada pahinte ho utna hi jaldi jaldi yih 
ghista bhj iata hai. 

GAON WALE: Bilkul thik hai. 
SUKRAT: Aur aurten jitna ziyada zewar pahanti hain 

utna hj woh dusron ke zewar ko dekh dekh kar hasad 
karti hain aur apne mardon se ziyada ziyada zewar mangti 
rahtl hain. 

GAON WALE: Jl han, yih to thjk hai. 
SUKRAT: Tau to zewar jitna kam pahna jaega utna hj 

zarur har tarah se achcha hoga. 
GAON WALE: J;: han, zariir. 
SUKRAT: To.sab se ziyada bewaqufj kj biit yih hai ki 

khiibsurat zewar roz marra ke gande kapron aur ghar 'te 
17 
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aur Rhet ke har qism ke kam ke waqt pahne jiien. Asal 
men aqalmandi ki bat to yihi hai ki tum apne zewar in 
dinon men jab ki kam kaj se chutti ho melon aur bare 
bare mauqon par maslan tehwaron aur shadi biyab ke 
mauqe par pahna karo aUT wah bhI us waqt jab ki tum naha 
dho chuko aur tumbare kapre saf suthre bon. 

GAON WALE: Yih to aqalmandi ki bOt bai. 
SUKRAT: Sach to yih hai ki zewarki khfibsurtl bhi purl 

tarah usi waqt malUm hog; ? 
GAON WALE: Ji han, magar hamar! aurten bari zid karti 

hain aur zewar mangtl hi rahti hain. 
SUKRAT: Agar woh zahr mangen to kya tum unhen de 

doge? 
GAON WALE: Kabhi nahin, yih ap ne kaisi bat kahi. 
SUKRAT: Phir to tum bhi zewar ko utna hi pasand karte 

ho jitna ki woh karti hain. 
GAON WALE: Agaris kii matlab yihl hai to shliyed ham 

bhi pasand karte hain. 
SUKRAT: To tum aurton ko is bat ka ilzam na do ki 

rupai ko aisi buri tarah wohl barbad kardetl hain. 
GAON WALE: Yih to kisi tamh l'upai ki barbadi nahin haL 

Zewar pas rahta hai aur qimti chi. hai. 
SUKRAT: Tum jo kisi zewar par sau rupiya kharch karte 

ho to is ke bechte waqt tum ko kya milt .. bai ? 
GAON WALE: Agar sunar imandar ho to koi 80 rupai 

milte hain, nahill to 60 ya 70 rupai. 
SUKRAT: Aur yih ghista bhi rahtii hai yahan tak ki das 

sal men bis rupai ka mh jata hai. 
GAON WALE: Ji han. 
SUKRAT: Aur agar char ajiie to bas ek hi rat men yih ur 

iatii hai. 
GAON WALE: Jj han yih to saeb bai. 
SUKRAT: Aur agar tumbare pas bahut sa zewar bo to 

choron ke dar se tum rat ko so bhi nahin sakte aur apoe 
gharon men (hawa aur roshni ke liye) khirkiyiin na rakh 
kar tum apoi billat ko bhi kbariib kar lete ho. Wah kiyii 
{limti chiz hai. Ab farz karo ki zewar par sau rupiya 
kharch karne ki bajae tum ise central bank men iama karii 
do to das sal men kitnii ho jaega? 

GAONW ALE: Do sa" rupai ke qarib ho jiiega. 
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SUKRAT: To is ke muqable men tumha:ra zewar mhan 
qimti raha? 

GAON WALE: Ham to beshak lakir ke faqir hain. 
SUKRAT: Lekin agar tumhare pas rupiya na "ho aur 

tumharl blwi zewar mange to phir tum kya kara? 
GAON WALE: Ham quarz lete hain. 
SUKRAT: To is ka matlab yih hua ki jun jun zewar ghista 

jata hai qarz ki raqam barhti jati hai. 
G AON WALE: Ji han, malUm to aisa hi hOUI hai. 
SUKRAT: Hae hae bewaquf gaon walo tum ko aqal kab 

aegi? 
GAON WALE: Janab yih to thik hai, lekin hamari biwiyan 

aur bachche zewar ke baghair khush nahin rah sakte. 
SUKRAT: Mere khiyal men ham sab ko khiibsurti pasanu 

hai aur ham sab khush hona chahte hain. Yih to ek qudrati 
bat malUm hoti hai. 

GAON WALE: Yih to ap ne hamare dil ki bat kah di jise 
ham khud achchi tarah kah nahin sakte the. 

SUKRAT: Aur tum yib bhi samajhte ho ki zewnr se 
tumhar! khahish puri ho jaegi ? 

GAON WALE: Ehala ham apne gaon men aur kya kar 
sakte hain? 

(Thik USI waqt ek ghar! wahan se guzri jis ke Bath ek 
bachcha bhi kulelen karta ja raha tha.) 

SUKRAT: Wah danon khubsurat aur khush hain aur un
han ne kai zewar bhi nahin pahna hua hai, is par bhi insan 
hai wanon se achcha hai na ? 

GAON WALE: Ji han, insan ko achcha hi samajhte 
hain, lekin ai Sukrat ap ke in sawalon se is oot ke muta11iq 
hamare dilon men bahut sa shak paida ho jata hni. 

SUKRAT: To mere khiyal men tumhare bachche hamesha 
bahut khush nahin rahte. 

GAoN WALE: Woh khelte to khub hRin magar rote aur 
chilJate bhi bahut hain. 

SUKRAT: Bhala us gbar men khushi kaise ho sakti hai 
jo mail kuchail, bimari, dukh, dard aur musibat se bhara ho. 
Tumhiire khiyal men is ki kiya wajah hai ki haiwan to khush 
aur khiibsurat hain magar tumhari aurten aur bachche nR ter 
khush hain aur na hI khllbsurat? 

GAON WALE: "Ai Sukrat ham kaise ho sakte hain? 
18 
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S~::RAT: Kya main is ki wajah batane ki koshish karun? 
GAON WALE: Mihrbani kar ke batIaiye. 
SUKHA:r: Achchha suno. Mujhe yaqin hai ki iski pahli 

wajnh yih hni ki haiwan saf suthre rahte hain aur 8afai se 
tandrusti hasil hoti hai aur tanurusti se khushi. Wah khuli 
hawa men rahte hain aur apne ap ko aur apne bachchon ko 
niyahat hi saf rakhte hain. Tum ganlle gaon men rahte ho, 
jahan harqism ki gandgi kiiru karka~ aur ghilazat as pas pari 
sara karti hai aur Ul' urkar tumhare khane aur pani men 
parti rahti hai. Tum isc sans ke zariye phepron men lejate 
ho, makkhiyan us par baithti hain aur us ke ball. tUl11hare 
khane par aur tumhare bachchon ki ankhon aur honton 
par. 'fum aise andhere makanon men rahte ho jin inen 
khirkiyan nahin hoUn aur jin men r08hni aur hawa nahi ja 
sn.kti. Tumhari nurten klmd bhi bahut kam nahati ohoti 
hain aur bachchan ko bhi bahut kam nahUiti dhulatl hain. 
'fumhari sihat kharab ho jilti hai aur tum har ek bimari ka 
Rhikar ho jate ho. Pas saf siithre raho, apne bachchon ko 
saf suthra rakho, apne kapre dhote raha karo, apne makanon 
men khirkiyan rakho, apne g-aon sM suthre mho, rahne 
sahne ki aisl adaten ikhtiyar karo jo sihat ke liye mufid hoH 
hain aUt is tatah tumhati aurten aur bachche saf suthre, 
tanoarllst aur khl1Sh raha karenge. 

GAON WALE: Jl han ap to bare sakht hain, ham yih sab 
baten nahin kar sakte. 

SUKRA1'; Kya mnin ne ap ko kot aisi bat batUii ha.t 
jig par kuchh ruplya kharch hota hai ? 

GAON WALE: Nahin to aisi kot bat nnhin b.ltfii. 
SUKRAT: To phir himmat aur hausla hi kl zarurat hai. 
GAON WALE: MalUm ho\ii hai kl ap ka i1zam bilku! !hik 

hai. 
SUKRAT: Haqiqat men main ne jo ilaj bataya hai is se 

tumhara rupiya bach jaega kiyunki agar tum meri nasihat 
par chaloge to tum ko is kambakht zewar ki itni zarurat na 
paregj. 

GAON WALE: Ji han, yih thik hai. 
SUKRAT: Saeh much zewar baghalr saf suthri aur tandrust 

aurten aut" bachche aisi aurton aUf b..'lchchon se jo 7..ewar se 
lade hue hon magar maile kuchaile hon )tahin achche aur 
»~ul»;f1rat mAlum honp'e, aur phir jo rupiya is tarah bach 
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rahega woh kiyun na unko kuchh Iikhna parhna sikha"'" aur 
un ki rnmari ke waqt unko kunain aur daw~ii khilane aur 
barsat ke d.inon men uuke waste machchanHiniyan kharidne 
men kharch kiya jae. 

GAON wAr~R: Ji han, ai Sukrat! yih bhi to mamiili 
samajh ki bat hai, thik to hai, lekin human aurten hamesha 
zewar roang-a karengi. 

SUKRAT: Zariir un ko zewar do lekin sirf itna jitna ki 
munasib ho aur jitna tum qaraz liye baghair un ko de sakte 
ho. Ai gaon willa main in baton men kat tar nah111 hun. 

GA.DN WALE: Is He to woh khush na hongi. 
SUKRAT: Kiyun? 
GXON WALE: Wah apne ghar men hamesha khush-o

l-;:hm"ram nahin rahEn, maliim hoUt hai ki un ko k~i haquq 
hasil nahin haio aur un ka khiyal hai ki agar woh zewar ~e 
ladt hUi hongoi to un ke khawind un ki ziyada izzut knrenge 
aur is dar se un ke gath acheha sulUk karenge ki woh kahll1 
zewar lekar bhag nn jiien. 

SUKRkr: Phir to sirl zewar hi us ka dhan daulat hai ? 
GAON WALE: Jl han, yih to \hik hai. 
SUKRAT: Woh yih to samajhtl haill ki jo kuehh aur jab 

tak un ko mil sake woh leti jael1 aur isi liye tum ko zewar 
ke li.ye tang karti rahE hain. 

GAON WALE: Ji han, yih \hik hai. 
SUKRA:l': To tum apni biwiyon ki ziyada izzat nahin 

karte? 
. GAON WALE: Beshak kuchh nahin, balki wohl hamari 

izzat karti brun. 
SUKRAT: Tab to aurton kj kuchh bahut qadar nahin hoti? 
GAON WALE: Beshak, kuchh nahin. 
SUKRA:.r: Kya ap log aurton se hi paida hue hain, ap ke 

bachche aurton se paic1a honge aur ap ki larkiyan ap ke 
nawason ki maen banengi? 

GAON WALE: Ji ban. 
SUKRAT: Tab to tumhari aurten tum hi men se hain. 
GAON WALE: JI han. 
SUKRAT: AUT agar woh izzat ke qabil nahin tab ap aur 

ap ke bachhe aur nawase bhi is tarah se izz..'l.t ke qahil nahin 
rahe. 

GiON WALE: Maliim to aisa hi hota hai. 
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SlJKRAT: Ap apne bachchon se piyar karte bain na? 
G AON WALE: Dil-o-jan se. 
SUKRAT. Aur phir ap aisi hasH ko haqlr samajhte hain 

aur us se bura salUk karte hain jo un ke ]iye zimmewar hai 
aur jis se un ke zindagi ke nihayat hi aham zamane men 
un ki parwarish hoti hai, chat chalan banta hai aUf tarbHit 
han hai, ap ka kam bewaqUfon jaisa malUm hota hai, 
yaqinan apki aurten ap se kahin ziyada izzat ki haqdar hain, 
kiyunki wah aUlten hi hain jo ap ke bachchon ko paida kar 
ke uuhen pal pos kal' bara karti hain aur nasal ko qaim 
rakhti hain aur ghar kit kar-o-bar chalati hain. 

GAON WALR: Yih tbik bai. 
SUKRAT: Sach to yih.hai ki wah is kam men tumharI 

sbarik hrun. 
GAON W ALR: Ji han. 
SUKRAT: Tab shayad agar ap un ke sath waisa hi sulUk 

karen aur utni hi iZ7..at karen jis ki woh haqdaf hain aur un 
ko Uilim bhi den jis se wob yih sikb jaen ki bachchon ki 
parwarish munasib taUT par kiyunkor hott hai tab wah ap 
se itna zewar bhi nahin mangengi balke saf suthre, tandrust 
aUf khubsurat bachche aur J,hush-o-J,hurram ghar ko pa kar 
hi J,hush honge. 

GAON WALE: Ji han, ham yih natija nik~Ue baghair 
nahill roh sakte. 

SUKRAT: Kya bachche aur chote chote janwar hi J,huJ:>. 
surat chizen hain jo Khuda ne banai hain. 

GAON WALE: Ji nahin, Khuda ne phill bhi to banae hmn. 
SUKRAT: Tab to ap ke gbar phulon se bhare bue bonge 

kiyiinki ap \thiibsiirat chizon ko pasand karte hain aur un 
ko hasil kame ke liye qarz utbane ko bbi tayar Tabte bruno 

GAoN WALE {hans kar}: Ji nahin, hamare han phuse 
kisi kam nahin ate. 

SUKRAT: Tab to darasal ap \<bubsurat chiwn mubabbat 
nahln karte. 

GAON WALR: Ham un se muhabbat to karte hain magar 
hamen itni £Ursat nahin milti ki phUlon ke paude lagaen aur 
na bam ko yih malUm bi bai ki pbUl kiyunkar ugate brun, 
balki yi bbi pata nahin ki un ke bij kahan se mil sakte 
hain. 

SUKRAT. <ibar men ~p ke sathi log phUlon ke mutaliq sab 
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baten kiyiin nahin sikh lete? Mujhe yaqin hai ki It. ko 
(yani ap ki biwi ko) itna waqt mil sakta hai ki woh ap ke 
ghar ki rau1lak ,barhane ke liye kuchh phiil laga sake. Ek 
achchi aUl'at ke pas hamesha itna waqt hota hai ki wah 
ap1le ghar ko khiibsiirat bana sake. Han to main yih bhi 
tajwiz kar dun ki agar wah phir bhi zewar mangen 
to unhen u:; waqt jab ki woh naujawan han luis aUf 
zardozi ka kam sikhna chahiye aul' yihi baten apni 
larkiyon ko bhi sikha den. Is se yih hoga ki bajae is ke ki 
ap ka rupiya zewar men I,:harab ho woh lais aur zardozi kl 
liliflb:;ul'at chizen banane men ek du:;ri se muqabla karengi. 
Tab sab se ziyada hoshiyar aurat hi aurton ki sardar hog!. 
Nakih wah aurat jis ke khawind ka sab se ziyada rupiya 
sunar ke yahall jata ho. 

GAON WALE: Ai Sukrat! ham is bat ko azmaenge. 
SUKRAT: 'fab to bazahil' in sari baton ka natija yih 

malum hota hai ki ap ko chahiye ki ap apni aurton ko 
7.arUr parhaen aur un ke sath izzat ka sulUk karen aur ghar 
ke andar barabar ka .athi samjhen, unhen ghar ko l;hiibsiirat 
banane aul' bachchon ko saf suthra aUf 1$:hU8h fakhne men 
madad den. Un ko aisi talim dilwaen ji:; se woh ka::;hida 
waghail'a ke kam se khud apne ap aur arne bachchon ko 
~hiibsiirat balla saken. Yih bhi sikhIaen ki woh apne gharon 
men phiil laga saken. AI' ko yih bhi chahiye ki apne gaon 
ko bhi sat suthra aur qabil rihaish (basne ke '1.bil) banaen. 
Phil" zewar ki kuchh bhi zariirat nahin rahegi aur ap apna 
bach a. hua rupiya bank men jama kar sakenge aUf is tarah 
karne se bajae is ke ki ap ka zewar hal' sal ghista raha kare 
aur qarza barh!a raha kare ap ka woh mpiya har "al barhta 
hua jaega aur sab tie barh kar yih ki ap ki aUf ap ke tama.m 
kumbe walon ki zindgi khush~-khurram aur bashshash ho 
jaegj. 

GAoN WALE: Jj han, beshak ap ki nasihat bilkul baja hai 
aur ham kot;hish karenge ki is nasi hat ke muUihiq cha1 kar 
us ko ama! men laen, magal' bahut salon men bhi in tamam 
chjzon ka karlena bahut hj mushkil hai. 
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2. 'RASIYA' 

By SH. ABDUL RAHMAN, Aqil 
I~alt Inspector 01 Post Offices, (;urgaoll 

1. Rut barkha k!_~i, sajan ho jaiyo hoshiyar, 
SaJan ho ............................................... . 

Jhflm jbiim kar badal aya, chhajol) chhajol). mel) 
barsaya., 

Bole khet kiyiir, s.jan ho ...................... .. 

2. Halon men hal GurgaQ,waI). laiyo, dam jo mange so 
de a.iyo, 

Mat kariyo takriir, sajan ho .................. . 

~t Jo lewe gun us ke gaye, dharti par wuh aise jayc, 
Jaise chale matak kar nar, sajan ho ....... . 

4. Gaot;l gaoQ mel) rahat lagao, charse toro phul)k do lao, 
Hai bat bhale ki yar, sajan ho .............. .. 

S. Bail agar achhe chaho bhai, chokhe SalJ.9 se karo 
mmii 

5al)001) mel) 8.1)0 Hissar, sajan ho ........ 

6. Bank mel) paise apne dharyo, chhaoJ,1 se sahukar ki 
(laryo, 

Pura hai hoshaiyar, ~jan ho ............... . 

7. Brayne Sahab ki batel) mano, bhale ki sab kahta hai 
jano. 

Sab karla soch bichar, sajan ho ........... . 

3. 'lJPLO~ Kl FARYAD' 

By Sn. AnDUL RAHMAN, Aqil, 
Laic bls/Jeclor of Post Offices, GurRa011. 

1. Ute ho tum kahal) se ye lajawab uple, 
PhaiJa rahe hail) har su bu-i-guJab uple. 

2. Kuch ebal)d se bane hail,1 kueh aftab uple, 
Hote hai',) kis jage se ye dastiyab uple. , 
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3. Aise mazaq ki kab late the tab uple, 
Gobar bhari zaban ~e bole junah nple. 

4. Kahne lage hamari tUIll diistan sunna, 
Jo kneh kahelJ, khuua ra sara hayan snnna. 

5. Gat jo bana. rohe hait;t apni kisan sunna, 
Kuch tum hi in se kahna ai meharba.n stmna. 

6. Ghaflat ki nilJ,d meQ, wuh abtak pare hue hail), 
Aqlol). pe unki tale abtak jare hue hail).. 

7. Kiyol). thap thap gobar uple bana rahe hail), 
Phir lHiI kar zamilJ, par ham ko sukha rahe hait). 

8. Chun chun ke ul)che ul).che tIle luga rahe hail). 
Kiyot;l bezabalJ, samajh kar ham ko jala rahe hail).. 

~J. Kahdo ye unse jakar jal)gal se lael) lakri. 
Chuleh mel) mere ba,l1e kahuo jaIacl) lakrl. 

10. Gobar se barh ke uuniya mel). khad kam milega 
Mujh ko haratne wala harrod kam milega. 

11. Shada.lJ. bauhat milel)ge nashad kam milega, 
Aur Brayne :;ii bhi mushfiq usta.c1 kam milega. 

12. Lo ao aj hi se gobar karo ikatha, 
Gahre garhol). mel). bhar kar usko bh.ro ikatha. 

13. Khetol) mel) khau uska tum ual kar to dekho, 
AUf bIj uske andar tum pal kar to uekho. 

14. Aqil ki bat mano tum gllal kar to dekho, 
Ao bahal" uski tum ehal kar to dekho. 

15. Gobar ke khad se wuh kaisi khari hai kheti, 
Data ne jaise apne hathOl) jarl hai khetI. 
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4. 'PLAGUE KA GIT' 

By SH. ABDUL RAHMAN, Aqii 
I.ate 1nspector of Post Offices, Gurgaml 

1. Merl itnl araz manzur karo 
Mere data plague ko dur karo. 

Is ke balM <les met) afat bapa hai iij kal, 
C~-aoI) gaot). is ka. charcha ja bc.'lja hai aj ka1. 
Is ki daishat se har ek sahma hua hai aj kal. 
Khauf se mera bhl jl ghabra rahii hai aj kal. 

Mere dil ka tum masrur karo 
Merl itni araz ......... . 

2. Is se bachne ke liye tIka karana cha.hiye. 
Saf shishe kj tarah ghar ko banana eha-hiye. 
BistroI) ko dhup mclJ, din bhar sukhana chahiyc. 
Jis jage taoon ho Wal) par DR ja.na chahiye. 

Aisi batoo pe amal zarur karo 
Meri itni araz ......... . 

:i. Dur aba.di se phet)ko khad aur kura tamam, 
Rafa·hajat ke liye bhi dur jao subh-a-sham. 
Tum agar chuho to ye aise nahin mushkil haio kam 
Hai yaq11) mujhko ki tum kar loge is ka intizam. 

Gaot;l gaot;l melJ, yeh mashhur karo 
Meri itni afaz ........... . 

4. Yad rakho bat gar tIka na lagwaoge tum, 
Ya apne apne ghar ke gar chuhe na marwaoge tum, 
Is tarah se jahiIOJ;> ki bat me1;l aoge tum, . 
Saf kahta hUt) bauhat akhir met) pachhUioge tum. 

Bhali bat ka tum manzur karo 
Merl itni araz ........... . 

5. Man 10 jo kuchh ye kahla hai Thakur' apb, 
FiiIyeda hI fiiiyeda hai is ke andar apka. 
Kalin kahla hai use hai ye afsar apka. 
Ap gar samjho haqjqat me!;> hai chakar apka. 

Sabhi milke ye araz zarur kara 
Merl itni araz ....... . 

1 Rai Sahib pro M. J. Thakur, District Medicaf Officer of Health, 
GCrgaon. 
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S. DIH.ATI GIT 

By eH. LAJJA RAM, B.A. 

Late Tahsildar, Palwal, Gurgaon Distriel 

1. Tumhari apaski hui lag-phut ki bharak rahi hai ag
rahio bailJ. aur qaum sab jag-tum so gaye ho pair pasar. 

2. Rc bhai oahin jano apna birdna-apne bha ko jano 
satana-re jano git aur ke gana-nahiI) apas mel) pirH piyar. 

3. Re hait:> parhle aur parhate-bachchot:> ki ho tlmar 
guwante-pichhe c;lhoron ke ho phirateyOn banle hail) nipat 
ganwar. 

4 Re thari oar chaIaweIJ. chakki-baoawen gooor ki wuh 
tikki-nahit:> hait:> wuh _hi likhkhi-ho kaise Iharo udd
har. 

S. Wuh din bhar khet kamali-sahi sanjh ghar par ati
chara cholot:> ka hait:> lilli-Sar par ghas ka hai bhar. 

6. Thare ghar bane haiI~ ghora re-chopon ke hait:> wuh 
bare-gobar ke sar rahe sare-nahin hoti hawa hai par. 

7. Nahin ghar main kholle khirki-dukhi rahle hain 
larke larki-roti hain nar sab gbar ki-ho jinke lum bhartiir. 

8. BMi tum din bhar khet kamate-phirhh bhuke ho 
mar jale -dane banye sele kar khate-nahin kheti ki janie 
sar. 

9. Turn gobar ke uple banao-dhan datll.~1 ke ag lagao 
-re nahin gobar k. khad banao-mhe dharti bhuki mar. 

10. Re hal lakri ka lum cbalao-inch derh mit(i ulhao
nahin lohe ka hal mangao-ho ja dharti ke jo par. 

U. Bhai tum din bhar charas chaHio-bigh derh bhar 
kar ao-nahin lohe ka rahatlagao-jo bharta hai bigh char. 

12. Nahin chopol) ki nasal ho banate-nambar pa ho 
dhiyan lagale-nahin sand Hisari ho lale-nahin hoti dudh 
ki re dhar. 

1:l. N ahin ral mil bank banate-qarze banye se ho Iate
malte hath tum rah jate-jab Ie jal" ba paidawar. 

14. Thare kam bare bain gande-sab ulte hait:> Ihare 
dhande-Yun pargae ho tum mal)de-nuhiQ Ihare rahe 
sardar. 

15. Vlho piyare bhaiya jago-gaphlat ki nidra tiyago
re tum achche kOarmon par lago-raha Brayn~ Sahah Ialk.ir. 





GLOSSARY 
ABA-DJ. The residential part of the village, where the 

houses are packed like sardines, forming an unhealthy 
slum. 

ANTRA. The ridge of untouched earth left between the 
furrows of the wooden plough. 

ARHAR. A plllHe with woody stem and branches. 
BABU. A clerk or other literate person. 
BAGH. Orchard or garden. 
BAJRA. The lesser millet, with a head like a hulrush. 
BAN or BANNI. Forest or wood, often strictly preserved, 

by ancient village edict, for grazing. 
BANJAR. UnL'Ultivated land. 
BARANI. Rain~irrigated land, or crops. 
BAST!. Residential quarter, village, usually a slum. 
BrGHA. One-fifth of an acre. 
BrR. Grass-land. 
BOD!. Weak, exhausted; a term usually applied by 

villagers to themselves, their soil or their cattle, and 
implying-probably quite correctly-that their present condi
tion is the result of progressive deterioration. 

BRAHMAN I BULL. A bull set at large from motives of 
piety, for stud purposes - selected for his cheapness, but 
with no-reference whatever to his shape or pedigree. 

BRINJAL. A kind of vegetable. 
BUND. An earthen ramp for holding up water. 
CHABUTARA. A platform of earth or masonry in front 

of houses, shops or other buildings. 
CHARI. Irrigated from a well. 
CHAKKI. Stone flour-mill, worked by hand. 
CHARPOY. String bed, the ordinary village seat. 
CHARSA. Leither hag used for dmwing water from wells 

for irrigation, requiring four bullocks and fdl:tr able-bodOed 
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men fJr its manipulation j the most expensive form of 
water lift known to man. 

CHAUKIDAR. A village watchman. 
CHAUPAI. Glee-parties, fonned in the villages in part of 

the district each cold weather. They go from village to 
village, singing songs of their own composition. They have 
often a small harmonium, besides cymbals, etc., to accompany 
them, and generally contain children as well as grown-ups. 
They are extremely popular, and hundreds of people will sit 
and listen to them for hours at a time. 

CHERRI. Millet stalks used as cattle-fodder. 
CHHOKRA. A lad. 
CHULA. A fire grate. 
CHUMAR. A caste of untouchables which works in hides 

and leather. 
CHUN.A H. A very low caste of untouchables. 
COMPANY BAGH. The public gardens of a h~adql1arter 

station. 
CONSOLIDATION OF HOLDINGS. Agreement of landowners 

to pool and redistribute their fields in such a way that each 
will get a compact holding instead of a lot of small and 
widely scattered plots. 

DAI. A midwife. 
DAULA, pl. DAULE. The bank round a field to keep in 

the water. 
DAULEBANDI. The making of banks or daule. 
DilsI. Home-made. 
DilsI HAL. Indigenous plough, a twisted piece of wood, 

reinfon. .. 'ed with an iron point. 
DOFASLI. Land producing two crops a year. 
DUAL PuRPOSE CATTLE. In India the two purposes are 

draught and milk. 
FAQIR. A holy man, often mendicant. 
GANDA. Filthy. 
GARHA. A pit. 
GATWAN.. Farmyard, where dung-cakes, chaff, cherri, 

ete., are stored. 
(}HAR. House, home. 
Gal or GHEE. Clarified butter, universalll' used for cook

ing, and requiring unlimited dung-cakes for its production. 
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G6BAR. Cow-dung. 
GOHN. The steep incline excavated beside the well for 

the bullocks to run down when hauling up the charsa full 
of water. 

GORA DEH. The open space round a village, usually a 
scene of unparalleled filth; the latrine-<:um-rubbish-pit area. 

GOWAR. A pulse. 
Gw ALIA. One that tends cattle. 
HAKIM. A ruler, often a jack-in-office. 
HARIANA. The tract of country west of Delhi, which 

breeds the most famous cattle in India. 
RAZUR. Your honour; Sir. 
HISSAR BULLS. The best stud bulls obtainable are those 

bred at the Government Cattle Farm at Hissar, in the 
Hariana tract. 

HOOKAH. Indian pipe in which the smoke is drawn 
through water, and over which much time is wasted which 
would be better spent in cleaning up and tidying the village. 

IZZAT. Honour, self-respect, dignity; a very expressive 
word in India. 

JHALAR. A wheel with buckets fitted to it, and turned 
by bullocks, for raising water up to four or five feet only. 

J HAO. Tamarisk. 
JHELL. A swamp or lake. 
J1. Used separately or as an enclitic, it implies respect 

or affection. 
JOHAR. Village tank. 
KACHA. Literally, unripe; used of houses built of sun

dried brick, wells without masonry cylinders. etc. 
KAGHAZI KAM. Paper work only, paperasserie. 
KAJ. A post-funeral ceremony, at which large sums of 

money are spent, and often the cause of serious Quarrelling. 
KAMIN. Village customary menials. 
KANUNGO. Officer senior to patwari in revenue depart

ment. 
KAREWA. Widow re-marriage, carried out with very 

little, and sometimes only Quite nominal, ceremony. 
KHADIR. A river valley, notorious for its bad cattle. 
KHARABA. 4nd which has been sowU, but has failed, 

from drought or other cause, to produce a cr6'p .. 
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K"'-RAs. Flour-mill worked by bullock power. 
KHAIdF. Harvest reaped in the autumn. 
KHAT (properly KHAIl). Manure. 
KHAZANA. Treasure-house. 
KHRL. Water trough. 
KIARA. Compartments in fiek1s fOfmed by little ridgeH 

of earth to prevent water from funning off. The smaller 
the compartments, the less water used, and the more efficient 
the work of irrig-ation. 

KIARABANDI. The making of compartments, or kiara, in 
the fields. 

KlARE. Little bunks sub-dividing the fields fo\' well 
irrigation. 

KIKAR. Acacia. 
KURA. Refuse-heap. Before pits were dug, these heaps. 

surrounded and poisoned every village in Gurgaon. 
KURTA. Shirt. 
KUTRA. The yellow-t..'1.il moth j in a bad year the cater

pillars make a clean sweep of the monsoon crops as they 
come out of the ground. 

LAMDA RDAR. Village headman; hel'editary officer ap-
pointed by Government. 

LATHI. Stick, bludgeon. 
MALBA. Village common fund. 
MALI. Market-gardener caste. 
MASALA. Cooking spices. 
MOHUR. A gold coin, approximately a guinea. 
MUQAIJDAl\'l. A farm foreman under the agricultural 

department. 
MusoN' KE MAURUSI. The occupancy (i.e. hereditary 

tenants) of rats. 
NAHRI. Irrigated by canal water. 
NAIB TAHSILDAR. The lieutenant of a tahsildar. 
NAZAR. An offering byway of respect, to be touched and 

remitted. The gesture is intended to imply that the offerer's 
whole wealth is at the disposal of him to whom he presents 
tJte nazare A pretty and courteous formality still observed 
\vhen Government officials visit villages. 

NERM BAT;rlS. Squib made of sulphur and neem leaves . 
• NULLA (H). A wate~ course or drainage line, usually dry 

c:xcept immediately after rain. 
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PAKKA OR PUCCA. Literally, ripe. As applied to lfouses 
it means built of burnt brick or stone, as opposeu to a kacha 
house built of sun·dried brick. Used of wells it means 
those with masonry cylinders. 

PANCHAYAT. Vi11age arbitmtion court. 
PATWARI. Village revenue accountant, recorder and 

mappist, appointed and paid by Government. 
PERSIAN WHEEL. A device for raising water from wells 

by means of an en<lless chain of buckets rnnning over a 
wheel and geared to a sort of capstan turned by hnllocks. 
In primitive forms of Persian wheel the wheels are of wood 
and the buckets arc narrow-necked earthen pots, but the 
best kino i~ made of metal throughout. 

POLIo The men's sitting and smoking place, usually in 
the entrance to the yard where the cattle, carts, etc., are kept. 

PUNJAB SA. A famolls Punjab wheat, developed at 
Lyallpur, giving more grain and more straw than any indi
genous variety, and suitable for all kinds of soil and farming 
all over the province. 

PuRDAH of PARDAH. The custom of keeping women 
in seclusion. 

RADI. The harvest !'eaped in spring. 
RAKHW ALA. One that scares away birds and beasts from 

crops. 
RIWAJ-I-AM. Village record of rights, drawn up and from 

time to time revised by Government. 
Rosy BkfLA. A Puniab cotton, suitable for tracts with 

light rainfall. 
SADAR. Headquarter station. 
SADHU. A holy man, often mendicant. 
SAILAM. Land irrigated by floods. 
SARSON. An oil-seed. 
SH.AMILAT~ Common land,orlginally pasture, but nOw~ 

adays often divided up and cultivated. 
SUFEDPOSH. Official serving under zaildar. 
TACCAVI. Money advanced by Government to finance 

agriculture or to improve land. 
TAHSIL. A 'tllXlivision of a district. Also the head

quarters of suchil sulHlivision. There are siJ' tahsils in the 
Gurgaon Distris:t. 
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'r.A: ISILDAR. The revenue officer, magistrate, and execu~ 
tive official in charge of a tahsil. 

TAQDIH. Fate, luck. 
TIL. An oil-seed. 
UPLA. The ruin of agriculture, a c-1.ke of cow..uung, made, 

dried and stored for use as fuel by the women. 
ZAIL. A sub-division of a tahsil. 
ZAILDAR. Leading rural notable, se1ected and paid a 

small honorarium by Government to represent it and help it 
in the zail. 

ZAMIN. Land. 
ZAMINDAR. Owner, tenant or farmer of agricultural land, 

small or great. 




